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1 | Introduction



Chapter 1. Introduction

When we see something we crave, like a cold beer on a warm summer night, our
pupils dilate and saliva runs in our mouths when we anticipate the pleasure of the
first cool sips. We, humans, are masters in communicating our subjective experience,
but is our objective perception of the world outside affected by our internal state,
like the anticipation of reward? In this PhD thesis I will address this question by
discussing two experiments on how the learning of a stimulus-reward association
affects the representation of reward-predicting visual information in the brain, and
specifically in the visual cortex. In addition, results of a third experiment comparing
awake and anesthetized visual processing in the cortex are included to study the
influence of changes in internal state on visual cortex activity, as well as to validate
and support generalization of the first two experiments. On the next few pages I
will first introduce the main subject of this thesis, the mouse visual cortex, followed
by a brief explanation of the most prevalent experimental method in my research,
two-photon calcium imaging.

1.1 A comparative account of research on the mam-
malian visual cortex

The visual pathway is one of the most extensively studied systems of the brain. We
know a great deal about the anatomical connectivity and about the response properties
of various subtypes of cells located in each of the visual cortical- and subcortical areas
(Werner et al., 2014). In addition much has already been learned about how cells in
visual cortex change their connectivity and function in response to changes in the
environment (see Espinosa and Stryker, 2012; Gilbert and Li, 2012). Even a summary
of the current state of the field could exceed the volume of a book, therefore this
introduction is designed to only bring the reader up to speed on the most relevant
details of the brain’s visual system, highlighting differences and similarities between
primate and rodent vision and with the ultimate aim to specifically introduce the
experimental work that will follow in the subsequent chapters.

1.1.1 Organization of the subcortical visual system

The eye, the retina and the functional specialization ganglion cells

Light, coming from the world around us, is projected as an upside-down image on
the two-dimensional curved surface of the retina within the eye. Visual processing
starts with the detection of visible-light photons by a densely packed layer of rod-
and cone photoreceptors in the outer retina. These photoreceptor cells excite and
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1.1. A comparative account of research on the mammalian visual cortex

inhibit bipolar cells, directly, and also indirectly through horizontal cells that receive
inputs from multiple neighboring photoreceptors. The output of the retina is carried
by projections from retinal ganglion cells that receive inputs from the bipolar cells
and from amacrine cells that additionally provide modulatory inhibition (Creutzfeldt
and Sakmann, 1969; Kandel et al., 2000)

Within the retina, different types of retinal ganglion cells extract different features
of an image resembling a set of parallel processing pathways. The classical retinal
ganglion cell responds to an increase or decrease in luminance within a small patch of
the visual field and additionally to the opposite change in luminance in the immediate
surround of the center patch (Kuffler, 1953; Hartline, 1969), which is referred to as
a center-surround ‘receptive field’. Retinal ganglion cells, however, can also have
receptive fields that selectively respond to edges, overall luminance increases or
decreases, absence of features (uniformity in luminance), direction of movement or
overall movement, as has been observed in multiple mammalian species (Barlow et
al., 1964; Spinelli, 1966; Creutzfeldt and Sakmann, 1969).

The retina is not uniformly organized. For instance, in humans and primates,
the central region of the retina, the fovea, contains a much larger density of cone
photoreceptors and is dominated by P (parvi)-class retinal ganglion cells, having
small receptive fields and specialized in high acuity vision (Kandel et al., 2000). In
rodents there is no such region that resembles a fovea (Lashley, 1934; Wagor et al.,
1980), but also in mice the distribution of specific types of retinal ganglion cells is
not uniform. Alpha-like retinal ganglion cells are more prevalent in the temporal
part of the retina and may facilitate enhanced processing of the frontal visual field
(Bleckert et al., 2014). In the ventral retina, that processes the upper visual field,
highly specialized W3 retinal ganglion cells are much more prevalent compared to the
dorsal retina (Zhang et al., 2012b). The receptive fields of these cells are sensitive to
small moving objects against a uniform background and were proposed to specifically
facilitate avian predator detection (Yilmaz and Meister, 2013). In summary, the joined
output of the retinal ganglion cells can be considered to be a version of the original
image, decomposed into a number of parallel channels each specialized in detecting
different, relevant visual features (Masland, 2012; Werner et al., 2014).

Paths of visual information into the brain

Retinal ganglion cells project through the optical nerve, a vast bundle of axons, to
the brain. At the optic chiasm, part of the projection fibers cross sides, in such a way
that each brain hemisphere receives information from one visual hemifield rather
than from one eye. Visual information in the left hemisphere originates from the right
visual field and vice versa. Projections from retinal ganglion cells terminate mainly in
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Chapter 1. Introduction
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Figure 1.1: The primate visual pathway. A The field of view of each eye overlaps largely with the
other, allowing for extended binocular vision. Retinal ganglion cell projections cross partly at the chiasm,
delivering visual information from one hemifield, rather than one eye, to each hemisphere. B Rodents have
their eyes more lateral on their heads, which results in reduced binocular vision and increased extent of
their lateral visual field (Reprinted and adapted with permission from Priebe and McGee, 2014).

two structures of the central nervous system, the superior colliculus and the lateral
geniculate nucleus (Figure 1.1; Werner et al., 2014).

The superior colliculus (SC), or optic tectum, is a phylogenetically old brain struc-
ture, located in the mesencephalic region of the brainstem. In brains of amphibians
and fish, this is the main center where visual information is processed, as these an-
imals do not possess much of a visual cortex (Kardong, 2006). Rodents do have a
visual cortex, but the majority of retinal ganglion cell axons still terminate in the
colliculus (Hofbauer and Dräger, 1985). The exact role of the colliculus in rodent
vision is somewhat unclear, but the circuit is certainly involved in vision (Wang et
al., 2010; Ahmadlou and Heimel, 2015; Feinberg and Meister, 2015) and potentially
specialized in the detection of specific visual patterns (Shang et al., 2015; Wei et al.,
2015). Moreover, there is considerable integration of sensory signals of multiple
modalities (Ghose et al., 2014) and the colliculus can initiate eye-movements for the
tracking of moving stimuli (Douglas et al., 2005). In fact, the role of the colliculus in
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1.1. A comparative account of research on the mammalian visual cortex

rodents may be rather similar to its function in primates, where collicular neurons
are involved in saccades, orienting responses, attention and visual target selection
(Krauzlis et al., 2013; Inoue et al., 2015).

The lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) is the most posterior-lateral nucleus of the
thalamus. In higher mammals it is the dominant projection target of retinal ganglion
cells and also in rodents it receives a large fraction of axons from the eye. The LGN is
considered to be a relay station where visual information from the retina is passed
on to the cortex. In mice, about half of the LGN cells have classical center-surround
receptive fields while the remaining half responds to other features (Piscopo et al.,
2013), like direction of movement (Marshel et al., 2012). These receptive fields may be
directly inherited from the retina (Chen and Regehr, 2000) or produced by convergent
recombination of information from afferent fibers (Hammer et al., 2015). A recent
study, however, indicates that the mouse LGN contains, cells responding to self-
locomotion (Erisken et al., 2014). Moreover, cells in the monkey LGN are modulated
by perceptual decisions (Jiang et al., 2015) and respond differently when they are in
the foreground or background of a scene (Jones et al., 2015). The concept of the LGN
being merely a relay station is slowly breaking down, but whether modulations in
the LGN reflect local visual processing or effects of top-down feedback remains to be
seen.

1.1.2 Organization of the cortical visual system

Six layered cortex.

Most regions of the neocortex, including the primary visual cortex, consist of a six-
layered circuit. In all but the uppermost cortical layer the majority of neurons is
excitatory while an estimated 20% is inhibitory. Most excitatory cells are pyramidal
neurons having a typical morphology with basal, within-layer dendrites around their
cell body and a large apical dendrite reaching up to layer 1 where it branches out,
except for part of the layer 6 pyramidal cells of which the apical dendrite only reaches
up to layer 4. In layer 1 there are very few neurons altogether, it consists mostly of
dendritic processes, axon terminals, and glial cells. The neurons that do reside in
layer 1 are almost all of the inhibitory type. For a more comprehensive and in-depth
discussion on basic cortical circuits, see Douglas and Martin (2004).

The flow of visual information within the primary visual cortex

The cortical projections of mammalian LGN relay cells terminate mainly in layer
4, although a smaller fraction is found in layer 2/3 (e.g. color vision in higher
mammals) and layer 1 (Hubel and Wiesel, 1972; Lund, 1988; Cruz-Martín et al., 2014).
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Chapter 1. Introduction

In the mouse, the overall flow of visual information through these six layers is quite
stereotyped and similar to that in other mammals. Layer 4 cells receive input from
the LGN and project mainly onto basal dendrites of cells in layer 2/3 (Thomson et
al., 2002). Cells in layer 2/3 may be considered to perform local processing in the
primary visual cortex although they can also receive LGN inputs. These cells do not
only project onto dendrites of layer 5 (output) cells (Thomson et al., 2002), but also
to a selection of neighboring layer 2/3 cells that respond to similar visual features
(e.g. Gilbert and Wiesel, 1989; Ko et al., 2011) and to more distant layer 2/3 cells in
higher visual cortical areas (e.g. Livingstone and Hubel, 1983; Glickfeld et al., 2013).
Pyramidal cells that are located in layer 5 receive input from layer 2/3 (Thomson et al.,
2002) and project to subcortical regions (e.g. SC), layer 6 and via the corpus callosum
to the contralateral hemisphere (Swadlow, 1983; Kasper et al., 1994). A subset of layer
6 cells receives local inputs from upper cortical layers, while others receive inputs
from higher visual areas and thalamic nuclei (Vélez-Fort et al., 2014). Layer 6 cells can
project to thalamic structures (Claps and Casagrande, 1990), for instance to provide
cortical feedback into the LGN (Olsen et al., 2012).

In humans and monkeys, projections from the retina through the P, M and K
pathways –separated channels of visual information originating from different subsets
of retinal ganglion cells– remain segregated in V1 and terminate in different sublayers
of layer 4 and in spatially segregated blob and interblob subregions of layer 2/3
(Lachica et al., 1992). No such organization has been observed in mouse V1, but
there is some evidence for the existence of similar parallel input channels, as in
the monkey (Gao et al., 2010). One recently found exception is the projection from
direction selective retinal ganglion cells, innervating the dorsal LGN and subsequently
preferentially projecting to layer 1 of the visual cortex (Cruz-Martín et al., 2014).
Nonetheless, most inputs to the visual cortex of the mouse are not considered to be
spatially organized.

Retinotopic organization of V1

There is, however, at least one exception of a type of organization in the visual cortex
that is conserved across all mammalian species (Kaas, 1980). Projections, originating
from the retina and relayed by the LGN, innervate the primary visual cortex in a
manner that is spatially organized with respect to visual field location (e.g. Nauta and
Bucher, 1954). As in the retina, cells in the primary visual cortex selectively respond
to a restricted region of the visual field (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959, 1968; Dräger, 1975;
Wiesenfeld and Kornel, 1975). Because of the organization of the inputs, neighboring
cells in V1 respond to visual stimulation in neighboring regions of the visual field
in such a way that the 2-dimensional structure of an image projected onto the retina
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Figure 1.2: Retinotopic organization and orientation tuning in mouse V1. A An example of the retino-
topic organization of V1 in the mouse (left panel; data acquired by P. M. Goltstein in the department of
Tobias Bonhoeffer, Max Planck Institute of Neurobiology, 2015) The right panel shows the layout of a setup
for mapping e.g. retinotopic organization using imaging of intrinsic signals in the brain (as used in the
experiments of chapter 3). B An example of an orientation tuned neuron (data from the experiment of
chapter 2). Left: Potential organization of center-surround receptive field inputs of an orientation tuned
neuron. Middle: Calcium responses of a single neuron to moving gratings in 16 directions, reordered
according to movement direction. Gray traces represent individual trials, the black trace is an average of 5
trials. Right: The average calcium response in this polar plot shows the amplitude of the response of the
neuron in B, plotted in the actual direction of the moving grating.

is approximately maintained on the cortical surface (Figure 1.2A; Wagor et al., 1980;
Tootell et al., 1988; Engel et al., 1997; Schuett et al., 2002).

The distance between two points in the retinal image does not map to a constant
distance between two points on the surface of V1, but depends on the size of the
receptive fields of V1 cells which increases with increasing eccentricity (Hubel and
Wiesel, 1974b). Therefore, the central part of the visual field in humans and monkeys,
especially the region of the fovea, has a larger representation on the cortex compared
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Chapter 1. Introduction

to the peripheral visual field (Van Essen et al., 1984). The relation between the size of
an object in the visual field and the size of its cortical representation is referred to as the
cortical magnification factor (Cowey and Rolls, 1974). In rodents, this magnification
factor is much more constant with increasing eccentricity, but their frontal visual field
still has a slightly larger representation compared to the lateral visual field (Bleckert
et al., 2014; Garrett et al., 2014).

Orientation tuning

Besides being responsive to only a specific location in the visual field, the receptive
fields of neurons in the visual cortex can be tuned to respond preferentially to specific
visual features. In 1959, Hubel and Wiesel published a study describing results from
experiments in which they had recorded action potential responses of cells in the
primary visual cortex (area 17) of anesthetized cats in response to various visual
stimuli. The receptive fields of these cells typically consisted of multiple spatially
restricted subregions that provided either excitatory or inhibitory drive to the neurons.
In a number of cells, these ‘on’ and ‘off’ subfields were arranged in such a way that the
cells responded maximally to a narrow rectangular shape that was aligned parallel
to the boundary of the ‘on’ and ‘off’ subfields, while they would fail to respond
at all when the same bar was projected perpendicularly to the arrangement of the
subfields (Figure 1.2B). Because a cell with such a receptive field appears tuned
to the orientation of an edge or a bar, these cells were defined to be ‘orientation-
tuned’. By systematically varying the orientation of a bar, one can illustrate the
orientation dependency of a neuron’s response and plot it as a tuning curve (Figure
1.2B). Defining features of orientation tuning curves are the orientation angle of the
maximum response and the width of the response peak (named ‘preferred orientation’
and ‘bandwidth’; e.g. Swindale, 1998; Ringach et al., 2002).

Hubel and Wiesel (1962) classified a cell as simple or complex by how well the
precise arrangement of ‘on’ and ‘off’ subregions of its receptive field predicted the
response to visual stimuli. For instance, when a pattern of repeating bars (a grating)
smoothly moves over the receptive field of a simple cell, the edge of each bar in the
grating aligns in turn to the ‘on’-‘off’ subfield boundary, intermitted by periods during
which the edges do not align. The response of the simple cell to such a stimulus
will reflect the repeated alignment and misalignment by a linear (increase/decrease)
modulation of the response of the cell. Responses of complex cells were different.
Hubel and Wiesel were unable to obtain subfields for these cells, while the cells would
still respond to, for instance, the orientation or direction of a moving bar or grating;
and did so without being modulated by the exact location of the edge of the bars in
their receptive fields. The amount of this modulation (F1/F0 modulation) can be used
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1.1. A comparative account of research on the mammalian visual cortex

to classify cells into simple and complex, but some recent work indicates the existence
of a continuum instead of two discrete groups (Mechler and Ringach, 2002). Hubel
and Wiesel proposed that simple and complex cells reflected two successive stages in
the computation of vision, which is supported by the observation of monosynaptic
directional connectivity from simple to complex cells in cat V1 (Alonso and Martinez,
1998).

The function of inhibitory neurons in V1

Approximately 20%–30% of the cells in the neocortex are inhibitory; their axon
terminals release the neurotransmitter GABA, which usually hyperpolarizes the post-
synaptic cell and reduces its action potential activity (Kandel et al., 2000; Markram et
al., 2004). Cortical inhibitory interneurons can be classified by which types of protein
they express, by which neuromodulators they co-release and/or by the location on
the postsynaptic neuron where they target their inhibition (Markram et al., 2004;
Gonchar et al., 2007; Gentet, 2012). There are many types of interneurons, but three
classes of inhibitory neurons have gained a lot of attention in the mouse visual cortex,
partly because of the availability of genetic methods to selectively study their function
(Taniguchi et al., 2011; Madisen et al., 2010)

Parvalbumin-expressing (PV+) interneurons provide strong local inhibition, help-
ing to keep overall activity levels in the cortex within bounds (Hofer et al., 2011).
Inhibition shapes feature selectivity in the retina (Barlow and Levick, 1965; Briggman
et al., 2011) and a similar role has been theorized for visual cortex inhibitory interneu-
rons (Ben-Yishai et al., 1995; Ursino and La Cara, 2004) with the PV+ interneuron
being a prime candidate effector. More recently, Priebe and Ferster (2008) argued
that the precise feature selectivity of orientation-tuned visual cortical neurons does
not necessarily depend on inhibition. Moreover, studies in mouse visual cortex have
shown that PV+ cells are generally poorly orientation selective (Liu et al., 2009; Kerlin
et al., 2010; Runyan et al., 2010). A few other studies do demonstrate a (moderate)
role for PV+ interneurons in shaping tuning width of orientation-tuned neurons in
mouse V1, namely by activating the inhibitory cells using optogenetic stimulation
(Atallah et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2012), but the increase in selectivity
of tuning curves is rather small and may be attributed to changes in overall response
gain (Atallah et al., 2014; El-Boustani et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2014b).

Somatostatin expressing (SOM+) interneurons mainly provide inhibition onto
apical dendrites of pyramidal cells that branch out in layer 1, as well as onto other
types of inhibitory neurons. Some SOM+ cells are tuned to visual features like orien-
tation, but others are not (Kerlin et al., 2010; Ma et al., 2010). In mouse somatosensory
cortex, SOM+ cells control the gain of inputs to layer 1 and thereby modulate local
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Chapter 1. Introduction

intra-cortical processing via lateral connectivity of layer 2/3 cells (Gentet, 2012). In
the mouse visual cortex, SOM+ interneurons are involved in setting a spatial limit on
visual processing by providing surround suppression (Adesnik et al., 2012; Haider et
al., 2012). Inhibition by SOM+ neurons could be involved in circuitry of end-stopped
cells, also referred to as hypercomplex cells. These cells respond like complex cells,
but are additionally selective for the length of a stimulus (Hubel and Wiesel, 1965).
Surround suppression by SOM+ neurons may provide the inhibition that has been
suggested to shape this feature (Orban et al., 1979; Dobbins et al., 1987).

Vasoactive intestinal protein expressing (VIP+) interneurons are a bit of a special
case because they only appear to provide inhibition onto other interneurons, namely
of the SOM+ and PV+ type (Pfeffer et al., 2013). In mouse visual cortex, VIP+ neurons
are broadly tuned to orientation of moving stimuli (Kerlin et al., 2010; Mesik et al.,
2015) and a recent study found that VIP+ neurons are a crucial link in the facilitation of
local visual responses by long-range inputs from the anterior cingulate cortex (Zhang
et al., 2014). These properties are in line with a general role for VIP+ interneurons
in state-dependent gain control of visual responses by higher cortical regions or
subcortical nuclei (Alitto and Dan, 2012; Pi et al., 2013; Fu et al., 2014).

Finally, in the visual cortex of many mammals, including the mouse, the local
field potential (LFP) shows prominent oscillations in e.g. the gamma frequency range
(Gray et al., 1989; Engel and Singer, 2001; Nase et al., 2003). Cortical LFP oscilla-
tions reflect the synchronized activity of subsets of neurons, which is thought to be
achieved through timed inhibition of, for instance, parvalbumin positive basket cells
(Creutzfeldt et al., 1966; Hasenstaub et al., 2005; Mann and Paulsen, 2007; Bartos
et al., 2007; Cardin et al., 2009; Suffczynski et al., 2014; Kuki et al., 2015). The orga-
nization of the spatiotemporal structure of activity patterns in multiple frequency
bands may facilitate communication within and between cortical and subcortical
structures (Buzsáki and Chrobak, 1995; Fujisawa and Buzsáki, 2011) and has been
proposed to mediate effects of e.g. long-range attentional modulation and behavioral
inhibition (Fries et al., 2001; Gregoriou et al., 2009; Pritchett et al., 2015). Moreover,
the presence of LFP oscillations in certain frequency bands is indicative of the cortical
brain state (Steriade et al., 1991; Contreras and Steriade, 1997; Poulet and Petersen,
2008). In summary, even if interneurons are not crucial for shaping feature selectivity,
inhibitory actions and interactions in the visual cortex vastly increase the complexity
and flexibility of local circuit dynamics.

Columns, pinwheels and mesoscale functional organization

When Hubel and Wiesel made their observations of orientation-tuned neurons in the
cat brain, they noticed a tendency of neighboring cells to have the same preferred
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orientation (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962). They proposed that the visual cortex consists of
functional columns, spanning multiple cortical layers, in which simple and complex
cells interact to give rise to a columnar orientation preference. In a later study, they
discovered that the orientation preference progressed continuously between two
different locations in the visual cortex and confirmed the two-dimensionality of
the columnar organization (Hubel and Wiesel, 1974a; Hubel et al., 1977). The full
extent of the organization became visible with the introduction of functional optical
imaging techniques in neuroscience, revealing a two-dimensional map of orientation
preference slabs (Blasdel and Salama, 1986). With electrophysiological and imaging
techniques improving, high quality maps were made, describing in great detail the
continuous organization of iso-orientation patches and their organization around
centers, coined pinwheels or singularities (Swindale et al., 1987; Bonhoeffer and
Grinvald, 1991; Ohki et al., 2006). Besides for orientation, the visual cortex of higher
mammals is also functionally organized to represent movement direction (Payne
et al., 1981; Weliky et al., 1996), ocular dominance (LeVay et al., 1975) and spatial
frequency (Tootell et al., 1981; Bonhoeffer et al., 1995). These maps are laid out across
the cortical surface such that they provide orthogonal coverage of all of the mapped
features (Hübener et al., 1997; Swindale et al., 2000).

In some smaller mammalian species like the rat or mouse, spatial organization of
orientation, ocular dominance or spatial frequency preference is absent (Ohki et al.,
2005; Mrsic-Flogel et al., 2007; Bonin et al., 2011), although there is an indication of
ocular dominance patches in rat V1 (Laing et al., 2014). One reason for the absence
of orientation columns in small mammals could be a disadvantage of covering too
large subregions of the visual field by single orientation columns. If one would
imagine mouse V1 having orientation columns of only a few hundred micrometers in
diameter, it could lead to a ‘clumsy’ arrangement with less than a dozen columns in
total and therefore having large parts of the visual field being processed by cells that
are all tuned to the same orientation (Kaschube, 2014). This situation, however, is not
unlike the recently discovered ‘orientation columns’ in the mouse superior colliculus
(Ahmadlou and Heimel, 2015; Feinberg and Meister, 2015). Animals that do have
orientation columns share many similarities in how these columns are organized,
which could point to an underlying functional advantage leading to superior visual
processing (Kaschube et al., 2010). However, the discovery of the gray squirrel –a
highly visual mammal– entirely lacking orientation columns argues against a critical
advantage (Van Hooser et al., 2005; Kaschube et al., 2010).
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Figure 1.3: Organization of visual (and other) cortical areas in primate and rodent. A Traced anatomical
connections between LGN, primary visual cortex, higher visual areas, cortical association areas and
hippocampus showing a ‘hierarchical’ organization involved in visual processing in the primate (Reprinted
with permission from Felleman and Van Essen, 1991). B Overall anatomical connectivity of sensory and
association cortical regions and hippocampus, traced in the rat (Reprinted with permission from Burwell
and Amaral, 1998). C Multicolor fluorescent tracing of retinotopic organization in 11 higher cortical regions
receiving projections from the primary visual cortex in the mouse (Reprinted with permission from Wang
and Burkhalter, 2007).

Organization of higher visual areas

In two papers published in 1991 and 1992, Felleman and Van Essen reported a set
of experiments tracing the anatomical circuit of 25 visual areas and an additional 7
visual-association areas of the neocortex. Using a brute-force tracing approach, they
revealed an extended network of feed-forward and feedback projections suggesting
that visual processing in the macaque neocortex consists of at least 10 hierarchical
levels with a high level of interconnectivity (Figure 1.3A). Later, a similar but more
simplified network was uncovered in the neocortex of the rat (Burwell and Amaral,
1998), revealing striking similarities in overall hierarchical cortical organization of the
rodent and primate visual system (Figure 1.3B).

The functional organization of the mouse visual cortex had so far remained rather
unexplored, apart from a handful of studies on V1 receptive field organization (Dräger,
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1975; Wagor et al., 1980; Schuett et al., 2002; Kalatsky and Stryker, 2003) and studies
using the primary visual cortex as a model for studying plasticity (see below; e.g.
Gordon and Stryker, 1996; Hensch and Stryker, 1996; Hübener, 2003). In 2007, Wang
and Burkhalter showed that, also in the mouse, the visual cortex projects to as many
as 15 higher cortical areas, nine of which having a retinotopic organization. Moreover,
in subsequent studies they showed that the overall connectivity of the murine visual
system follows a similar, though simpler, pattern as found in visual areas in primates
and humans (Figure 1.3B and 1.3C; Gao et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2011, 2012).

As Felleman and Van Essen (1991) proposed, the existence of these densely con-
nected cortical networks is highly suggestive of a hierarchical system of visual pro-
cessing. Comparison of electrophysiological recordings from cells in the secondary
visual cortex (V2) of the monkey and fMRI recordings from V2 in humans, with
recordings from V1, revealed that cells in V2 are more responsive to pictures that are
from natural scenes or have the same higher order statistical dependencies as natural
scenes (Freeman et al., 2013). In recordings from areas further upstream from V1, into
the temporal regions of the primate brain, feature selectivity becomes increasingly
more complicated, with cells being selective for composites of forms, like corners
or simple shapes (Tanaka et al., 1991; Logothetis et al., 1995). Other regions, more
dorsally located in the neocortex, are specialized in computation of motion direction
(e.g. area MT; Albright, 1984; Rodman and Albright, 1989) or color (e.g. V3, V4; Schein
et al., 1982; Burkhalter and Van Essen, 1986). The exact organization of cortical areas
into processing levels and/or hierarchies is under scrutiny (Van Essen et al., 1992;
Hilgetag and Kaiser, 2004; Vezoli et al., 2004), but there is considerable theoretical and
experimental agreement on the overall flow of information through visual cortical
areas.

In 2005, Quiroga et al. published a most striking experiment. Before a surgery was
performed on human epileptic patients, the source of the seizures was located with
temporarily implanted microelectrodes. Quiroga et al. (2005) used these electrodes
to additionally record from nearby cells in different regions of the medial temporal
lobe (MTL), which is part of the ventral visual stream and mostly associated with
memory, but also with perceptual representations (Tulving and Schacter, 1990; Bussey
and Saksida, 2007). They observed a subset of neurons in the MTL that were highly
selective for specific landmarks, objects or individuals, even if the pictures of these
objects or individuals were visually very different from each other. In some cases,
a neuron would even respond to the written name of a person. The observation of
invariant tuning for objects and individuals resembles more our subjective perception,
which includes a conceptual representation of a person’s or object’s identity, rather
than low-level image features. One may consider the outputs of these cells to be part
of object centered representations (Marr, 1982), which can be considered an endgoal
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of the visual computation in the brain.
The visual features that neurons in the higher visual areas of the mouse brain

specialize in are still mostly unknown. There is some consensus that the posterior
medial visual area (area PM) is more responsive to slowly moving stimuli of high
spatial frequency (finer details), while neurons in the anterior lateral region (area AL)
are more responsive to fast moving stimuli with low spatial frequencies (Andermann
et al., 2011; Marshel et al., 2011). These higher visual areas receive selective inputs
from cells in the primary visual cortex that prefer matching visual features (Glickfeld
et al., 2013). Although the cells that project to different visual processing streams in
mouse V1 are not spatially segregated (Gao et al., 2010) like in the monkey, the overall
principles governing the organization of the mouse visual cortex make it a suitable
model for studying visual learning (Glickfeld et al., 2014).

1.1.3 Plasticity in primary visual cortex

Neural plasticity is the ability of a neural circuit to adapt its function and/or con-
nectivity to changes in the internal or external environment. This adaptive ability
has many faces, from the slow recovery from a brain trauma to rapid changes in the
circuits mediating learning and memory. Although plasticity induced changes in the
brain are certainly not all identical, to some extent they do reflect the same underlying
processes of synapse rearrangement and synaptic plasticity. In the following sections,
I will introduce a few different plasticity paradigms that have been observed to affect
connectivity and cellular responses in sensory areas of the neocortex.

On synaptic plasticity, LTP and memory

At the synapse, the presynaptic neuron releases a neurotransmitter in the small space
between its axon terminal and the dendrite of the postsynaptic neuron. The strength
of the transmitted signal depends, amongst others, on the amount of neurotransmitter
released, and on the amount of postsynaptic receptors. When the pre- and postsynap-
tic neurons are repeatedly co-activated, the synapse is likely to strengthen and remain
stronger for a long time (up to hours, weeks or more), a process called long-term
potentiation (LTP; Bliss and Lomo, 1973). The opposite process, the weakening of a
synapse, can occur when the two neurons are weakly active together (Schuman and
Madison, 1994) and is referred to as long-term depression (LTD Bear and Malenka,
1994);

The relation between LTP and memory was first demonstrated in experiments
that interfered with the function of NMDA receptor channels in the hippocampus,
showing that this did not only impair LTP, but also hippocampus-dependent spatial
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learning (Morris et al., 1986; Davis et al., 1992; Tsien et al., 1996). A subsequent study
showed that electrophysiological LTP emerges in the amygdala after (behavioral)
fear-learning, only potentiating responses to the conditioned stimulus (Rogan et al.,
1997). Even stronger evidence of LTP being the mechanism underlying memory
formation has been provided by Whitlock et al. (2006), showing that when LTP is
electrically induced in the CA1 area of the hippocampus, it becomes more difficult
to additionally store a new memory that depends on this circuit. Next, they showed
the reverse, when a new memory was stored in the brain it became more difficult
to elicit LTP using electrical stimulation in CA1. Together, these studies provide
strong support for a causal relation to exist between synaptic plasticity, long-term
potentiation and learning and memory.

Experience-dependent plasticity during development and adulthood

Neurons in sensory regions of the brain are not entirely hardwired to process or
represent always precisely one specific unit or feature of sensory information. Ex-
perience (sensory input) is required for cells in the sensory cortices to develop or
refine their wiring and response properties (Stryker and Harris, 1986; Katz and Shatz,
1996; Rochefort et al., 2009). This instructive effect was directly demonstrated in
the visual cortex of the ferret, where orientation-tuned neurons do not discriminate
motion directions at the time of eye-opening, but acquire direction selectivity in the
first days after eye-opening as a consequence of visual motion experience (Li et al.,
2008). A potential advantage of using visual experience to shape the development of
a visual cortical circuit is to fine-tune the circuit to actual environmental demands.
Such an effect was observed in the visual cortex of cats that were raised seeing only
horizontal or vertical bars, where the majority of cells preferentially responded to
the overexposed stimulus, biasing the cortical representation of orientations (Hirsch
and Spinelli, 1970; Hirsch et al., 1983). A similar effect was recently observed in mice
(Kreile et al., 2011). Both studies illustrate how, in the case of development under
conditions that do not resemble what will be experienced in adulthood, adjustment
to the environment could become maladaptive.

Cells in the primary visual cortex respond with different strengths to inputs
from each of the eyes (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; Mrsic-Flogel et al., 2007). If the
input from one eye is blocked during development, cells in the visual cortex become
overall more responsive to the other (open) eye (Wiesel and Hubel, 1963; Dräger,
1978). This effect is strongest during a specific period in early life, the critical period
for ocular dominance plasticity (Wiesel and Hubel, 1963; Hubel and Wiesel, 1970;
Hensch, 2005; Levelt and Hübener, 2012), when the incoming visual features from
the two eyes are matched for binocular vision (Wang et al., 2010) and GABAergic
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inhibition in the visual cortex matures (Hensch et al., 1998). Besides being a canonical
model for developmental and experience-dependent cortical plasticity (Hübener and
Bonhoeffer, 2014), ocular dominance (OD) plasticity is specifically used to study
circuit background and treatment of the condition of amblyopia (Sengpiel, 2014).

Even when the brain is fully matured, primary sensory neurons in the neocortex
can still ‘find’ different presynaptic partners, for instance when their original inputs
are removed as in the case of a peripheral lesion or amputation (Kaas et al., 1983).
A classical experimental paradigm for studying such plasticity is the retinal lesion
(Sammons and Keck, 2015). Here, a small patch of the retina is destroyed so that the
corresponding part of the cortical retinotopic representation (the lesion projection
zone, LPZ) will receive no more visual drive, even though thalamic relay neurons are
still intact (Kaas et al., 1990). Immediately after a retinal lesion, the cortical region that
used to respond to stimuli in the lesioned visual field is unresponsive to visual stimuli.
After some period of time, however, the cortex starts responding again, but now to
visual stimuli in neighboring regions of visual space (Kaas et al., 1990; Darian-Smith
and Gilbert, 1995; Keck et al., 2008). Furthermore, by following the morphological
structure of neurons in the visual cortex using in vivo two-photon microscopy, Keck
et al. (2008, 2011) showed that the recovery of visual responses was associated with a
large-scale rearrangement of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic connectivity. While
in cats and monkeys OD plasticity is only observed in juvenile subjects, mice can
still undergo OD plasticity far into adulthood. The mechanisms, however, differ to
some extent from critical-period OD plasticity (Hofer et al., 2006b) and may require
conditions of enriched environment (Greifzu et al., 2014), exercise (Kalogeraki et al.,
2014) or additional coherent visual stimulation (Matthies et al., 2013).

A role for V1 in perceptual refinement and novelty signaling

Plasticity in the primary visual cortex does not only occur as a consequence of rather
strong interference with V1 inputs, but has also been proposed to underlie learning
to discriminate fine visual details (Perceptual learning; Ramachandran and Braddick,
1973). In an effort to test where in the visual pathway perceptual learning occurs,
Karni and Sagi (1991) trained human subjects extensively to discriminate a texture
from a distracting background at a specific region in their visual field and with one
eye only. The learning-related improvement turned out to be lost when the retinotopic
location of the task was altered, or when the subjects were instructed to perform
the task with the untrained eye. This retinotopic selectivity, and even more so this
ocular specificity, were taken as an indication that plasticity underlying perceptual
learning occurs in the very first stages of cortical visual processing, possibly in V1 (see
also Gilbert et al., 2009). Similar experiments have been done using monkeys while
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performing electrophysiological recordings. Indeed, extensive training produced
very specific changes in orientation tuning of V1 neurons which were found to
result in enlarged differences in response amplitude between the two discriminated
orientations (Schoups et al., 2001). However, perceptual learning does not always
result in changes in V1 tuning curves (Ghose et al., 2002) and can also alter responses
at intermediate levels of visual processing (Yang and Maunsell, 2004; Raiguel et al.,
2006).

Besides being involved in learning to discriminate visual stimuli, the visual cortex
may be required for remembering the novelty, as opposed to familiarity, of stimuli.
Frenkel et al. (2006) showed that daily exposure to a grating with a specific orientation
leads to a progressive increase of evoked responses in the primary visual cortex of the
mouse (stimulus-selective response potentiation, SRP), that is dependent on LTP of
the thalamocortical synapse in V1 layer 4 (Cooke and Bear, 2010). The emergence of
this increase in response amplitude was suggested to be indicative of how familiar a
mouse is with a grating having the specific presented orientation (Cooke et al., 2015).
Evidence for this proposal was provided as follows: Animals naturally explore novel
stimuli and therefore also approach and investigate oriented gratings. Cooke et al.
described that in a time course parallel to that of the built-up of SRP, the animals
showed less and less interest in the stimulus used for SRP. The surprising finding
was, however, that local blockade of V1 plasticity did not only prevent SRP, but also
prevented the mice from becoming familiar with the stimulus used for SRP; the mice
explored the oriented grating on each day of the experiment as if they saw it for the
first time. Although a direct causal relation between V1 plasticity and the memory
for novelty of a stimulus may require further evidence, this series of studies strongly
suggests that cells in the primary visual cortex at least facilitate the detection and
memory of novel versus familiar stimuli.

Reinforcement learning and V1 plasticity

The concept of reinforcement learning is, through trial and error, finding the most
appropriate action in response to a specific stimulus, location, or situation, without
receiving specific instructions other than positive or negative scalar feedback on the
outcome of each action (Sutton and Barto, 1998). Classical and operant conditioning
are used to investigate effects of reinforcement learning in animals and humans. In
classical conditioning, a stimulus is paired with an unconditioned stimulus resulting
in a conditioned association between stimulus and reward (Pavlov, 1927). Operant
conditioning requires the animal to learn, through trial and error, that an operant
response like pressing a lever or breaking a photobeam results in a reinforcement
(Skinner, 1938). Although learning and memory are mostly associated with higher
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cortical areas and the hippocampal formation in the medial temporal lobe (Gelbard-
Sagiv et al., 2008), the frontal cortex (Asaad et al., 1998; Lee and Solivan, 2008), the
striatum (Lansink et al., 2009) and the cerebellum (Thompson, 1986), conditioning
does affect the perception of visual stimuli (Begleiter et al., 1967).

Visual cortex cells possess the ability to change response patterns as a consequence
of a behaviorally relevant outcome, which was first shown by operant conditioning
of the response amplitude of a neuron in the cat visual cortex (Shinkman et al., 1974).
When the activity of this neuron exceeded a threshold in a specific period after a
visual stimulus had been shown, reinforcement was given by electrical stimulation of
a hypothalamic region (presumably including the medial forebrain bundle). Repeated
stimulus-response-reward pairing led to larger responses of the cell, specifically in
the reward related post-stimulus period, indicating that reinforcement information
was likely fed back into the visual cortex. A much more recent study showed in a
more naturalistic, though head-restrained, setting that cellular responses of V1 cells to
rewarded stimuli increased in response amplitude and selectivity during the period
of a conditioning paradigm (Poort et al., 2015). Such effects may help perception;
Seitz et al. (2009) showed that pairing presentations of oriented bars, embedded in a
noisy image such that they could not be directly perceived by the human subjects,
with a reward led to an eye-specific and retinotopically selective improvement in the
detection threshold for bars of this orientation.

If stimulus-reward pairing enhances low-level visual perception and V1 cells can
change their response properties as a result of operant conditioning, an outcome signal
must be fed back into the local circuit (Sutton and Barto, 1998; Gavornik et al., 2009).
Possible candidate circuits transmitting such signals contain cells that release slowly
acting neuromodulators like dopamine and acetylcholine (Schultz, 1986; Hasselmo,
1995). Dopaminergic cells respond to unexpected reward and appear to code for the
difference between the expected outcome and the actual outcome of a stimulus or
action (Schultz et al., 1997). Moreover, dopamine release in the extracellular space of
the striatum can provide spatially and temporally specific modulation of synapses
connecting two other cells (Yagishita et al., 2014), but it has not yet been resolved
whether dopamine provides a similar modulation of synaptic connectivity in V1.
Although there are some indications that dopamine neurons project to the visual
cortex in the rat (Febvret et al., 1991) and occipital cortex dopamine levels increase
in response to visual stimulation (Müller and Huston, 2007), these studies used
techniques that may have misidentified the neurotransmitters and fiber connections.
There are also a number of contesting theories on the function of dopamine signals
in the brain, suggesting a role in novelty signaling and attentional switching (e.g.
Pennartz, 1995; Redgrave et al., 1999).

A stronger candidate circuit for relaying outcome-related signals into sensory
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areas of the brain is the nucleus basalis/substantia innominata region, which releases
the neurotransmitter acetylcholine that can also act as a neuromodulator affecting
visual cortex plasticity (Bear and Singer, 1986; Kilgard and Merzenich, 1998). A subset
of neurons in the visual cortex of the rat strongly responds to upcoming reward
in the absence of simultaneous visual stimulation (Shuler and Bear, 2006). These
reward anticipating response patterns critically depended on cholinergic modulation
(Chubykin et al., 2013) and may function as a feedback signal in reinforcement
learning (Gavornik et al., 2009). Acetylcholine release has also been implicated in
attention (Hagan and Morris, 1988; Muir et al., 1994; Han et al., 2014), but it is difficult
(and potentially irrelevant) to fully disambiguate the effects of reward and attention
(Stănişor et al., 2013). Conditioning related modifications in V1 may also depend
on glutamatergic inputs relaying a reinforcement signal from frontal cortical areas
like cingulate and medial prefrontal cortex (Pennartz et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2014),
potentially mediated though local V1 inhibitory networks (Fu et al., 2014; Petro et al.,
2014). In summary, visual cortex plasticity is not only observed following changes
in statistical input structure, but also drives adjustment of local representations or
computations suiting the behavioral needs of the animal.

1.1.4 Is the visual cortex a bottom-up feature detector?

The organization of the visual system has so far been presented such that one gets the
impression of information being processed in an organized system with hierarchical
levels, each processing step recombining inputs from the previous step in order to
represent more complicated visual features and integrate information across larger
fields of view (Van Essen et al., 1992). Indeed, neurons in the visual stream seem
to respond to visual stimuli just as they would be expected at their respective level
(Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; Schein et al., 1982; Burkhalter and Van Essen, 1986; Tanaka
et al., 1991; Logothetis et al., 1995; Freeman et al., 2013). Many of these observations,
however, were made in anesthetized animals or under very controlled experimental
and behavioral conditions. In awake, free viewing monkeys it turned out to be much
more difficult to predict what the animal was viewing from activity in the primary
visual cortex (Livingstone et al., 1996), which is surprising given the reliability of
responses of orientation-tuned cells in V1 of anesthetized monkeys (Hubel and Wiesel,
1968). This problem of unreliability may be attributed to uncontrollable experimental
conditions and can be reduced by restricting head movements and enforcing gaze
fixation (Wurtz, 1969). On the other hand, the unreliability of responses of cells in the
visual cortex could indicate a caveat in our understanding of their computation.

A growing body of literature indicates that responses of cells in the primary visual
cortex are modulated by context, behavioral state and attention (Wörgötter and Eysel,
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2000; Maimon, 2011). These modulations may originate from a variety of structures,
including strong inputs relaying feedback information from higher visual and frontal
cortical areas and projections from the superior colliculus into V1 (Allman et al., 1985;
Lamme et al., 1998a; Polack and Contreras, 2012; Muckli and Petro, 2013; Sellers et
al., 2015) and from subcortical structures potentially mediated by neuromodulator
release (Pinto et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2014a). Monkey visual cortex cells are indeed
strongly modulated by whether their receptive field covers a foreground object or
an object in the background (Lamme et al., 1998b; Spillmann et al., 2015) and by
whether the field is part of an object that is in the focus of attention or predictive of
reward (Chen et al., 2008; Stănişor et al., 2013). Human visual cortex shows similar
modulations by attention and reward (Poghosyan and Ioannides, 2008; Serences and
Saproo, 2010). Moreover, specific timed disruption of the feedback activity in V1
blocks recognition of visual stimuli (Camprodon et al., 2010) and prevents visual
awareness under specific circumstances (Ro et al., 2003).

Many of the state dependent or contextual modulations of V1 activity in monkeys
and mice are affected, or even lost, under anesthesia (e.g. Lamme et al., 1998b; Pack
et al., 2001; Movshon et al., 2003; Pack et al., 2003; Haider et al., 2012; Adesnik et al.,
2012; Vaiceliunaite et al., 2013). Anesthesia can be used as a manipulation to study
state-dependent brain changes in the context of loss of consciousness (Collins et al.,
2007; Alkire et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009b,a; Schröter et al., 2012; Untergehrer et al.,
2014) and has been reported to change the spatiotemporal structure of spontaneously
emerging (ongoing) and evoked activity patterns in mouse visual cortex (Greenberg
et al., 2008; Golshani et al., 2009; Pisauro et al., 2013). Attention- and state-dependent
influences have a widespread effect on the primary visual cortex activity and the
currently accepted view of V1 acknowledges bottom-up and context-dependent
(through lateral interactions) feature detection as well as an extended palette of
top-down modulations (Petro et al., 2014).

When Niell and Stryker (2010) were recording neuronal activity in the visual cortex
of awake mobile mice, they found that cells responded much more vigorously to a vi-
sual stimulus when the mouse was running compared to when it was immobile. This
observation kicked off a series of publications specifically studying state-dependent
modulations in the mouse visual cortex. Polack et al. (2013) demonstrated that the
running-associated gain increase was dependent on local noradrenaline, but not
acetylcholine. Combined results from three other studies, however, sketch a differ-
ent circuit. Basal forebrain acetylcholine cells that project to V1 were found to be
driven by neurons in the mesencephalic locomotor region (MLR), that can also induce
running behavior (Lee et al., 2014). Subsequently, these cholinergic projections were
shown to activate a specific circuit of VIP+ interneurons in V1 that disinhibit layer 2/3
pyramidal cells during locomotion (Pinto et al., 2013; Fu et al., 2014). Mouse visual
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cortex cells are also modulated by pupil dilations (Reimer et al., 2014) and locomotion
independent arousal (Vinck et al., 2015) and a subset directly encodes the running
speed of the animal in their firing patterns (Saleem et al., 2013).

The abundance of non-visual signals reflecting internal state and motor output
may indicate that the visual cortex follows a coding strategy of signaling unexpected
changes in the visual environment. This strategy of predictive coding can be con-
sidered more efficient compared to continuously transmitting full images to higher
cortical areas, because the strong spatial and temporal correlations in natural images
would make such full-image transmission redundant in information (Srinivasan et al.,
1982; Mumford, 1992; Bastos et al., 2012). The possibility of V1 encoding the image
using this principle has been explored in a modeling framework, which explained
extraclassical receptive field properties like end-stopping and contextual modulations
(Rao and Ballard, 1999). A recent study in mouse visual cortex discovered neurons
in layer 2/3 that responded only when visual and running speed did not match,
indicating that V1 indeed contains circuitry to compare expected and detected visual
signals (Keller et al., 2012). The question of how vision is computed in the brain
remains elusive, but it is certain that the answer will extend beyond the concept of a
feed-forward hierarchical feature detector.

1.1.5 Do small rodents rely on vision to guide their behavior?

Mice are nocturnal animals and have a visual system with a relatively low visual
acuity compared to humans – leading to the assumption that mice do not rely much
on vision in their natural behavior (Huberman and Niell, 2011). However, by now it
is clear that mice have a relatively well developed visual system including a primary
visual cortex (Dräger, 1975; Schuett et al., 2002; Niell and Stryker, 2008), a minimum of
9 higher visual areas (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007) with differential visual processing
(Andermann et al., 2011; Marshel et al., 2011; Glickfeld et al., 2013) and a connection
pattern that resembles the dorsal and ventral visual stream (Gao et al., 2010; Wang et
al., 2011, 2012). But whether mice use their visual system to guide their behavior is
a question that goes beyond neural circuitry. First, we must ask whether mice can
discriminate complex visual patterns at all, and whether they can associate them with
actions and outcomes. The answer to this question is unequivocally ‘yes’. For instance,
mice can discriminate pictures in nose-poke or touch-screen operant chambers where
touching a specific picture results in delivery of reward (Bussey et al., 2001; Morton et
al., 2006; Horner et al., 2013; Oomen et al., 2013). Alternatively, they can swim towards
a visual motion coherence target that indicates the location of a hidden underwater
platform (Douglas et al., 2006). Moreover, mice can use vision for navigation in the
Morris water maze where only distal visual cues are indicative of spatial orientation
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(Morris, 1981; Stackman et al., 2012).
The second question we have to ask is to what extent a mouse in its natural

environment uses visual information. From the observation that mice can solve
visual tasks in a laboratory setting does not necessarily follow the conclusion that
the animals must use this sense for a similar purpose in their natural environment.
The key to the answer lies in innate visual behaviors of mice that evolved potentially
long ago, outside of the laboratory. As Yilmaz and Meister (2013) argue, we know
only of a handful of these behaviors and most are reflex-like. Two such behaviors,
the optokinetic reflex and the optomotor response, occur when a moving stimulus
passes in front of the eyes and the mouse follows the direction of movement with
its eyes (optokinetic reflex; Stahl, 2004) or head (optomotor response; Prusky et al.,
2004). This kind of behavior likely supports image stabilization and indicates that
accurate detection of visual detail is relevant to their behavior. Another type of non-
learned behavior is the innate fear response to overhead looming stimuli (Yilmaz and
Meister, 2013; Shang et al., 2015; Wei et al., 2015). Vision is usually the only reliable
pre-warning for an aerial attack and it is hard to deny the relevance of detecting and
discriminating predators. Last, even though the binocular zone spans only a relatively
small part of the visual cortex, mice do have the neural circuitry for depth perception
(Scholl et al., 2013) and avoid foraging on sections of a transparent piece of glass
that has a deep gap underneath (Fox, 1965). Extrapolating these innate behaviors to
learned behaviors like context-dependent object discrimination is probably too large
of a step, but the visual behaviors of mice are certainly ecologically relevant and more
complex than one might intuitively expect from a small nocturnal rodent.

1.2 How two-photon microscopy revolutionized neuro-
science

The development of the two-photon microscope opened up the microcosmos of the
living brain for public viewing. Two-photon microscopy generates multicolor images
from a plane or volume in the brain with subsecond temporal precision and has a
spatial resolution that is sufficient to reconstruct the morphology of a neuron. It
is relatively non-invasive and has therefore the potential to be used for long-term
repeated recordings of the same optically identified cells. In the next few paragraphs
I will explain in more detail how two-photon microscopy in living mice works and
how the data can and should be interpreted.
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Figure 1.4: Fluorescence and two-photon microscopy. A Schematic depiction of the principle of fluores-
cence imaging. The green triangle represents a neuron filled with a fluorescent molecule in the brain,
surrounded by unlabeled cells (dotted triangles). The blue excitation light is absorbed by fluorescent
molecules in the neuron, emitting green photons. A chromatic filter blocks the excitation light, selectively
enhancing the contrast of the fluorescently labeled neuron. B Inset: Two-photon absorption can occur when
two photons impinge on a single fluorescent molecule at the same time. Main panel: Optical sectioning
using two-photon microscopy. Only the focal point of the converging laser beam (red) has sufficient density
of photons to have a high chance of simultaneous absorption by a fluorescent molecule. Emitted photons
come only from the location of the focal point of the laser and can therefore be all collected using a single
highly sensitive detector (e.g. a photo multiplier tube).

Fluorescence

Under normal conditions, the mouse brain does not reveal much of its intricate circuits
of cells and connections, but looks rather like a uniform slightly pink substance with
a number of blood vessels running through and around it. Using the principle of
fluorescence, however, one can make specific cells in the brain stand out from the
background. A fluorescent molecule can absorb light of one wavelength (the excitation
wavelength), which brings it to a higher energy state. Subsequently, the molecule falls
back to a lower energy state and returns the energy difference by emitting a photon.
In the process of changing energy states, however, the molecule looses a small amount
of energy and the returned photon will therefore have a lower energy. Because the
energy of a photon is proportional to its wavelength, the wavelength of the emitted
photon will be longer (a more red shifted color). When one would illuminate a part of
the brain that contains a cell that is filled with a fluorescent molecule, the fluorescent
molecules would absorb some of the impinging photons (e.g. of blue color) and
subsequently emit photons with a red-shifted wavelength (e.g. of green color). By
looking through a chromatic filter, one now simply blocks the excitation light from
reaching our eyes, and the one cell that contains the fluorescent molecules emitting
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green light will still be visible, appearing as if it was hovering lonely in the darkness
of the brain (Figure 1.4A; see also e.g. Yuste and Konnerth, 2004).

There are multiple ways of getting fluorescent molecules into a neuron. First, one
can fill a small glass pipette with a solution containing a fluorescent molecule and
use patch clamping or electroporation to transfer the fluorescent molecules into the
cell (Nevian and Helmchen, 2007; Kitamura et al., 2008). Some types of designed
fluorescent molecule can freely travel through a cell’s membrane, but once inside the
cell they become trapped because of local biochemical processes altering the structure
of the molecule. Thus, when a small volume of these molecules is injected into the
brain, they will spread out to nearby cells and automatically become trapped (multi-
cell bolus loading; Stosiek et al., 2003). Currently, the most popular way of getting a
neuron to become filled with a fluorescent molecule is to use genetic expression of a
fluorescent protein (FP), for instance green fluorescent protein (GFP; Heim and Tsien,
1996). The GFP coding region in the DNA can be preceded by a promoter region that
is only transcribed in certain cell types, which restricts expression of GFP and serves
to identify specific cells and circuits in the brain (Gong et al., 2003). The snippets of
genetic code that express these FP’s can be built into the DNA of the mouse, but also
transduced into a local group of cells by injecting a virus into a specific brain region
(Luo et al., 2008).

Two-photon microscopy

High-resolution images from fluorescent neurons in a brain can be made with a two-
photon laser-scanning microscope (Denk et al., 1990; Tan et al., 1999). The principle
of operation is the use of a focused infrared laser beam that illuminates only one
very small point in the brain at a time. The light that is emitted from the brain can
be filtered (as explained above) to reject the excitation wavelength of the laser, so
that highly sensitive photo multiplier tubes (PMTs) can collect all remaining photons.
By scanning the focal point of the laser in a grid like fashion across a single plane
in the brain, fluorescence at each point in this plane is sampled sequentially. Using
information on where the laser’s focal point was at each sampling point, one can
now reconstruct the full image of fluorescence intensities. Conventional two-photon
microscopes acquire images at about two frames per second, systems fitted with a
resonant mirror scan frames faster (at 20-60 Hz), but the fastest systems use non-
mechanical acousto-optic deflectors (AODs) to steer the beam. These can acquire full
frame images up to a speed of 500 Hz (Grewe et al., 2010).

Under normal conditions, a focused laser beam will also excite fluorescent
molecules above and below the focus point. This is where two-photon excitation
gives an edge (Denk et al., 1994). Two-photon excitation happens when two photons
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collide onto a fluorescent molecule simultaneously. If the summed energy of the two
photons corresponds roughly to the energy needed for single photon fluorescence
excitation, the two photons can have the same effect as this single photon, and push
the molecule to the same higher energy level as with one-photon excitation (Figure
1.4B, inset). Because photons and fluorescent molecules are small, there is only a
limited chance that a single photon impinges on a molecule. In the focal point of
the laser beam this chance is the highest, but the chance of exciting a fluorescent
molecule with a single photon above or below the focal point is reduced linearly with
the increasing diameter of the laser bundle. Using two-photon excitation, the chance
of exciting a molecule above or below the focal point is reduced quadratically instead
of linearly, because we now need the excitation to happen twice at the same time.
This effect effectively reduces the amount of fluorescence excitation above and below
the focal point to zero, guaranteeing that virtually all emitted photons come from
the single focal point of the infrared laser beam (Figure 1.4B). This principle is called
optical sectioning.

One specific additional advantage of two-photon microscopy for imaging in
the living brain is that most commonly used fluorescent molecules require two-
photon excitation using infrared wavelengths, which penetrate tissue better than
visible wavelengths. Because of its superior optical sectioning and the ability of
non-invasive imaging of live brain tissue, two-photon microscopy is now widely used
in neuroscience (Svoboda and Yasuda, 2006).

Calcium imaging

Besides for studying morphological structure of neurons, two-photon imaging can be
used to study activity patterns of cells in the brain by imaging fluorescent calcium
indicators (Stosiek et al., 2003). Most calcium indicators consist of a single fluorescent
molecule that can bind or trap one or more calcium ions. In addition, these molecules
must have a different likelihood of fluorescence excitation in the ‘calcium-bound’
state compared to the ‘calcium-unbound’ state. Currently, calcium indicators come
in two forms. Synthetic indicators such as Oregon Green BAPTA1 (OGB1) have
the advantage that they are small, bright, resistant to photo-bleaching, fast in their
calcium-binding kinetics and their fluorescence intensity reflects the intracellular
calcium concentration rather linearly, but their drawback is that they can only be
imaged for up to 12 hours (Stosiek et al., 2003). Genetically encoded calcium indicators
like GCaMP, Twitch or Yellow-Cameleon consist of one or more fluorescent protein(s)
fused to a calcium binding protein and have generally less ideal binding kinetics and
linearity in their response to varying calcium concentrations (although there are more
and more diverse variants available; see Rose et al., 2014), Their major advantage
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is that neurons can express the indicator genetically over long periods of time and
thereby allow tracking of neuronal activity over the course of many days, weeks or
months (Horikawa et al., 2010; Lütcke et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2013; Thestrup et al.,
2014).

Two-photon calcium imaging data acquired by using the OGB1 calcium indicator
can be analyzed by averaging the fluorescence in manually outlined cell bodies in
each image of a series and interpreting the fluorescence brightness of the cell as
an indication of its activity (e.g. Ohki et al., 2005). There are a few complications
that one has to be aware of. First, the fluorescence intensity compared to baseline
(�F/F ) may not reflect action potential activity linearly. Action potentials result
in increases in intracellular calcium concentration, but we image the fluorescence
intensity of a calcium indicator. This is a two-step, indirect measurement introducing
additional noise and the �F/F can increase nonlinearly in relation to the cell’s action
potential frequency (Vogelstein et al., 2009). Second, two-photon microscopes are
not perfect and there will be optical aberrations, which blur the boundaries between
intracellular and extracellular regions. Because the neuropil (axons, dendrites, glial
processes) is often also loaded with the calcium indicator, signals from the neuropil
will partially mix with cellular signals (Kerlin et al., 2010). This can to some extent
be compensated for, as we have also done in the experimental chapters (Chapters
2 to 4), but it remains a potential confound. Last, the brain of a mouse will move
during imaging. Although we use reliable methods compensating for within-plane
movement (Guizar-Sicairos et al., 2008), movement can also be out of the imaged
plane and this may result in apparent fluorescence increases or decreases. This can be
especially critical when imaging brain activity in awake moving animals (Andermann
et al., 2010), but even in anesthetized mice a slow drift of the focal plane may affect
the brightness of individual cells.

Analysis of imaging data

Why use two-photon calcium imaging for studying response properties of cells in
the visual cortex, if other techniques like electrophysiology can directly record action
potential activity from cortical cells with a much higher temporal resolution? Two-
photon microscopy offers at least two key advantages over electrophysiology. The
most obvious one is that two-photon imaging has the ability to visually identify cell
types and study their morphological structure using targeted labeling of single cells
or by selective genetic expression of fluorescent proteins (Gong et al., 2003; Luo et
al., 2008). In the experimental chapters, for instance, astrocytes were distinguished
from neurons using an additional labeling with the red fluorescent molecule SR101
(Nimmerjahn et al., 2004). Moreover, two-photon imaging reveals information about
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the precise functional and anatomical micro-organization of neurons in small cortical
regions, which will turn out to be a relevant variable in all three studies.

A second advantage of calcium imaging is the relative unbiased sampling of cells
in an imaging region. Using conventional two-photon microscopy, each pixel in a
field of view is sampled in every image. Electrophysiological methods for recording
from multiple cells in the brain (i.e., ensemble recordings) depend on the detection of
electrical activity of these cells and are therefore unable to sample non-active cells.
Two-photon imaging offers a more complete view of the local circuit. By imaging
tissue that is densely labeled with a calcium indicator one can obtain simultaneous
activity patterns of many cells (up to 350 in the experimental chapters of this thesis),
which can be used to study how activity patterns of neurons functionally interact
while they process information (Seung and Sompolinsky, 1993; Abbott and Dayan,
1999). These types of analyses of population coding will be a topic in Chapters 3 and
4. As with any scientific technique, two-photon imaging offers distinct advantages as
well as drawbacks, which should both be considered in the design of an experiment.

1.3 Are primary visual representations affected by ap-
petitive conditioning and changes in cortical state?

In the following chapters I will report on three separate sets of experiments that can
be combined to address the question of how stimulus processing and ongoing activity
in the mouse primary visual cortex adjusts as a consequence of associative learning
and overall changes in cortical state. To answer this question I have divided the
results in two sections. The first section contains chapter 2 and 3, which investigates
the consequences of appetitive conditioning on stimulus representations in the visual
cortex. Specifically, in chapter 2 we asked whether learning to expect an outcome,
associated with a visual stimulus, results in a modulation of the neural representation
of this stimulus, already at the earliest levels of visual processing in the cortex.

The experiments reported in chapter 3 followed up on results of the first experi-
ment and examined in more detail how the brain improves its representation of visual
information in the neural circuits of the primary visual cortex as a consequence of
learning. The main difference with chapter 2 is that we now performed conditioning
using stimuli that had spatially adjacent cortical representations, which allowed to
investigate the effects of conditioning at multiple spatial scales and test whether
reward association, stimulus discrimination and/or task-related exposure underlies
the observed changes in single cell tuning curves and population coding.

In the final experimental chapter (Chapter 4) we tested and discussed to which
degree neural circuits in awake, active brains have different visual processing abilities,
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compared to the exact same circuits in anesthetized, passive brains. This chapter
did not only test state-dependent differences in neuronal tuning to visual stimuli,
but also explored how ongoing (spontaneously emerging) activity patterns changed
in their spatial and temporal dynamics under anesthesia. I will conclude the PhD
thesis with a discussion of how the results of these chapters fit in the context of
the above-mentioned overarching question, by specifically addressing how learn-
ing related plasticity manifests itself in the primary visual cortex and whether an
anesthesia induced state-change results in a reduction of the complexity of stimulus
representations in the brain.
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Chapter 2. Selective Reward Effects in V1 Assemblies

Abstract

Experiences can alter functional properties of neurons in primary sensory neocortex but
it is poorly understood how stimulus–reward associations contribute to these changes.
Using in vivo two-photon calcium imaging in mouse primary visual cortex (V1), we
show that association of a directional visual stimulus with reward results in broadened
orientation tuning and sharpened direction tuning in a stimulus-selective subpopulation
of V1 neurons. Neurons with preferred orientations similar, but not identical to, the CS+
selectively increased their tuning curve bandwidth and thereby exhibited an increased
response amplitude at the CS+ orientation. The increase in response amplitude was
observed for a small range of orientations around the CS+ orientation. A nonuniform
spatial distribution of reward effects across the cortical surface was observed, as the spatial
distance between pairs of CS+ tuned neurons was reduced compared with pairs of CS–
tuned neurons and pairs of control directions or orientations. These data show that, in
primary visual cortex, formation of a stimulus–reward association results in selective
alterations in stimulus-specific assemblies rather than population-wide effects.
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2.1 Introduction
The classic concept of plasticity in primary sensory cortex holds that, after develop-
ment, receptive fields and tuning to visual features (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959; Niell and
Stryker, 2008) remain stable, unless the input pattern changes dramatically as in case
of neural damage (Kaas et al., 1983, 1990; Keck et al., 2008), monocular deprivation
(Dräger, 1978; Gordon and Stryker, 1996), or stripe rearing (Hirsch and Spinelli, 1970;
Kreile et al., 2011). Recent work, however, suggests that even subtle paradigms such
as repeated exposure and perceptual learning can evoke stimulus-specific experience-
dependent plasticity in primary sensory neocortex during adulthood (Schoups et al.,
2001; Ghose et al., 2002; Yang and Maunsell, 2004; Frenkel et al., 2006; Gilbert et al.,
2009; Xu et al., 2012).

Lasting functional changes in mature visual cortex appear to depend on local
plasticity in the V1 network (Hofer et al., 2006a, 2009). Mechanistically, NMDA-
receptor and endocannabinoid receptor activation, delivery of AMPA receptors to
postsynaptic membranes, and changes in spine dynamics have been implicated in
V1 experience-dependent plasticity, although in different forms (Sawtell et al., 2003;
Frenkel et al., 2006; Keck et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2008; Hofer et al., 2009; Tropea et al.,
2010).

As regards reward effects, intracranial electrical reinforcement can trigger plas-
ticity of receptive fields in primary sensory neocortical neurons (Bao et al., 2001).
Appetitive conditioning renders a subset of neurons sensitive to the timing of up-
coming reward in rat primary visual cortex (Shuler and Bear, 2006), and has been
associated with enhanced visual evoked potentials (Hernandez-Peon, 1961; Frankó et
al., 2010) and lower detection thresholds for conditioned stimuli (Seitz et al., 2009).
Different mechanisms have been suggested to underlie effects of reward on the visual
cortex, depending either on mesencephalic dopaminergic efferents (Febvret et al.,
1991; Bao et al., 2001; Müller and Huston, 2007; Rivera et al., 2008), cholinergic effer-
ents (Gavornik et al., 2009), or cortical feedback loops (Pennartz, 1997; Pennartz et al.,
2000; Roelfsema and van Ooyen, 2005; Roelfsema et al., 2010). Despite these efforts, it
remains unknown how the acquisition of a reward association alters representations
in neuronal assemblies in visual cortex for stimulus features that are predictive of
reward.

Since Hebb (1949) postulated that sensory information is coded by cell-assemblies,
it has thus far remained largely unclear what the nature of such assemblies might
be, whether their associative plasticity is manifested in altered representations of
stimuli and whether this plasticity can be triggered by appetitive reinforcement.
Addressing these questions, we investigated the concept of modifiable cell assemblies
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by examining ensemble changes in V1 orientation tuning as a consequence of the
formation of a behaviorally acquired stimulus–reward association. Whereas previous
studies focused on population-wide changes in stimulus representations (Weinberger
et al., 1993; Bao et al., 2001; Blake et al., 2006), we focused on modifications of tuning
curves specifically in subsets of cells that preferentially respond to reward-predicting
stimuli. Additionally, we provide evidence suggesting that the effects of reward-
feedback are non-uniformly expressed across the spatial lay-out of direction-tuned
cells in primary visual cortex.

2.2 Materials and Methods

Animals

Experiments were done in adult male C57BL/6 mice (Harlan). The average age of
the successfully conditioned and imaged animals was 122 ± 16 (SD) d at the moment
of imaging, and behavioral training typically started at 6 to 8 weeks of age. Animals
were housed individually or in pairs in a large cage (40 cm length ⇥ 25 cm width ⇥ 25
cm height) and were provided with cage enrichment and nesting material. The day–
night schedule was reversed, lights went on at 08:00 P.M. and went off at 08:00 A.M.
Access to water and food was ad libitum, except for a six- to eight-hour period around
the behavioral experiments when no food was available. Animals were weighed
on a regular basis to assure there was no growth delay caused by food restriction.
All animal procedures were approved by the animal experiment committee of the
University of Amsterdam.

Apparatus for visual conditioning

Visual conditioning was done in a custom-built behavioral chamber that measured 35
cm in width, 50 cm in length, and 45 cm in height. The chamber had one photobeam-
equipped food pellet delivery tray and two 7” color LCD screens, placed so as to
be optimally visible for a mouse that positioned itself in front of the reward tray
(Fig. 2.1 A). When the mouse was appropriately positioned, the distance between the
screens and eyes was approximately 15 cm. From this position, the screens covered
⇠ 147� of the horizontal visual field and ⇠ 37� of the vertical visual field in front of
the animal. A smaller Plexiglas box (dimensions: 20 cm wide, 25 cm long, and 20 cm
high) was placed within the chamber to reduce the size of the area the animal could
explore. A ramp (9 cm long, 6 – 10 cm wide, and 2 cm high) was placed in front of
the reward tray, to guide the animal to position itself correctly in front of the screens.
Stimuli were directional moving square-wave gratings, spatial frequency 0.05 cycles
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per degree, temporal frequency 2 Hz and ± 100% contrast. Per mouse, one direction
was arbitrarily selected as CS+ while a different direction (differing 90 or 180� with
the CS+) was assigned as CS–. The CS+ and CS– direction remained the same over
sessions and stimuli of other direction than the CS+ or the CS– were never presented
to the animal during the entire course of the behavioral experiment.

Visual conditioning

Animals were pretrained on the visual conditioning task in three stages. During
the first stage, the animals were habituated to the chamber and food pellets were
ad libitum available at the reward tray. In the second stage, food pellets were only
delivered when the animal positioned itself correctly at the reward site. In the final
pretraining stage, mice were trained to position themselves only in front of the
screens when the screens changed from black to uniform white (indication of trial
start). Visual conditioning was started when the animals were able to conduct > 30
pretraining trials in a single session. A conditioning trial started with both screens
changing from black to white. When the animal positioned itself correctly in front of
the reward tray, either the CS+ stimulus or the CS– stimulus was presented for 4 s.
Delivery of a food pellet followed 1 s after CS+ presentation, while no reward was
delivered after presentation of the CS–. Conditioning sessions were done once per
day, approximately 6 d a week and consisted of 60 trials per session.

Measurements of stimulus–reward association

Formation of a stimulus–reward association was measured in CS+ probe trials that
were inserted randomly between the normal conditioning trials. Only one out of
every three sessions included five CS+ probe trials. In these CS+ probe trials, the CS+
was shown, but no reward was given. Subsequently, the time the animal lingered
at the reward site, likely waiting in anticipation of upcoming reward (Schoenbaum
et al., 1998; van Duuren et al., 2009), was measured and compared with the time
lingered after a randomly selected, temporally proximal CS– trial. This waiting time
was defined as the delay between the onset of the stimulus and the departure from
the reward tray. Studies on delay-discounting have shown that animals are willing
to wait longer when a large reward is expected than when no or a small reward is
expected (Rachlin and Green, 1972; Kalenscher et al., 2005; Kalenscher and Pennartz,
2008). Because CS+ probe trials and CS– trials differ only in movement direction
of the stimulus, differences in waiting time after stimulus presentation are likely to
reflect differences in stimulus-associated expectation of upcoming reward.

Additionally, one out of every three sessions contained eight CS+ and eight CS–
approach trials (sessions containing approach trials never included probe trials).
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During the approach trials, the moving pattern of the CS+ or CS– was shown directly
at trial onset (whereas in standard conditioning trials white screens would appear
first to signal trial onset and the moving pattern would only appear when the animal
had correctly positioned itself in front of the screens). Therefore, the animal was
allowed to detect the moving gratings from anywhere in the box and could decide
to visit the reward site or not. The pattern stopped as soon as the animal correctly
positioned itself in front of the reward tray or when it timed-out after 16 s. In CS+
(but not CS–) approach trials delivery of a food pellet followed directly after the end
of stimulus presentation. In the initial phase of the approach trials the difference
between CS+ and CS– approach trials was only manifested in the direction of the
moving grating. Therefore, faster positioning in front of the reward tray (measured
by approach latency) in CS+ trials reflects stronger association between the CS+ and
expectation of upcoming reward (Cleland and Davey, 1983; Lovibond, 1983). Sessions
containing different trial types were systematically alternated: a session including
probe trials was followed by a session with approach trials on the next day, and a
session neither containing probe nor approach trials on the following day, and so on.

Animal preparation for imaging

One day after the last conditioning session, animals were prepared for two-photon
microscopy and calcium imaging. Animals were injected subcutaneously with the
analgesic Buprenorphine (0.05 mg/kg bodyweight) 30 min before the start of surgery.
Anesthesia was induced with 3% isoflurane in 100% O

2

. During surgery, anesthesia
was maintained with 1.3% isoflurane and 1.9% isoflurane in O

2

. Using fine scissors,
skin on top of the head was removed. Local anesthetic, Xylocaine, was applied to the
exposed tissue and the skull was cleaned thoroughly. The location of V1 was visually
determined and marked, around 4 mm caudal and 2.5 mm lateral from bregma. A
custom built head fixation device was attached to the skull using cyanoacrylate glue
and reinforced with dental cement. A craniotomy, approximately 2 mm in diameter,
was carefully created above V1 using a dentist drill. The exposed dura was left intact
and kept moist with buffered aCSF (125 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1.3 mM MgSO

4

⇤ 7
H

2

O, 2.0 mM NaH
2

PO
4

, 2.5 mM CaCl
2

⇤ 2 H
2

O, 10 mM Glucose and 10 mM HEPES
in distilled water, pH adjusted to 7.37; Svoboda et al., 1999).

Multi-cell bolus loading

Cells were labeled with the fluorescent calcium indicator Oregon Green BAPTA-1
AM (OGB) and Sulforhodamine 101 (SR101; Stosiek et al., 2003; Nimmerjahn et al.,
2004; Garaschuk et al., 2006). Two to four target sites for dye loading were selected
around the center of the craniotomy. Care was taken to avoid dye loading near large
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blood vessels. A pipette (approximately 6 M⌦ resistance) was filled with dye loading
solution, containing 12.5 µg of OGB, dissolved in 1µl of DMSO with 20% pluronic
acid, and mixed with 40µl of pipette solution (150 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl and 10 mM
HEPES in distilled water, pH adjusted to 7.37) to reach a final solution of 0.5 mM
OGB (Stosiek et al., 2003). Additionally, 2 µl of SR101 stock solution (500µg SR101
in 500µl pipette solution) was diluted 50 times and 2µl of this solution was added
to the pipette solution to reach a final concentration of 5µM SR101. The pipette was
lowered into the cortex at an angle of 35� to 200 – 300 µm below cortical surface using
a Luigs–Neumann SM-5 manipulator. Dye loading solution was pressure injected
under visual guidance into the cortex at 10 to 14 psi for 40 to 80 s at the selected sites
within the craniotomy. Next, the cortex was covered with agarose (1.5% in buffered
aCSF) and superfused with aCSF (125 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 26 mM NaHCO

3

, 1.25
mM NaH

2

PO
4

, 2 mM CaCl
2

⇤ 2 H
2

O, 1 mM MgCl
2

and 20 mM Glucose in distilled
water, bubbled with 95% CO

2

and 5% O
2

and heated to 37� Celsius; Stosiek et al.,
2003).

Two-photon microscopy

Images were acquired using a Leica SP5 resonant laser-scanning microscope and a
SpectraPhysics Mai Tai High Performance Mode Locked Ti:Sapphire laser with a
pico-second pulse width, set to an excitation wavelength of 810 nm. Fluorescence
emission was collected non-descanned in two photo-multiplier tubes, one filtered at
525 nm (maximum range 500 – 550 nm) and the second filtered at 585 nm (maximum
range 565 – 605 nm). This allowed separating the green fluorescent Oregon Green
BAPTA 1 (emission peak at 523 nm) from the red fluorescent Sulforhodamine 101
(emission peak at 605 nm). Imaging was done in a square region with a size between
150 ⇥ 150 µm and 225 ⇥ 225 µm, at a resolution of 512 ⇥ 512 pixels and a scan speed
of 30 frames per second. Every set of 8 frames was averaged online and saved to disk;
the effective sampling frequency was set to 2 Hz.

Visual stimulation during imaging

Visual stimuli were presented on a Dell workstation with a 15” TFT screen
(Refresh rate 60 Hz) using MatLab (MathWorks) and Psychophysics Toolbox
(www.psychtoolbox.org). The screen was positioned 25 cm in front of the monocular
region of the right eye. Stimuli consisted of square wave 100% contrast moving
gratings with a spatial frequency of 0.05 cycles per degree and a temporal frequency
of 2 Hz moving in 16 directions (22.5–360�). Every trial consisted of three 5 s stim-
ulus conditions, each of which comprised 10 two-photon acquisition frames; (1) no
stimulation, showing a black screen (for 10 mice) or a gray screen (for 9 mice); (2)
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presentation of a stationary oriented grating, used as non-moving reference unless
otherwise noted; (3) presentation of a moving grating with the same orientation as
the stationary grating (Fig. 2.2 C). For each of the 16 movement directions, five trials
were recorded in random order.

Image and data processing

Images were saved in lossless TIFF format, realigned using an algorithm that relies
on a single step discrete Fourier-transform (Guizar-Sicairos et al., 2008) and smoothed
using a 9 pixel (± 3 µm) Gaussian smoothing kernel. Cell detection and astrocyte
identification was done manually using a custom-built graphical user interface run-
ning on the MatLab platform. Astrocytes were subsequently excluded from further
analysis. Average fluorescence of the area within the cell body was calculated per
frame, resulting in a timeline of mean absolute cell body fluorescence for each neuron.

Tuning curve analysis

Fluorescence responses to each movement direction were calculated per trial as
in Equation 2.1 and expressed in percentage increase in fluorescence relative to
the reference period. Unless otherwise mentioned, we referenced the responses to
moving stimuli to the period in which a stationary grating of the same orientation
was presented. The value Freference was defined as the average absolute fluorescence
over frames 2 to 8 of the reference period that directly preceded the moving-stimulus
period. The value Fstimulus was defined as the average absolute fluorescence over
frames 2 to 8 of the period in which the moving grating was presented.

�F

F
=

Fstimulus � Freference

Freference
(Eq. 2.1)

To identify neurons that were tuned to movement orientation or direction, the
�F/F response of each trial (j) was converted into a vector. The angle of this vector
represents the stimulus orientation or direction angle ✓ and its length is equivalent
to the magnitude of the �F/F response (Li et al., 2008). To detect both neurons
that were tuned to one movement direction and neurons that were tuned to two
opposite movement directions and thus shared a common orientation, the vectors
were calculated in both movement orientation space (Eq. 2.2) and movement direction
space (Eq. 2.3). Cells were considered to be orientation or direction selective if the
mean of the Rorientation✓j

or the Rdirection✓j
vectors of Equations 2.2 and 2.3 was

significantly different from zero, tested with a Hotelling’s T2 test (p < 0.05).
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Rorientation✓j
=

�F

F
(✓j)

· e
2·⇡·i·✓j

180� (Eq. 2.2)

Rdirection✓j
=

�F

F
(✓j)

· e
2·⇡·i·✓j

360� (Eq. 2.3)

Tuning curves were constructed for all neurons that showed significant orienta-
tion or direction tuning, by averaging the �F/F response over the five trials per
movement direction (Rdirection✓j

). The preferred movement direction (✓PREF ) was
determined by fitting the average responses over all directions with a two-peaked
360� wrapped Gaussian function (Eq. 2.4; Li et al., 2008). Where ROFFSET is the
baseline fluorescence, RPREF is the response to the preferred direction ✓PREF , ROPP

is the response to the opposite of the preferred direction (✓PREF + 180�), � is the
SD of the fitted Gaussian functions and the function y = ang(x) wraps the angular
difference x = ✓ � ✓PREF on an interval between 0� and 180�:

R✓ = ROFFSET +RPREF · e�
ang(✓�✓PREF )2

2�2 +ROPP · e�
ang(✓+180�✓PREF )2

2�2 (Eq. 2.4)

The bandwidth of the tuning curve was calculated on smoothed raw-data tuning
curves (smoothed using a Hanning-window; kernel = [0.5 1 0.5]). Smoothing was
performed to reduce the effects of noise on bandwidth estimation. Bandwidth was
defined as the half-width of the tuning curve at 1/

p
2 times the maximum response

in degrees, calculated using interpolation (Ringach et al., 2002). For asymmetrical
tuning curve analysis (see Fig. 2.6), the half-width at 1/

p
2 height was estimated

using interpolation on each side of a cell’s smoothed tuning curve separately. As
this single-sided estimate is more sensitive to noise, a marginally wider smoothing
kernel was implemented compared with when bandwidth was estimated by taking
the mean for both sides of the tuning curve (Hanning-window; kernel = [0.25 0.5 1 0.5
0.25]).

The direction index (DI), indicating whether a tuning curve is bidirectional or
peaks only at one direction, was also calculated from raw-data tuning curves. The
average response to the opposite direction was subtracted from the average response
to the preferred direction and divided by the sum of the responses to the preferred
and opposite direction (Eq. 2.5; Niell and Stryker, 2008).

DI =
�F/FPREF ��F/FOPP

�F/FPREF +�F/FOPP
(Eq. 2.5)

The slope of the tuning curve at a direction ✓ was calculated from the absolute
value of the derivative of the normalized fitted tuning curve at that direction and
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expressed as the percentage of change in response amplitude per degree (Schoups
et al., 2001). The response amplitude to a direction was calculated from the normal-
ized fitted tuning curve at that direction and expressed as percentage of maximum
response amplitude.

Datasets for control analyses

From the original dataset, three control datasets were created. Analyses of these
datasets served to exclude bias from contamination of cellular signals by local neu-
ropil fluorescence (control dataset #1), the lower fraction of orientation- and/or
direction-tuned neurons we found compared with some previous studies (control
dataset #2) and a combination of both (control dataset #3). Control dataset #1 con-
tained all neurons and mice that were included in the original dataset. The �F/F

signals were corrected for neuropil contamination as described in the study by Kerlin
et al. (2010). In short, local neuropil fluorescence was estimated per frame by aver-
aging the fluorescence in a circular region between 2 and 5 µm around the cell body
(excluding the signal from other cells and blood vessels). This signal was multiplied
by the neuropil contamination ratio and then subtracted from the fluorescence of
the cell body (for each frame). The neuropil contamination ratio was estimated for
each session by dividing the mean fluorescence in the blood vessels by the mean local
neuropil fluorescence around those blood vessels. This indicates the ratio of neuropil
signal that “leaked” into the blood vessel signal (in our study this ratio typically
ranged between 0.5 and 0.8).

Control dataset #2 contained only the recordings from the original dataset that
had 35% or more orientation- and/or direction-tuned neurons. Five different mice
contributed a total of 1385 orientation- and/or direction-tuned neurons to this highly
tuned dataset. The average percentage of tuned neurons in this dataset was 47%.
Control dataset #3 was constructed by taking recordings from control dataset #1
(neuropil contamination corrected) that had 35% or more orientation- and direction-
tuned neurons. The recordings for this highly tuned, neuropil contamination corrected
dataset came from 6 mice and contained 2458 significantly tuned neurons. Statistical
analyses of control datasets #1–3 were done following the same procedures as the
original dataset and can be found in Table 2.2.

Statistics

Parameter values (e.g., bandwidth or direction index in the CS+ quadrant) were
averaged across cells (unless mentioned otherwise). Reported numbers of samples (n)
refer to cells unless otherwise mentioned, with the exception of the analysis of spatial
grouping of CS+ neurons, where the number of samples refers to the number of image
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P-value for Kruskal-Wallis test

Bandwidth Direction index

Dataset Direction sel. # cells Quadrant Axis Quadrant Axis

Stat-ref Low (< 0.33) 1120 0.021 0.033 0.14 0.12

Stat-ref High (� 0.33) 1703 1.4 · 10�5 4.8 · 10�5 < 10�6 < 10�6

Grey-ref Low (< 0.33) 1804 0.057 0.81 0.00022 0.093

Grey-ref High (� 0.33) 670 3 · 10�6 < 10�6 0.015 0.027

Table 2.1: Conditioning related effects on tuning curve parameters for strongly and weakly direction
selective groups of neurons. Analysis of the Stat-ref and Grey-ref datasets, split into subgroups exhibiting
high (>0.33) and low (<0.33) direction selectivity of the orientation tuning curves. Columns 4 – 7 show
p values from the respective Kruskal-Wallis tests on differences in bandwidth and direction index of the
tuning curves between quadrant and orientation axis subgroups. Column 3 shows the total number of
neurons included in each comparison. Each control dataset was tested identically to the original dataset.

planes. Hypotheses were tested using nonparametric tests, i.e., a Kruskal-Wallis test
for comparisons between more than two groups and a Mann–Whitney U test or
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank (WMPSR) test for unpaired and paired two-
sample comparisons, respectively. In case data were normally distributed, parametric
tests were used (ANOVA and post hoc Student’s t test). p values were corrected for
multiple comparisons using Bonferroni’s correction method.

2.3 Results

Visual conditioning

Mice were trained on an appetitive visual conditioning task in a custom-built operant
chamber, equipped with screens and a reward dispenser (Fig. 2.1A). The task was
designed such that no instrumental action needed to be learned apart from the
animal adopting a strategy wherein it positions itself in front of the screens and
breaks the photo-beam for minimally 2 s into the period of stimulus presentation.
The conditioned stimuli were moving gratings in two pseudo-randomly assigned
directions, differing by an angle of 90 or 180�. Nineteen adult mice were trained daily
in sessions of 60 trials. In each trial, one of the two moving gratings was shown after
the mouse assumed a position in front of the screens. Viewing one direction (CS+)
was rewarded with a food pellet whereas the other direction (CS–) was not (Fig. 2.1B).

Associative learning was assessed in probe trials, in which reward delivery was
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Figure 2.1: Visual conditioning of mice. A, A top-view photograph of the operant chamber that was used
for conditioning the mice, with screens (a), a ramp to the reward site (b), and photo beam detectors (c).
B, Different trial stages during conditioning in the behavioral setup. Before trial onset, the screens were
dark (1) and trial onset was signaled by switching the screens to white (2). When the mouse positioned
itself correctly breaking the photobeam (3; red line), the CS+ or CS– was shown. If the CS+ was presented
it was followed by a food pellet ⇠1 s after stimulus offset (4). C, D, Behavioral performance of 14 mice
that expressed the conditioned association and five that did not express the association. Left part of the
panels contains data (mean ± SEM) of the last five sessions preceding two-photon imaging. Right side
of the panels show in red (CS+) and blue (CS–) bars the mean (±SEM) over these last five sessions. C,
Performance in probe trials, which were structured the same as conditioning trials, except that stimulus
presentations were not followed by reward (stage 4 was omitted). “Time waited” indicates the time (in
seconds) the mouse lingered at the reward site after stimulus presentation in CS+ and CS– probe trials. D,
Performance in approach trials, during which white screens indicating trial onset were left out and the
moving stimulus was immediately presented (stage 2 was omitted). “Approach latency” indicates the time
after stimulus onset (in seconds) until the mouse entered the reward site.

omitted. Additionally, separate approach trials were included, in which the moving
stimulus was presented on the screens while the mouse was roaming in the operant
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chamber, before it had positioned itself in front of the screens and reward site (see
Materials and Methods). Thirteen out of 19 mice waited significantly longer after
stimulus presentation in CS+ probe trials and five out of these 13 also approached
the reward site significantly faster in CS+ approach trials (WMPSR test, p < 0.05).
Out of the six animals that did not express significant learning in the probe trials,
one mouse showed significant learning in approach trials (WMPSR test, p < 0.05).
Together, this group of animals (n = 14) was classified as expressing the stimulus–
reward association in behavior (Fig. 2.1C,D). The remaining group (n = 5) showed a
learning effect neither in probe nor approach trials and was classified as not expressing
learning. On average, the best performing mice expressed the conditioned association
significantly after 30 training sessions and the worst performers did not show learning
of the association after up to 50 sessions. In addition, a control group of 11 untrained
adult mice was added to test for overall differences between trained and untrained
animals in our setup. The subsequent tuning curve analysis will be mostly focused
on the group that expressed learning.

Although it remains unclear for which reason some mice did not express a learned
association, four of the five animals that did not express learning were trained on a
180� difference between the CS+ and CS–, while all 14 trained mice that expressed
the association were conditioned using stimuli that differed by 90�. Notably, a 180�

difference leads to a stimulus contrast only in terms of movement direction, whereas a
90� difference contrasts both orientation and direction of movement. That movement
orientation of the gratings acted as dominant conditioning cue is supported by the
observed tuning curve effects (see below). Thus, conditioning with the 180� difference
was possibly more challenging than the 90� difference, but individual differences
in behavior and learning could also provide an explanation. As a cautionary note,
we remark that these animals may not have expressed the association because it
was in fact not formed, or alternatively, was formed but did not lead to behavioral
differences.

Two-photon calcium imaging of orientation and direction tuning in V1

One day after the last conditioning session, we induced general anesthesia and
recorded single neuron responses to gratings moving in 16 directions in mouse V1 by
calcium imaging of neurons and astrocytes using in vivo two-photon laser scanning
microscopy and multicell bolus loading of the calcium indicator Oregon Green BAPTA
1-AM (Figure 2.2A; Stosiek et al., 2003; Nimmerjahn et al., 2004; Garaschuk et al.,
2006). To gather large unbiased population samples of neurons from visual cortex
layer II/III, imaging planes were acquired at one to three locations and at one to nine
different depths per location. The mean number of imaging planes per mouse was
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Figure 2.2: Two-photon calcium imaging of orientation and direction tuning in visually-conditioned and
naive adult mice. A, A frame-averaged image of neurons and astrocytes in the primary visual cortex of
a trained animal (Scale bar: 50µm). B, Fluorescence signal (�F/F ) from within the outlined cell bodies
in the inset in A. Trials were randomly presented, but are reorganized by order of movement direction.
Single trials are displayed in gray, the mean of all trials is displayed in black. Red curve displays the
nonsmoothed tuning curve based on the �F/F responses. Polar plots on the right of each curve show
the mean fluorescence response (�F/F ) per movement direction. C, Graphical depiction of the stimulus
sequences used for each of the two methods of baselining �F/F signals. D, Difference in preferred
direction of neurons for which tuning curves could be referenced both against stationary gratings and
gray-screens. E, Same as D, but for the difference in orientation of the preferred direction between Stat-ref
and Gray-ref tuning curves. F, The distribution of preferred directions for all Stat-ref tuning curves from
trained mice (red) and untrained mice (black), and Gray-ref tuning curves from 9 trained mice (gray).
Markings at the top of the panel indicate each of the (randomly assigned) CS+ (red) and CS– (green)
directions that were used for theexperiment. G The distribution of the Stat-ref tuning curve bandwidths
of neurons measured in trained mice (red), untrained mice (black) and for grey screen referenced data
(grey). ††† Stat-ref (trained) versus Grey-ref (trained); Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 10�6. H Idem,
for direction index. ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ Stat-ref (trained) versus Grey-ref (trained); Mann-Whitney U test, p < 10�6,
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 10�6

4.9± 2.1 (SD), the mean depth was 222± 56µm(SD) from the cortical surface, and
the minimum distance between depths on the same location was 20µm. A total of
24,429 neurons (mean: 814± 546 SD per animal) was imaged in 30 animals (17,603 in
trained animals and 6826 in untrained animals).

Cellular responses to movement direction were quantified as the relative increase
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in fluorescence during a presentation of a moving grating, compared with the average
fluorescence during the preceding presentation of a stationary grating with the same
orientation (duration 5 s; see Materials and Methods, Fig. 2.2B,C). Referencing the re-
sponse to moving gratings against the response to nonmoving but otherwise identical
gratings was done with the intent of extracting the movement-selective component of
the orientational and directional tuning curves. This, however, introduced a poten-
tial confound of including a phase-selective response component from simple cells
(Hubel and Wiesel, 1959, 1962) in the reference signal, since we did not randomize
the phase of the stationary grating. It is therefore possible that our orientation tuning
measurements using stationary gratings as reference are confounded by phase selec-
tivity. For instance, a neuron’s phase selectivity could give rise to apparent orientation
selectivity in a neuron that is not orientation-selective, or two neurons with identical
orientation preference but opposite phase preferences could appear to have different
orientation preferences. Since the majority of layer 2/3 neurons in mouse striate
cortex are simple cells (Niell and Stryker, 2008), this concern applies to the majority
of our tuning curve measurements, even though under anesthesia orientation- and
phase-selective responses to stationary gratings are generally smaller in amplitude
and shorter in duration compared with responses to moving gratings, and individual
phase-selective effects are expected to cancel out across larger populations.

The more commonly used alternative is to use a gray screen as baseline, with equal
luminance as the moving gratings we used. In nine of the 19 mice, each expressing
the conditioned association in their behavioral measures, presentation of these gray
screens was interleaved with presentation of the stationary and moving gratings (Fig.
2.2C). For neurons recorded in those mice, additional tuning curves were constructed
by referencing against this mid-gray screen baseline and analyzed in parallel to
the stationary grating-referenced tuning curves throughout this study (Gray-ref vs
Stat-ref). Referencing against gray screens resulted in somewhat larger responses
compared with referencing against stationary gratings because of the aforementioned
orientation-selective responses to nonmoving gratings. Given the difference in choice
of methodology, it should be noted that there is no a priori prediction that the results
obtained by these two approaches should be necessarily the same. These methods
may well yield different results, as a stationary-grating reference will emphasize the
movement-selective components of the response, whereas a gray-screen reference
highlights both static and movement selective components.

In total, we found 4666 out of 24,429 neurons (Stat-ref, 19.1%, n = 30 mice; Gray-
ref: 2474 out of 11,661 neurons, 21.2%, n = 9 mice) that were significantly tuned to the
orientation and/or direction of movement (Hotelling’s T2 test, p < 0.05; significant
for orientation tuning, Stat-ref: 2334; Gray-ref: 1290; significant for direction tuning,
Stat-ref: 2751; Gray-ref: 1471; same n as above), with no difference between trained
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and untrained animals (Stat-ref, trained: 19.2%, n = 19 mice; untrained: 18.7%,
n = 10 mice). That the Gray-ref analysis produced only a slightly higher percentage
of tuned neurons may be explained by the stationary grating responses being smaller
in amplitude and more transient than responses to moving gratings, so that generally
a significant response remained in the Stat-ref method. The percentage of orientation
and direction-tuned neurons is lower than in most previous studies in rat and mouse
V1 (Ohki et al., 2005; Niell and Stryker, 2008; Kerlin et al., 2010; Andermann et al.,
2011; Ko et al., 2011; Kreile et al., 2011), but these percentages can vary (Ohki et al.,
2005; Marshel et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012) and could be a consequence of differences in
experimental procedures, statistics, or signal-to-noise ratio of the setup. For instance,
testing for orientation tuning using an ANOVA, which is a less stringent test than the
Hotelling0s T2 test and does not assume a circular relation between test-conditions
(orientations and directions), resulted in higher percentages of orientation-tuned
neurons (Stat-ref: 6277 out of 24,429 neurons, 25.6%, n = 30 mice; Gray-ref: 3960 out
of 11,661 neurons, 34.0%, n = 9 mice).

For every neuron, the preferred movement direction was determined by fitting
a tuning curve with a two-peaked 360� wrapped Gaussian function (Li et al., 2008).
The resulting overall distribution of preferred directions was similar between trained
and untrained animals. Tuning curves referenced against gray-screens had a different
distribution compared with Stat-ref data, most notably around a preferred direction of
270� (Kolmogorov–Smirnovtest, p < 10�6; Fig. 2.2F). Still, the majority of the neurons
had similar preferred directions and orientations in both the Stat-ref and Gray-ref
dataset (Fig. 2.2D,E). We observed an overrepresentation of preferred directions
between 90 and 135� in tuning curves referenced against stationary gratings and
around 90 and 270� in the gray screen referenced tuning curves. This range applies to
movement along the nasal–caudal axis and may be related to extended exposure to
visual flow during behavioral training and in the home cage, and/or the location of
the recording sites in the monocular part of V1.

The direction index of the tuning curve was measured on the raw tuning curves
and bandwidth (tuning curve half-width at 1/

p
2 of the maximum response) was

estimated on smoothed raw tuning curves (see Materials and Methods). The me-
dian bandwidth in trained animals was 36.9� ± 19.0� SD (untrained: 37.1� ± 17.6�;
Grey-ref: 36.0� ± 14.0�). This is different from the median tuning curve bandwidth
of 28� that was previously reported (Niell and Stryker, 2008), and is caused by the
application of circular smoothing before bandwidth calculation. The median band-
width in the Gray-ref dataset was very similar to the median found in the Stat-ref
dataset (Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0.28), but the distribution was narrower in the
Gray-ref dataset (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 10�6; Fig. 2.2G).The use of a station-
ary grating as reference may result in this effect, because for the subset of cells with
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an orientation-selective component in the reference signal, the difference between
gray- and stationary-reference amplitudes will be largest at the preferred orienta-
tion/direction, decreasing the maximum response in the latter case and thereby
increasing the relative width of the tuning curve. In addition, the direction index was
significantly lower in the Gray-ref dataset compared with Stat-ref data (Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test, p < 10�6; Mann-Whitney U test, p < 10�6; Fig. 2.2H), which can
be explained by the removal of part of the orientation-, but not direction-selective,
component of the tuning curves in the Stat-ref dataset.

Effects of conditioning on the distribution of preferred directions and population
response relative to the CS+

In auditory cortex, classical conditioning has been shown to affect the amount of
neurons with a preferred frequency at or around the frequency of a conditioned tone
(Weinberger et al., 1993; Bao et al., 2001). To investigate whether appetitive visual
conditioning resulted in a similar effect on orientation and direction tuning in primary
visual cortex, we divided the population of orientation- and direction-tuned neurons
into four subsets based on their preferred direction. Each neuron was assigned to
the subset for which the angular difference between the subset center (direction of
the CS+, CS– and two control directions) and the neuron’s preferred direction was
between –45 and +45� (Fig. 2.3A). Thus, one subset included all neurons that had a
preferred direction in the quadrant centered at the CS+, a second subset quadrant
was centered at the CS–, and the remaining subsets were in quadrants centered at two
directions to which the animal was not exposed during visual conditioning. These
directions were opposite to the conditioned stimuli and were labeled CS+

opp

and
CS�

opp

in mice for which the CS+ and CS– were of orthogonal directions, and were
orthogonal to the CS+ and CS– in the four “not-expressing learning" mice for which
the CS+ and CS– had opposite movement directions.

To test the homogeneity of preferred directions across quadrants, we calculated
the percentage of neurons with a preferred direction in each of the quadrants for each
mouse and averaged across mice that expressed the learned association. Although we
expected more neurons to have a preferred direction in the CS+ quadrant (Weinberger
et al., 1993; Bao et al., 2001), the percentage of neurons did not significantly differ
between quadrants per mouse (Stat-ref: ANOVA, F

(3,52) = 0.42, p = 0.74; n = 14
mice; Gray-ref: ANOVA, F

(3,32) = 2.16, p = 0.11; n = 9 mice; Fig. 2.3B). This
indicates that appetitive visual conditioning using a directional stimulus does not
induce an overall population effect by increasing the number of neurons with the CS+
as preferred direction.
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An alternative hypothesis is that the summed population response to the CS+ will
increase as a consequence of conditioning. Frankó et al. (2010) and Hernandez-Peon
(1961) already reported increased visual evoked potentials to conditioned visual
stimuli, suggesting that neurons in the visual cortex exhibit stronger activity patterns
in response to a reinforced stimulus. To investigate whether this was the case in the
current study, we constructed a mean normalized tuning curve for each quadrant
and each mouse and averaged these quadrant tuning curves across mice. The mean
�F/F response of the CS+ quadrant tuning curve to its quadrant center (the CS+)
was indeed larger for Stat-ref tuning curves (Kruskal-Wallis test, H

(3,2819) = 13.72,
p = 0.0033; post hoc: CS+ vs. CS-: p = 0.012, CS+

opp

vs. CS�
opp

: p = 0.011; Figure
2.3C–F), but showed a different pattern in Grey-ref tuning curves (Kruskal-Wallis
test, H

(3,2470) = 9.70, p = 0.021; post hoc: CS+ vs. CS–: p = 0.93, CS+
opp

vs. CS�
opp

:
p = 0.0056). Therefore, this result cannot be considered consistent or robust as yet.

Effects of conditioning on tuning characteristics relative to CS+ orientation and
direction

Neurons in the mouse primary visual cortex are primarily tuned to moving and
stationary oriented bars and edges (Niell and Stryker, 2008). Visual conditioning using
directional stimuli may result in specific changes in this tuning for orientation and
direction. Therefore, we tested whether characteristics of tuning curves in the different
subpopulations of V1 neurons, as defined by quadrants, were altered after visual
conditioning. In animals that showed a learning effect, the bandwidth in the four
quadrants differed significantly (Stat-ref data, Kruskal-Wallis test, H

(3,2819) = 33.83,

Figure 2.3: Distributions of tuning curve characteristics relative to the CS+ direction. A Schematic
representation of the quadrant division in a polar plot. B,D,F,H,J Left panels: Data for tuning curves
referenced against stationary gratings (Stat-ref). Right panels: Data referenced against grey screens
(Grey-ref). B Average percentage of cells per mouse in each quadrant, mean and SEM over mice. C
Quadrant tuning curves were constructed by averaging the tuning curves of all orientation- and direction-
tuned neurons in each quadrant. D Mean (± SEM) quadrant tuning curves (red=CS+, green=CS–, light
blue=CS+

opp

, dark blue=CS�
opp

). E The response of the quadrant tuning curve to a respective reference
direction (e.g. response to the CS+ for neurons with a preferred direction in the CS+ quadrant; response to
the CS– for neurons with a preferred direction in the CS– quadrant). Black and grey lines represent tuning
curves of two neurons with preferred directions equal and similar to the CS+ respectively. F The mean (±
SEM) response of the quadrant tuning curve to each corresponding reference direction (Normalized on its
maximum). G) Bandwidth was calculated as half-width of the tuning curve at 1/

p
2 times the maximum

response in degrees. H Mean (± SEM) bandwidth of the tuning curves in each quadrant. I Direction index
was defined as the difference between preferred and opposite direction divided by the sum. J Idem as H,
but for direction index. For all panels, data shown are for mice expressing a learning effect. Stat-ref, left
panels: 14 mice; Grey-ref, right panels: 9 mice, † p = 0.059, ⇤ p < 0.05, ⇤⇤ p < 0.01, ⇤ ⇤ ⇤ p < 0.001.
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p < 10�6). Specifically, the subsets of cells with a preferred direction in the CS+ and
CS+

opp

quadrants showed broader orientation tuning than the subsets in the CS–
and CS�

opp

quadrants (Mann-Whitney U test: CS+ vs. CS–: p = 5 · 10�6, CS+
opp

vs.
CS�

opp

: p = 0.0002; Figure 2.3G,H). Tuning curves referenced against a grey screen
showed a similar pattern (Kruskal-Wallis test, H

(3,2470) = 20.7, p = 0.00012; Mann-
Whitney U test: CS+ vs. CS–: p = 0.00014, CS+

opp

vs. CS�
opp

: p = 0.085; Figure
2.3H). These effects were also observed when calculated across mean bandwidth per
mouse (Stat-ref: ANOVA, F

(3,52) = 6.46, p = 0.0008; n = 14 mice; Grey-ref: ANOVA,
F
(3,32) = 3.60, p = 0.023; n = 9 mice). Bandwidth in the CS+ quadrant did not differ

significantly from that in the CS+
opp

quadrant, neither was there a difference between
the CS– and the CS�

opp

quadrant (Grey-ref and Stat-ref: p > 0.09).
At least in the Stat-ref dataset, this broadening of orientation tuning was not due to

a general loss of selectivity because the neurons were, at the same time, more sharply
tuned to direction (Kruskal-Wallis test, H

(3,2819) = 24.11, p = 0.00002). Again, the CS+
and CS+

opp

quadrants were significantly more sharply tuned to direction than the CS–
and CS�

opp

quadrants (Mann-Whitney U test: CS+ vs. CS–: p = 0.0006, CS+
opp

vs.
CS�

opp

: p = 0.0007; Figure 2.3I,J), while differences between CS+ and CS+
opp

and
between CS– and CS�

opp

were not significant (p > 0.25). Tuning curves referenced
against grey screens showed a similar, but non-significant, trend (Kruskal-Wallis test,
H

(3,2470) = 4.02, p = 0.26; Mann-Whitney U test: CS+ vs. CS–: p = 0.059, CS+
opp

vs.
CS�

opp

: p = 0.093; Figure 2.3J). The direction index averaged across mice showed
a similar pattern (Stat-ref: ANOVA, F

(3,52) = 3.49, p = 0.022; n = 14 mice; Grey-ref:
ANOVA, F

(3,32) = 0.42, p = 0.74; n = 9 mice).
Most main effects of conditioning on tuning curves were expressed for both the

CS+ and its opposite direction (Fig. 2.3F,H,J). An explanation can be found in the two-
peak response profile of orientation- and direction-tuned neurons; neurons tuned to
the CS+ will also respond (although many to a lesser degree) to the opposite direction
of the CS+, and vice versa. To emphasize this effect, neurons were reordered into
four mutually exclusive sections by taking the angular difference of their preferred
direction to the orientation axis of the CS+ (Fig. 2.4A). For example, the section of the
CS+ axis included neurons with preferred directions between �22.5 and +22.5� from
the CS+ but also neurons with preferred directions between �22.5 and +22.5� from
the CS+

opp

(Fig. 2.4A, red zone).
The percentage of neurons with a preferred direction on each of the four orienta-

tion axis zones did not differ significantly across mice (Stat-ref: Kruskal-Wallis test,
H

(3,52) = 0.04, p = 0.99; n = 14; Grey-ref: Kruskal-Wallis test, H
(3,52) = 2.73, p = 0.06;

n = 9; Fig 2.4B). The mean bandwidth in each of the orientation axis subgroups
showed a linear decrease from broader orientation tuning at the CS+ orientation axis
subgroup to narrower tuning at the CS– orientation axis zone (Stat-ref: Kruskal-Wallis
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test, H
(3,2819) = 33.48, p < 10�6; Grey-ref: Kruskal-Wallis test, H

(3,2470) = 18.20,
p = 0.0004; Across mice: Stat-ref: ANOVA, F

(3,52) = 10.1, p = 2.5 · 10�5; n = 14 mice;
Grey-ref: ANOVA, F

(3,32) = 3.88, p = 0.018; n = 9 mice). Orientation tuning in the
CS+ orientation axis subgroup was significantly broader than the CS+

45

��67.5� and
CS– axis subgroups (Stat-ref: Mann-Whitney U test, p = 3 · 10�6 and p = 2 · 10�6

respectively; Grey-ref: Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0.00028 and p = 0.027 respectively;
Fig. 2.4C). The same effect was found for the direction index in the tuning curves
referenced against stationary gratings, with a gradually declining mean direction
index towards the angular zone of the CS– orientation axis (Stat-ref: Kruskal-Wallis
test, H

(3,2819) = 25.85, p = 10�5; CS+ versus CS+
45

��67.5� and CS-, Mann-Whitney U
test, p = 0.0008 and p = 6 · 10�6 respectively; Across mice: ANOVA, F

(3,52) = 3.03,
p = 0.038; n = 14 mice; Fig. 2.4D), but the orientation axis subgroups did not dif-
fer significantly in direction selectivity when tuning curves were referenced against
grey screens (Grey-ref: Kruskal-Wallis test, H

(3,2819) = 3.37, p = 0.34; Across mice:
ANOVA, F

(3,32) = 0.71, p = 0.56; n = 9 mice; Fig. 2.4D).
The CS+ specific increase in bandwidth and direction index of the Stat-ref data was

exclusively seen in the group that showed a learning effect, no differences between
quadrant- nor axis-subpopulations were found in the group of mice that did not show
a learning effect (Quadrant, Bandwidth: Kruskal-Wallis test, H

(3,560) = 3.76, p = 0.29;
Direction index: Kruskal-Wallis test, H

(3,560) = 0.55, p = 0.91; Orientation-axis,
Bandwidth: Kruskal-Wallis test, H

(3,560) = 3.89, p = 0.27; Direction index: Kruskal-
Wallis test, H

(3,560) = 2.32, p = 0.51). These data are only available for Stat-ref tuning
curves because all mice for which Gray-ref tuning curves could be made expressed a
learning effect

Tuning curve parameters were calculated on smoothed tuning curves, but an
alternative method to reduce noise is to use curve fitting (see Materials and Methods;
Li et al., 2008). Curve fitting using a symmetrical two-peaked Gaussian function
imposes a symmetrical tuning curve and may obscure possible asymmetrical ef-
fects of conditioning, which is why we opted for smoothing. Median bandwidth
obtained using the Stat-ref method was similar for fitted and smoothed tuning curves
(Smoothed: 36.9� ± 19.0� SD; Fitted: 36.2� ± 16.3� SD), while the median direc-
tion index was lower (Smoothed: 0.46 ± 0.35 SD; Fitted: 0.36 ± 0.37 SD). Band-
widths and direction indices, estimated for the fitted tuning curves, showed the
same conditioning-related differences for quadrant- (Stat-ref; Bandwidth: Kruskal-
Wallis test, H

(3,2819) = 26.48, p < 10�6; Direction index: Kruskal-Wallis test,
H

(3,2819) = 29.01, p = 2 · 10�6) and orientation-axis subgroups (Stat-ref; Bandwidth:
Kruskal-Wallis test, H

(3,2819) = 41.22, p < 8 · 10�6; Direction index: Kruskal-Wallis
test, H

(3,2819) = 33.51, p < 10�6) as smoothed tuning curves. Consequently, tuning
curve smoothing did not introduce an artifact that can explain the differences between
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Figure 2.4: Distributions of tuning
curve characteristics relative to
the CS+ orientation. A Schematic
representation of the orientation-
axis partitioning. Note that the
CS+ axis includes neurons with
a preferred direction differing
within �22.5� and +22.5� from the
CS+and the CS + opp. B–D Left,
Data for tuning curves referenced
against stationary gratings (Stat-ref).
Right, Data referenced against
gray screens (Gray-ref). B Average
percentage of cells per mouse along
each orientation-axis, mean and
SEM over mice. C, Mean and SEM
of the tuning curve bandwidth
along the orientation-axis of the CS.
D, Idem for direction index. For
all panels, data shown are for mice
expressing a learning effect (Stat-ref,
left panels: 14 mice; Gray-ref, right
panels: 9 mice), ⇤ p < 0.05, ⇤ ⇤ ⇤
p < 0.001.
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quadrant and orientation-axes subgroups.
The difference in results obtained using the Stat-ref and Grey-ref methods for

the direction index of the various quadrant and orientation axis sub groups (Figs
2.3J, 2.4D) can be related to the baseline difference in direction selectivity in the
populations of tuned neurons (Fig. 2.2H), i.e. the Stat-ref data contained a higher
percentage of direction selective neurons compared to the Grey-ref data. For instance,
if the conditioning-induced change in direction index was only expressed in direction
selective cells, the larger number of non-direction selective orientation tuned neurons
in the Grey-ref data may have obscured the effect. To test this hypothesis, the Grey-
ref data and Stat-ref data were split in two groups. One group strongly expressed
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direction selectivity, having a direction index larger than or equal to 0.33, which
implies that the response to the preferred direction was twice or more that of the
opposite direction and lies in between the thresholds used in Ohki et al. (2005) and
Rochefort et al. (2011). The other group expressed direction selectivity weakly to not
at all, having direction indices smaller than 0.33.

In both the Stat-ref and Grey-ref data, broadening of orientation tuning (as ex-
pressed in increased bandwidth) was more significant in the strongly direction-
selective subset of the data (Table 2.1, Bandwidth). Post hoc Mann-Whitney U tests
on the difference between CS+ versus CS– confirmed that the CS+ tuned cells had
larger bandwidths compared to the CS– (Strongly direction tuned subset, Stat-ref and
Grey-ref: p < 0.01). In the sharply direction tuned subset of the Stat-ref dataset, the
effect of conditioning on direction selectivity was also more significant than in the
less direction selective subset (Table 2.1, Direction index; Post hoc Mann-Whitney
U test, CS+ vs. CS–, strongly direction tuned subset, Stat-ref: p < 0.005), but in the
Grey-ref data, this was not clearly the case. Here we observed a significant effect
for quadrants and orientation-axis in the strongly direction tuned subset and for
quadrants in the weakly direction selective subset, while the post hoc tests did not
reveal a significant difference between CS+ and CS– for strong or weak direction
selectivity (Mann-Whitney U test, CS+ vs. CS–, Grey-ref, strongly direction tuned
subset, Quadrants: p = 0.39; Axis: p = 0.062. Weakly direction tuned subset, Grey-ref,
Quadrants: p = 0.46; Axis: p = 0.15). Therefore, highly direction selective cells show
stronger changes in bandwidth in both Stat-ref and Grey-ref data, while stronger
changes in direction index of highly direction-selective cells were only observed in
the Stat-ref dataset.

Broader orientation tuning amplifies neuronal responses to CS+ like directions

Sharper direction tuning indicates that the selectivity of responses to the CS+ and
CS+

opp

increased, but broader orientation tuning suggests a decrease in tuning
specificity. Under certain circumstances, however, broader orientation tuning for
neurons with a preferred direction in the CS+ quadrant may increase the neuronal
population response to the CS+. If a specific group of neurons with a preferred
direction close to, but not exactly at, the CS+ increases the bandwidth of its tuning
curve toward the CS+, the relative response of these neurons to the CS+ will become
larger.

To examine how the effect of increased bandwidth may be reconciled with in-
creased direction selectivity, we calculated the slope (in percentage per degree; Fig.
2.5A) and the response amplitude (% of maximum response amplitude; Fig. 2.5C)
for each tuning curve at each of the four reference directions; the CS+, CS–, CS+

opp
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Figure 2.5: CS+ related effects on slope and response decline in trained animals that expressed learning.
A Schematic description of the measurement of tuning curve slope at the CS+ for cells with a preferred
direction 15� � 30� (Stat-ref) or 10� � 20� (Gray-ref) away from the CS+ direction. B, D, E Left, Data
for tuning curves referenced against stationary gratings (Stat-ref). Right, Data referenced against gray
screens (Gray-ref). B Line plots, Mean (±SEM) slope of the fitted tuning curve at the CS+ (red) and CS–
(green) directions per mouse, as a function of angular distance of the cell’s preferred direction to these
reference directions. Bar plots, Mean (±SEM) slope of the fitted tuning curve for the subset of neurons with
a preferred direction 15� � 30� (or 10� � 20� for the Gray-ref dataset) away from the CS+, CS–, CS+

opp

and CS�
opp

. C Schematic description of the measurement of response amplitude at the CS+ for cells
with a preferred direction 15� � 30� (Stat-ref) or 10� � 20� (Gray-ref) away from the CS+ direction. D
Same as in B, but showing the mean response amplitude of the tuning curves. E Mean (±SEM) response
amplitude of the tuning curve at the CS+ and the CS– direction after substituting these reference directions
with a direction ranging between �24� to +24� in difference. For all panels: ⇤ p < 0.05, ⇤⇤ p < 0.01, ⇤ ⇤ ⇤
p < 0.001.
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and CS�
opp

. The slope of the tuning curve was shallower at the CS+ than CS– in
a band of directions (15� � 30�) relative to the CS+ (Stat-ref: Kruskal-Wallis test,
H

(3,2819) = 28.94, p = 2 · 10�6 Across mice, ANOVA, F
(3,48) = 8.35, p = 0.00014;

n = 14 mice; Fig. 2.5B). Specifically, slopes at both the CS+ and CS+
opp

were sig-
nificantly different from the CS– and CS�

opp

(Mann-Whitney U test: CS+ vs CS–:
p = 0.00028, CS+

opp

vs CS�
opp

: p = 0.0029; Fig. 2.5B). Similar to the slope, the
response amplitude to the CS+ was significantly increased compared with the CS–
(Stat-ref: Kruskal-Wallis test, H

(3,2819) = 26.83, p = 6 · 10�6; Across mice, ANOVA,
F
(3,48) = 7.61, p = 0.00029; n = 14; Fig. 2.5D). The group of neurons tuned 15� � 30�

away from the CS+ had a significantly larger response amplitude at the CS+ than
neurons had at the CS– and CS�

opp

, respectively (Mann-Whitney U test: CS+ vs CS–:
p = 0.00087, CS+

opp

vs CS�
opp

: p = 0.0038; Fig. 2.5D). The differences between CS+
and CS– in slope and response amplitude were also present when tuning curves were
referenced against gray screens (Mann-Whitney U test: CS+ vs CS–; slope: p = 0.039;
across mice, ANOVA, F

(3,32) = 4.57, p = 0.0089; n = 9 mice; response amplitude:
p = 0.020; across mice, ANOVA, F

(3,32) = 2.85, p = 0.053; n = 9 mice; Fig. 2.5B,D),
but the effects were less strong under those conditions and emerged closer to the CS+
(10� � 20� away).

Control procedures for non-cell-specific effects and differences in exposure to the
CS+ and CS–

A potential confound in in vivo two-photon calcium imaging is that changes in tuning
properties might not be cell specific but originate from changes in the surrounding
neuropil. To control for this possibility, we subtracted local �F/F neuropil signals
from cellular signals (control dataset #1; Stat-ref method; see Materials and Methods)
and found that the original results were reproduced following this operation (Table
2.2), which indicates that the effects are not likely biased by non-cell-specific signals.
Another potential confound could be the lower fraction of orientation- and direction-
tuned neurons in the analyzed dataset compared with some other studies. To test
whether our main results were affected by this, we created two highly orientation-and
direction-tuned datasets (analyzed using the Stat-ref method), one from the original
dataset and one from the neuropil contamination-corrected set by selecting only
recordings with 35% or more orientation- and direction-tuned neurons and named
them control dataset #2 and #3, respectively. The same pattern of results as in the
original dataset was found in both of these control datasets (Table 2.2), leading to the
conclusion that neither a relatively low percentage of orientation- and direction-tuned
neurons, nor nonspecific neuropil contamination can explain our findings.

The mice were subjected to equal numbers of CS+ and CS– trials, but due to the
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P-value for ANOVA

Bandwidth Direction index Slope

Dataset N % tuned Quadrant Axis Quadrant Axis 15� � 30�

Orig. 14 19.1% < 10�6 < 10�6 2 · 10�5 10�5 2 · 10�6

Ctrl #1 14 27.5% 3 · 10�5 0.001 0.044 0.012 3 · 10�5

Ctrl #2 5 47% 2 · 10�6 3 · 10�5 3 · 10�5 7 · 10�6 5 · 10�6

Ctrl #3 6 42% 0.008 0.001 0.009 0.005 3 · 10�5

Table 2.2: Control analyses for non-specific neuropil contamination and percentage of orientation- and
direction-tuned neurons. Analysis of the original and three additional datasets (Stat-ref; see Methods and
Materials) that control for neuropil contamination (#1), lower fraction of orientation- and direction-tuned
neurons (#2), and a combination of both (#3). Each dataset was analyzed for quadrant and orientation-axis
effects on bandwidth and direction index and for slope of the tuning curve at 15� � 30� relative to the
CS+, CS–, and control directions as presented in Figure 3–5. Values in column 4–8 are p values from the
respective Kruskal-Wallis tests. Each control dataset was tested identically to the original dataset.

freely moving aspect of the task, the total duration of exposure to the CS+ stimulus
was on average 3238 s (±618 SD) while exposure to the CS– stimulus was on average
2400 s (±438 SD). For both stimuli, this duration of exposure exceeds the range
in which build-up of stimulus-selective response potentiation has been described
to result in differences in visual responses (Frenkel et al., 2006). Moreover, these
differences were not significantly correlated to any of the changes in Stat-ref tuning
curves found in this study (bandwidth, quadrant: r = 0.029, p = 0.93; axis: r = 0.12,
p = 0.69; direction index, quadrant: r = 0.0066, p = 0.99; axis: r = 0.042, p = 0.89;
slope: r = 0.048, p = 0.88; response amplitude: r = 0.076, p = 0.80; n = 14 mice for
all cases). This makes it unlikely that the differences in exposure time to the CS+ and
CS– stimuli explain the observed changes in orientation and direction tuning.

Specificity of changes in slope and response decline of the tuning curve

The effects reported above, e.g., broader orientation tuning and sharper direction
tuning, comprised a subset of neurons tuned to a relatively large range of angles
around the CS+ and the CS+

opp

, as the range of each quadrant was 90�. This suggests
that the effect of the increased response amplitude found in the animals expressing a
learning effect was not limited to the CS+ direction exclusively. To test the angular
specificity of the CS+ effects on response amplitude of the tuning curve, our analysis
program substituted the actual CS+ with hypothetical CS+ directions ranging from
�24� to +24� relative to the real CS+ direction. In other words, going back to Figure
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2.5D, we calculated the response amplitude at the hypothetical CS+ for neurons with
a preferred direction differing 15�–30� of this hypothetical CS+, while systematically
varying the hypothetical CS+ direction from �24� to +24� (with 0� being the real CS+
direction) and thus determining the range of directions across which the increase in
response amplitude occurred. In the Stat-ref dataset, the effects of response amplitude
remained significant for substituted directions between �12� and +16� away from
the CS+ (Gray-ref dataset: �20� and +1�; Mann-Whitney U test contrasting CS+ and
CS–, p = 0.05; Fig. 2.5E), indicating that the conditioning effect generalized to a range
of angles that was ⇠ 20� to 25� wide around the CS+, but not to the entire quadrant.

Asymmetrical broadening of tuning curve bandwidth toward CS+ direction

Classically, orientational and directional tuning curves have a characteristic symmet-
rical response profile around the preferred direction. Plasticity, however, does not
necessarily respect tuning curve symmetry. For instance, adaptation-induced short-
term plasticity can boost responses to certain movement directions, while responses
of the same neuron to different movement directions are attenuated (Dragoi et al.,
2000, 2001). If in our experiments tuning curve plasticity was expressed selectively
for the CS+ direction, only the side of the tuning curve that is facing toward the CS+
should be affected and not the other side of the bell-shaped curve facing away from
the CS+ (Fig. 2.6A). Indeed, neurons in the Stat-ref condition that were not precisely
tuned to the CS+, but had a preferred direction differing 15� � 45� in angle from the
CS+, had a larger tuning curve bandwidth on the CS+ side of the tuning curve as
compared with the other side (WMPSR test, p = 0.025; n = 514; Fig. 2.6D). This effect
of tuning curve broadening toward the CS+ was not observed for the CS– (WMPSR
test, p > 0.11, Fig. 2.6E) or for angular differences < 15� (WMPSR test, p = 0.06; Fig.
2.6B,C). Analysis of Gray-ref tuning curves did not reveal a significant difference in
asymmetric bandwidth broadening of neurons with a preferred direction 15� � 45�

from the CS+ (WMPSR test, p = 0.11; n = 140; Fig. 2.6D), but this could be related to
the lower number of neurons in this group (which was less than a quarter compared
with the Stat-ref analysis), or may be a direct result of the difference in reference
methods.

Spatial grouping of CS+ quadrant neurons

One of the main advantages of using two-photon microscopy over electrophysiology
is exact knowledge about the spatial relationships between somata of single neurons.
Previous studies on the rat and mouse primary visual cortex did not report an
ordered spatial organization of orientation- and direction-tuned neurons relative to
the cortical surface (Ohki et al., 2005; Mrsic-Flogel et al., 2007; Ohki and Reid, 2007;
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Figure 2.6: Asymmetry of the tun-
ing curve bandwidth relative to
the CS direction. A Representa-
tion of two tuning curves recorded
from two neurons and the quantifi-
cation of bandwidth toward (red)
and away (blue) from the CS+, CS–
, or control directions. The bright
solid red/blue tuning curve was
taken from a neuron with a pre-
ferred direction differing 15� � 45�

from the CS+ that had a broader
bandwidth on the side toward the
CS+. The dotted dark red/blue
curve was taken from a neuron
with a preferred direction differing
15� � 45� from the CS–. B–E Left,
Data for tuning curves referenced
against stationary gratings (Stat-ref).
Right, Data referenced against gray
screens (Gray-ref). Red colors are
for bandwidth toward the CS+, blue
colors for bandwidth away from the
CS+. B Mean (±SEM) single-sided
bandwidth of the tuning curve for
neurons with a preferred direction
that was similar to the CS+ (angular
difference 0� � 15�). C Same as B
but for neurons having a preferred
direction differing 0��15� from the
CS–. D Idem for neurons with a pre-
ferred direction differing 15� � 45�

in angle from the CS+ (⇤ p < 0.05).
E As in D, but for neurons having
a preferred direction that differed
15� � 45� from the CS–.
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Bock et al., 2011; Bonin et al., 2011). If, however, reinforcement-related information
feeds back into V1 in a spatially nonuniform fashion, reward-induced plasticity will
be expressed by small localized subsets of orientation- and direction-tuned neurons.
Such clustering would then be manifested in a tuning similarity between neurons
with a preferred direction in the CS+ quadrant or orientation-axis subgroup and their
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direct neighbors, and will lead to an increased chance that neighboring neurons are
classified as belonging to the same quadrant or orientation-axis subgroup.

To assess nearest neighbor tuning similarities without risking a bias caused by a
possible over-representation and/or nonuni- form distribution of preferred directions,
we calculated the relative frequency (normalized between 0 and 1), across each
image plane, that two orientation or direction-tuned nearest-neighbor pairs had a
preferred direction in the same quadrant or orientation axis and corrected this by
subtracting the mean relative frequency derived from 500 random permutations of
quadrant/orientation axis identity in the same image plane. For this analysis, we
used all imaging planes with at least one neuron in each quadrant, which allows
relative frequencies to occur in the full range between 0 and 1. Because direction
selectivity was significantly lower in the Gray-ref dataset compared with the Stat-ref
dataset (Fig. 2.2H), the variable “preferred direction” is most likely less informative
for gray-screen referenced tuning curves. The preferred orientation, however, should
not be dependent on direction selectivity in the Gray-ref case. Therefore, the direction-
specific tuning parameter “quadrant membership” and the orientation-specific tuning
parameter “orientation-axis membership” were used as grouping variables in parallel,
separate analyses on both the Stat-ref and Gray-ref dataset.

Neurons of the Stat-ref dataset with a preferred direction in the CS+ quadrant
tended to neighbor another CS+ quadrant neuron more often than predicted by chance
(Stat-ref: WMPSR test; CS+ vs shuffled, p = 0.05, n = 50; Fig. 2.7B). This clustering
occurred significantly more often in the CS+ quadrant, compared with the CS– and
CS�

opp

quadrants (Stat-ref, quadrant: Kruskal-Wallis test, H
(3,196) = 10.18, p = 0.017;

post hoc: CS+ vs CS–: p = 0.002, CS+ vs CS�
opp

: p = 0.018; n = 50; Fig. 2.7D). The
effect was not significant for orientation-axis subgroups of the Stat-ref dataset (Stat-ref,
orientation-axis: Kruskal-Wallis test, H

(3,220) = 3.86, p = 0.28; n = 56). When using
tuning curves referenced against gray screens, a similar effect of pairwise occurrence
was found in the orientation-axis subgroups (Gray-ref, orientation axis: Kruskal-
Wallis test, H

(3,160) = 9.67, p = 0.022; post hoc: CS+ vs CS–: p = 0.011; n = 41;
Fig. 2.7E), but not for quadrant subgroups (Gray-ref, quadrant: Kruskal-Wallis test,
H

(3,140) = 4.62, p = 0.20; n = 36). This difference between the Stat-ref and Gray-ref
results may be explained by the observation that neurons in the Gray-ref dataset were
less selective for movement direction (Fig. 2.2H), making the preferred movement
orientation a more suitable characteristic for measuring tuning similarity for that
dataset. Altogether, CS+ preferring neurons were more often colocalized with other
CS+ preferring neurons in cortical space when compared with neurons preferring
other directions or orientations.
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2.4 Discussion
We introduced a new in vivo model for studying molecular and physiological mecha-
nisms underlying reward-dependent cortical plasticity. Appetitive visual condition-
ing resulted in altered tun- ing curves for neurons in mouse visual cortex. Departing
from the reference method using stationary gratings, neurons with a preferred di-
rection similar to the axis of the CS+ (CS+ or CS+

opp

) expressed broader orientation
tuning and sharper direction tuning than cells preferring the CS– axis, which is consis-
tent with a conditioning effect of the orientation of moving stimuli, and not so of much
direction, on V1 response properties. Related to this, tuning curves of neurons having
a preferred direction 15� � 30� away from the CS+ axis had a shallower slope and an
increased response amplitude at the CS+ or CS+

opp

directions, which generalized
to similar orientations. Finally, CS+ preferring neurons co-occurred in cortical space
more often than neurons preferring the CS– and CS�

opp

. The results obtained using
a gray screen as reference will be discussed below.

Methodological considerations

The percentage of significantly orientation- and direction-tuned neurons we observed
(19.1%) was lower than in most previous studies (25%–75%; Ohki et al., 2005; Niell
and Stryker, 2008; Kerlin et al., 2010; Andermann et al., 2011; Bonin et al., 2011; Ko et
al., 2011; Marshel et al., 2011). This difference may be due to the fact that we did not
exclude recording sessions with a lesser signal-to- noise ratio in the measured regions
of interest, or could be a consequence of differences in experimental procedures
or statistics (a circular Hotelling0s T2 test vs an ANOVA), and was not exclusively
the result of using stationary gratings as baseline. Control analyses revealed that
our main findings were not dependent on the percentage of tuned neurons, as we
replicated the findings in a dataset that contained only recordings with large fractions

Figure 2.7: Spatial co-occurrence of neurons by quadrant membership. A Example of spatial grouping
of neurons from different quadrants in one imaging session. Orientation- and direction-tuned neurons
were marked with the color of the quadrant they fall into (CS+: red, CS–: green, CS+

opp

: light blue,
CS�

opp

: dark blue). Tuning difference between each neuron and its five nearest neighbors was drawn as a
colored line, the color indicating angular difference in preferred direction of the neurons (color bar). Scale
bar, 50µm. B Distributions of the normalized frequency of occurrence of same quadrant nearest neighbor
pairs that were used to calculate D and E for the Stat-ref dataset. Lines are measured distributions, gray
areas represent the data distributions after shuffling quadrant assignment (⇤p < 0.05). C As in B, but for
Gray-ref data and orientation-axis subgroups. D Fraction, greater than chance, of nearest neighbor pairs
with a preferred direction in the same quadrant subgroup (Stat-ref; ⇤p < 0.05; ⇤ ⇤ p = 0.002). E Same as D,
but for Gray-ref data and orientation-axis subgroups (⇤p < 0.05).
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of orientation- and direction-tuned neurons (Table 2.2). Second, the mean tuning
curve bandwidth in our study was larger than previously reported by, e.g., Niell
and Stryker (2008). This is most likely due to the application of circular smoothing
before bandwidth calculation. Bandwidth estimation on raw tuning curves is more
sensitive to noise than on smoothed tuning curves, therefore, application of circular
smoothing can improve data reliability. A further concern for the technique of in vivo
multicell calcium imaging is the possibility of nonspecific neuropil contamination.
Although nonspecific contamination is unlikely (i.e., we observed our effects only
in a selective subset of neurons), we additionally confirmed that the main results of
this study remain when we apply a method that controls for neuropil-contamination
artifacts (Kerlin et al., 2010).

Tuning curves for orientation and direction of movement were referenced against
stationary gratings of the same orientation, which may have introduced a potential
confound because of phase-selective responses to stationary gratings, although these
effects may cancel out across the population. This referencing, however, highlights
direction selectivity and underexposes (non-directional) orientation selectivity, which
was done because the conditioned stimuli were moving gratings, and, thus, learning
and plasticity may be associated primarily with moving components. Because of
these differences, there was no a priori prediction that both reference methods will
give identical results.

The comparisons between reference methods can be unpacked in three compo-
nents. The first component consists of effects that were of the same nature and
were significant according to both methods. These results comprise the increased
bandwidth for CS+ and CS+

opp

quadrant cells (Figs. 2.3H, 2.4C), the decrease in
tuning curve slope at the CS+ and elevated response amplitude (Fig. 2.5B,D), and
the generalization effect for CS+ substituting angles (Fig. 2.5E). The second subset
consists of results that were significant under the Stat-ref method and showed a
trend in the Gray-ref method, or showed a result that can be logically ascribed to a
difference in referencing. These effects include the enhanced DI for near CS+ tuned
cells (Figs. 2.3J, 2.4D) and the spatial co-occurrence of similarly tuned CS+ neurons
(Fig. 2.7B–E). For this subset, we recall that the fraction of direction-selective cells was
considerably smaller using the Gray-ref method (Fig. 2.2H). Finally, a third subset
of results reached significance only using the Stat-ref method, whereas the lack of
significance, or difference in effect direction, using the Gray-ref method could not
be parsimoniously explained. These findings concern the higher �F/F response
for CS+/CS+

opp

directions (Fig. 2.3F) and the asymmetric broadening of the tuning
curve toward the CS+ (Fig. 2.6D). Although we note that the number of mice and cells
available in the Gray-ref condition were lower than in the Stat-ref condition (Gray-ref:
9 mice, 2474 cells; Stat-ref: 14 mice, 2823 cells), thus diminishing the statistical power
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for this method, this third subset must be regarded with caution, as a consistency of
results cannot be claimed here.

Comparisons to previous studies

The results in this study differ from those in earlier studies using other conditioning
paradigms in primary sensory neocortex. In auditory cortex, conditioning using either
footshock or electrical stimulation of the ventral tegmental area (VTA) increased the
number of neurons or cortical area that preferably responded to the conditioned tone
(Weinberger et al., 1993; Bao et al., 2001). In our study, the percentage of neurons with
a preferred direction similar to the CS+ did not increase (Fig. 2.3B). This difference
may lie in the nature and strength of the unconditioned stimuli used, with footshock
and VTA stimulation having a potentially more pervasive impact on sensory represen-
tations than naturalistic reward. Second, the recordings of these studies were done in
cortical layer IV–V (Bao et al., 2001) and layer V–VI (Weinberger et al., 1993) while our
study focused on layer II–III. Finally, while neurons in the rodent auditory cortex are
topographically organized by preferred sound frequency (Bao et al., 2001), neurons
in rodent visual cortex are not spatially organized by preferred movement direction
(Ohki et al., 2005; Ohki and Reid, 2007); this contrast may be coupled to different
mechanisms for integrating reinforcing feedback or homeostatic mechanisms that
compensate for overrepresentation of certain directions (Mrsic-Flogel et al., 2007;
Shah and Crair, 2008).

Previous work on perceptual learning in monkeys indicated that orientation-tuned
V1 neurons may be involved in perceptual decisions by sharpening their tuning
curves to provide finer discrimination of orientation differences (Schoups et al., 2001),
although this is not strictly required for perceptual learning to occur (Ghose et al.,
2002). Contrasting with these studies, our results show broadened orientation tuning
and sharper direction tuning for the subset of V1 neurons with a preferred direction
similar to the CS+. In addition to species differences, it should be emphasized that the
task in our study did not target fine orientation discrimination, but required mice to
associate clearly differently orientated moving gratings to distinct outcomes (reward
vs no reward). Computationally, sharpening of V1 tuning curves may be an optimal
mechanism to increase the angular resolution, needed to detect small nonmoving
orientation differences, while optimal coding for larger orientation differences results
in other changes. Furthermore, in the task of Schoups et al. (2001), correct detection
of both stimulus orientations led to reward while in our study only one of the two
moving stimuli was followed by reward, making reward a critical determinant of
differential plasticity.

It should be noted that in our study the mice were anesthetized when tuning
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curves were measured, making it unlikely that top-down signals (Ekstrom et al.,
2008; Lamme et al., 1998b; Maunsell and Treue, 2006; Roelfsema, 2006) are directly
responsible for the results. Attentional modulation may have been present in the
study of Schoups et al. (2001), possibly entailing a sharpening of tuning curves. The
expression of effects of visual conditioning outside the behavioral paradigm and
under anesthesia suggests that the changes we document are robust, lasting, and
independent of top-down signaling.

Implications of selective alterations in CS+ specific assemblies

Our findings have implications for the understanding of groups of functionally
related, interconnected neurons, alternatively called cell assemblies (Hebb, 1949;
Harris, 2005). Because members of an assembly are thought to respond to a common
object or object property, a pragmatic approach to define an assembly in the current
study is by the common tuning of member cells to particular stimulus properties.
If this criterion is adopted, then our observations suggest that plasticity in visual
response patterns only stands out for the assembly commonly tuned to the stimulus
feature that had been specifically coupled to reward during prior training.

Earlier studies showed that appetitive conditioning increases visual evoked po-
tentials (Hernandez-Peon, 1961; Frankó et al., 2010) and causes a reduction in the
psychophysical detection threshold for stimuli that have been paired with reward
(Seitz et al., 2009). Augmentation of the relative population output of the CS+ assem-
bly, by sharper direction tuning in the CS+ assembly and broadening of tuning curves
toward the CS+, may serve to facilitate processing of the CS+ in higher cortical areas
(Zhang et al., 2012a), while the observation of extension of the effects to directions
close to the CS+ (Fig. 2.5G) indicates generalization of the CS+ stimulus (Lissek et al.,
2008).

A single mechanism could underlie the changes in tuning curves, amplifying
the response of only the near-CS+ tuned assembly to the CS+, and increasing both
directional selectivity and convexity of the tuning curve. Given this hypothesis,
our results suggest that common tuning to stimulus features in V1 cell assemblies
is coupled to selective plasticity for processing these preferred features. Several
learning rules, either related to dopaminergic signaling or not, could account for
reward-dependent sensorimotor learning (Pennartz, 1997; Schultz et al., 1997; Sutton
and Barto, 1998; Pennartz et al., 2000; Dayan and Balleine, 2002; Roelfsema and van
Ooyen, 2005). Nevertheless, the plausibility of these algorithms, the nature of the
reinforcement signal, and the underlying physiological (c.f. Hofer et al., 2011; Ko et
al., 2011; Bock et al., 2011) and molecular transduction pathways must await further
investigation.
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Functional consequences of reward learning were nonuniformly distributed across
cortical space and only affected a subset of neurons (Fig. 2.7). This suggests that the
mechanisms conveying reward information do so selectively on local groups of neu-
rons and raises the hypothesis that reinforcement-signaling axons terminate sparsely
in V1 (Febvret et al., 1991; Müller and Huston, 2007; Rivera et al., 2008), only affect-
ing neurons located in close proximity to these afferents. Such a mechanism could
explain the close proximity of CS+ tuned neighbors, as the effects of reward on the pri-
mary visual cortex will be centered around hotspots of reinforcement-gated plasticity.
Alternatively, nonuniformities may originate from interactions between uniformly
distributed reward inputs and local, history-dependent, cell activity patterns.

In conclusion, we propose that formation of a stimulus–reward association drives
a learning mechanism in selective visual cortex assemblies that facilitates relative pop-
ulation output to the conditioned stimulus and similar orientations. These changes
may help the visual cortex to maintain a stable, robust representation of conditioned
stimuli, generalize across minor variations in stimulus features, and assist bottom-up
driven detection of reward-predicting inputs.
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Chapter 3. Conditioning Refines Spatial Coding in V1

Abstract

Reward is often employed as reinforcement in behavioral paradigms but it is unclear how a
stimulus-reward association by itself affects the spatial organization of neuronal responses
to behaviorally relevant stimuli. Using head-fixed visual conditioning in mice, a stimulus-
reward association was restricted to a single retinotopic region. Time-lapse intrinsic optical
signal imaging revealed that conditioning increased the spatial separation of mesoscale
cortical representations of reward predicting- and non-reward predicting stimuli. As
shown by in vivo 2-photon calcium imaging, this improved separation correlated to
an enhanced population coding for retinotopic location, specifically for the conditioned
orientation and spatially confined to the V1 region where the rewarded and non-rewarded
stimulus representations bordered. Conditioning related differences in the correlation
structure of population activity, as well as changes at the level of single-cell tuning curves
supported these findings. These results demonstrate how the cortical representation of
visual space is refined as a consequence of associative stimulus-reward learning.
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3.1 Introduction
Stimulus selectivity of neurons in the sensory cortex changes over time, not only as
a consequence of coarse disruptions such as loss of input, sensory deprivation and
selective over-exposure (Hirsch and Spinelli, 1970; Dräger, 1978; Kaas et al., 1983,
1990; Gordon and Stryker, 1996; Frenkel et al., 2006; Keck et al., 2008; Kreile et al.,
2011), but also as result of the involvement of sensory processing in perceptual and
stimulus-outcome learning (Bao et al., 2001; Schoups et al., 2001; Ghose et al., 2002;
Fritz et al., 2003; Yang and Maunsell, 2004; Blake et al., 2006; David et al., 2012; Xu
et al., 2012; Goltstein et al., 2013; Jeanne et al., 2013; Poort et al., 2015). Even in the
absence of an explicit behavioral paradigm, repeatedly applied reward by itself can
already lead to an improvement of stimulus processing in sensory cortex (Seitz et
al., 2009). It remains, however, unclear how stimulus-outcome learning affects the
spatial representation of stimulus properties at the neuronal and population level.
The ecological relevance of this question is underscored by the behavior of small,
foraging rodents, which must cope with potential predators moving overhead (e.g.
birds of prey Zhang et al., 2012b; Shang et al., 2015; Wei et al., 2015), but are also
conditioned to visual stimulus patterns at ground level, associated with food and
water.

Specifically, it is unknown how neural coding in the retinotopically organized
visual cortex is affected by learning when locations in the visual field are differentially
predictive of reward or other outcomes. Located early in the visual stream, the
primary visual cortex (V1) has neurons that primarily seem to act as low-level feature
detectors, responding selectively to features like orientation, contrast, temporal and
spatial frequency of bars and gratings, eye-specific inputs and retinotopic location
(Hubel and Wiesel, 1959, 1962; Mrsic-Flogel et al., 2007; Niell and Stryker, 2008; Smith
and Häusser, 2010; Freeman et al., 2013). Different from higher mammals, neurons in
mouse V1 are not clearly organized spatially across the cortical surface by features
other than retinotopy (Dräger, 1978; Schuett et al., 2002; Bonin et al., 2011), but see
also (Ji et al., 2015). Recent studies have shown that activity of mouse V1 neurons is
strongly modulated by internal state and locomotion (Niell and Stryker, 2010; Bennett
et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2014), the mismatch and interaction between visually perceived
speed and running speed (Keller et al., 2012; Saleem et al., 2013) and anticipation of
reward (Shuler and Bear, 2006). The widespread presence of feedback and neuro-
modulatory influences in mouse V1 supports a role for its circuitry in plasticity and
enhanced sensory processing following learning (Gilbert, 1996; Chubykin et al., 2013;
Zhang et al., 2014; Ji et al., 2015; Poort et al., 2015).

Learning can affect neocortical function via a number of mechanisms. Neural
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responses in primary visual cortex may change to increase bottom-up saliency of a
stimulus (Zhang et al., 2012a), for instance by selectively increasing the amplitude
of responses to conditioned stimuli (Fritz et al., 2003; Blake et al., 2006; Andermann
et al., 2010; Goltstein et al., 2013). Alternatively, more neurons in a population may
become tuned to a conditioned stimulus (Weinberger et al., 1993), which in case of the
tonotopicmap of auditory cortex led to an enlarged cortical region dedicated to this
stimulus (Bao et al., 2001). Furthermore, the selectivity of neuronal tuning curves may
be altered (David et al., 2012; Goltstein et al., 2013). In monkey V1, tuning curve slopes
for trained stimuli steepened after learning orientation discrimination, amplifying
small variations in stimulus orientation to large variations in neuronal responses
(Schoups et al., 2001). Some changes, however, only appear at the population level,
like changes in sparseness of population responses (Ghose et al., 2002; Gdalyahu et
al., 2012) or the correlation structure of ensemble activity (Averbeck et al., 2006; Poort
and Roelfsema, 2008; Jeanne et al., 2013).

Here we exploit the advantages of multiple in vivo imaging techniques to study
how stimulus-reward learning affects spatial aspects of the reward-associated stimu-
lus representation, in single cells and populations of mouse V1. In a head-restrained
classical conditioning paradigm, we made the spatial location in the visual field pre-
dictive of future reward, whereas other stimulus features, like orientation, were not
predictive of reward. Our hypothesis holds that the reward-predictive field location
will be represented more strongly on the retinotopic map, potentially expressed by
territorial expansion and larger response amplitudes. However, a second, contrasting
hypothesis holds that information on the reward-predictive location will be processed
more efficiently, especially in the subset of cells that are located at the spatial border
between the rewarded and non-rewarded stimulus representations.

3.2 Materials and Methods

Animals

Experiments were conducted with approval of the ethical committee for animal experi-
ments of the University of Amsterdam. Male C57BL/6 mice (for n, see Supplementary
Table 3.1; Harlan, The Netherlands) ranging in age from 70 to 116 days at the start of
the experiment were housed pair-wise in large cages (40 cm length ⇥ 25 cm width x
25 cm height) on a reversed day night cycle (9 AM light-off; 9 PM light-on). Water
and food were available ad libitum, except for a period of six to eight hours prior to
behavioral training, when food was not available. Non head-fixed habituation of the
mice to the conditioning environment and the frame for head-restraint spanned four
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to five days and included handling in the behavioral lab and free access to the reward
substance, a semifluid vanilla-flavored dairy product (Fig. 3.7).

Visual conditioning of head-restrained mice

Mice were fitted with a stainless-steel cranial plate that allowed repeated head-
restraint (Supplementary Fig. 3.7A; Dombeck et al., 2007; Niell and Stryker, 2010). In
brief, under surgical anesthesia (Isoflurane inhalation, induction: 3% in O

2

; mainte-
nance: 1.5% in O

2

) and analgesia (Buprenorphine, 0.05 mg/kg bodyweight, injected
subcutaneously 30 minutes before surgery), three skull screws were placed, two in
the frontal skull plates and one lateral-right in the occipital skull plate. The head
bar was positioned with the central opening over cortical area V1 and attached with
cyanoacrylate glue and black-pigmented dental cement to the skull and screws. The
central opening was closed with a transparent silicone elastomer and a cover glass
(Quick-sil, World Precision Instruments, Germany). Mice were allowed to recover
for four days, during which non head-fixed habituation was reticently continued. In
the next four to five days, animals were head-fixed in the behavioral apparatus while
given free access to the Vanilla-flavored reward through the feeding tube for 15 to 20
minutes per day.

Appetitive conditioning with retinotopically selective visual stimuli was done in
8 to 17 sessions of 15 to 30 rewarded and non-rewarded trials each. The number of
conditioning sessions (7 to 16) before two-photon imaging depended on the order
in which animals were used for calcium imaging, which was determined by chance.
The number of trials ranged from 8–12 trials in the first training session to 20–35 in
subsequent training sessions. The amount of rewarded and non-rewarded trials in
each training session was nearly equal; the number of rewarded and non-rewarded
trials never differed by more than three trials and the total number of rewarded
and non-rewarded trials differed by only 0.5% (3.1 out of 539.7 trials). Conditioning
sessions lasted 20–30 minutes, during which the animal was head-restrained facing
a 21” computer screen (Dell) at a distance of 20 cm (Fig. 3.1A,B). The center of the
screen was positioned 45� lateral at the height of the eye of the mouse. Stimuli were
oriented gratings (100% contrast square wave; spatial frequency: 0.05 cycles/degree;
temporal frequency: 2 cycles/second) moving in a single direction, presented either in
an area of 30 by 30 retinal degrees above, or below the horizontal meridian (Fig. 3.1A,
right panels). For each mouse, the rewarded stimulus was randomly assigned to one
visual field location and the non-rewarded to the other. This assignment was varied
across mice, with the rewarded stimulus being as often above the meridian as below
it. Stimulus orientation and direction of the rewarded and non-rewarded stimuli
were the same and all parameters remained unchanged during the entire behavioral
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experiment. Each rewarded or non-rewarded trial started with a click, followed by 4
to 6 seconds of stimulus presentation against a background with equal luminescence.
Next followed a pre-reward delay of 1.5 to 2 seconds. In the last 0.4 s of the pre-reward
delay a servo-controlled arm moved a small plastic tube to a position within licking
distance of the mouse in rewarded trials, while the arm stopped just out of range
of the mouse in non-rewarded trials (Fig. 3.1B and Supplementary Fig. 3.7B–E). By
applying back-pressure on the tube using a syringe pump (RE-S, RAZEL, UK), an
amount of 20–40 µl reward substance was delivered in each rewarded trial. After
a reward consumption period of 4 seconds, the arm moved back and an inter-trial
interval of 20 to 30 seconds was inserted between subsequent trials.

Behavioral parameters were monitored using a standard visible light CCD camera
fitted with a wide-field low-magnification lens at a frame rate of 25 Hz (Figure 3.1,
‘Behavior tracking’). This camera was positioned on the left side of the mouse to
record its silhouette and that of the reward arm against the grey background of the
screen, as well as to record the rewarded and non-rewarded stimulus presentation
(Fig. 3.1B and Supplementary Fig. 3.7B,D). Behavioral parameters were aligned to
stimulus onset and (non-) reward delivery time, which was determined by the arm
arriving at the endpoint (Fig. 3.1B and Supplementary Fig. 3.7C,E). The trajectory and
speed of the arm was identical in rewarded and non-rewarded trials up to the point
where, in rewarded trials, the arm exceeded the non-reward endpoint. The traversal
from the non-reward endpoint to the reward endpoint happened within a single 40
ms image frame (Supplementary Fig. 3.7F). The measured time-difference between
detection of the arm arriving at the non-reward endpoint and detection at the reward
endpoint across all trials was on average 55 ms, implying a movement speed between
0.5 and 1.0 m/s. Nonetheless, behavioral data in the period from 160 ms before the
reward or non-reward endpoint were not included in comparisons of any learning
effects.

Nasal movements (putative sniffs) and oral movements (putative licks) were
quantified by applying a threshold to each video frame at the mean intensity, resulting
in a binary silhouette of the mouse, and counting the number of pixels that changed
intensity compared to the previous video frame in the nasal or oral region (Fig.
3.1C and Supplementary Fig. 3.8A, red boxes). Licks are rapid, sparsely occurring
events; therefore a threshold was applied to the number of pixels changed in each
frame, which resulted in ‘all or none’ detection of oral movement. Sniffs are slower
and more continuous events that are better reflected by a continuous measure. We
therefore used the mean number of pixels that changed intensity as a consequence of
nasal-movement directly as a measure for sniffing.
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Eye-tracking

Position and diameter of the pupil was monitored using a near infrared CCD camera
(Jai, United States) through a high magnification long working distance lens (Thorlabs,
Germany) with a frame rate of 25 Hz (see Fig. 3.1 for camera position at ‘Eye tracking’).
Eye-tracking was done offline using a custom written algorithm (Zoccolan et al.,
2010). For each video frame, location of the center of the pupil was estimated by
applying a radial symmetry transform (Loy and Zelinsky, 2003). The edge of the
pupil was detected from this point of origin into all directions with 10� angular
resolution. Outlier edge detection points (beyond mean ± 3 SD) were removed and
the remaining data points were fitted with a circle (Supplementary Fig. 3.9A). This
procedure provides estimates for the X- and Y-position and diameter of the pupil
in pixels. Using the estimated average diameter of the mouse eye (3.3 mm; Jeon et
al., 1998) and the field of view of our camera, a 1-pixel displacement/enlargement
in pupil-tracking data was estimated to correspond to approximately 2-2.5 retinal
degrees of visual field.

Transcranial optical imaging of intrinsic signals

Intrinsic optical imaging (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1996) was performed using a
commercially available setup (Optical Imaging Ltd, Israel). The mouse was head-
restrained while being under anesthesia (isoflurane inhalation, induction: 3% in O

2

;
maintenance: 1%–1.5% in O

2

). This procedure kept the animal immobile, whereas the
eye-blink reflex was just noticeable. The skull was illuminated through the cover glass
with 630 nm (bandpass filtered) light. Images were acquired at an effective sampling
rate of 2 Hz. A screen was placed at the exact same position as in the behavioral
setup (see Fig. 3.1A). Five stimuli (the rewarded stimulus, the non-rewarded stimulus,
stimuli at the same location but with orthogonal orientations, and an isoluminant
grey screen, the null stimulus; Fig. 3.2A, left panels) were presented in 20 trials
each. During the entire imaging experiment, the screen displayed the isoluminant
null stimulus, except when a grating stimulus was presented. Each trial started
with the recording of a four-second baseline period, followed by four seconds of
continuous stimulus presentation and seven seconds of post-stimulus response time.
The intertrial interval lasted an additional five seconds.

Analysis of intrinsic optical signals

Intrinsic signal images were referenced per trial against the mean of the first 8 (base-
line) frames, resulting in a percentage signal increase per pixel. A region in the
primary visual cortex, large enough to contain the responses to both rewarded and
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non-rewarded stimuli, was selected manually and within-trial signal drift was cor-
rected for by subtracting the value of each pixel in this region by the average intensity
of a non-responsive image-region a few millimeters anterior. For each recording, a
single mean and standard deviation was calculated per pixel across all stimuli and
repetitions and each pixel was subsequently z-scored by subtracting the mean and
dividing over the standard deviation.

Within the region of V1, the location of maximum activation for the rewarded and
non-rewarded area was automatically detected by locating the largest activation in
smoothed average response images for visual stimulation by the orthogonal stimuli in
the rewarded area and non-rewarded area. Using this (untrained) template response
map, we calculated the angle that aligned an imaginary line, connecting peaks of
maximal visual activity evoked by stimulation in the different visual fields, parallel
to the vertical axis of the template image (Fig. 3.2A, red windows). In most mice
this rotation was around 25� clockwise. All further data from each recording was
automatically rotated to the calculated rotation angle. Next, a cutouts of this 2-
dimensional rotated image, from –5 to +5 pixels centered on the vertical transection
of the average peak responses in the (untrained) template, were averaged to a 1-
dimensional spatial response profile for each time point separately that represented
response strength as a function of cortical distance aligned to the Rewarded/Non-
rewarded axis (Fig. 3.2B, left panels, cutout before averaging the x-dimension).
Response profiles from different time points (imaging frames) of the same trial were
concatenated to cortical distance ⇥ time matrices (Fig. 3.2B, right panels). On a total
of 10 mice, one mouse was removed from these analyses because the peak location of
the intrinsic response could not be (automatically) detected in both the rewarded and
the non-rewarded location due to blood vessel response artifacts in the imaging data.

Amplitude time courses (Supplementary Fig. 3.4B) of the intrinsic optical signal
response were calculated by averaging values of pixels in the spatial dimension over a
range of –5 to +5 pixels around the maximum pixel in the cortical distance ⇥ time ma-
trices. Amplitude-cortical space profiles (Supplementary Fig. 3.4C) were constructed
similarly, by averaging intensity values in the period where the response peaked (i.e.
3 to 7 seconds after stimulus onset) over the time dimension. Overlap of cortical
space profiles was calculated by, for each spatial point on the profile, subtracting
the sum of the individual profile data points from their maximum, resulting in the
part of the response that was shared (see Fig. 3.2C and Supplementary Fig. 3.4D).
�Overlap (Figure 3.2D,E) indicated the difference between overlap calculated for
conditioned and for orthogonal stimulus orientations presented at the same location.
Spatial selectivity was calculated similarly by, for each spatial point on the profile,
dividing the difference of the responses to the rewarded and non-rewarded locations
by their sum (Supplementary Fig. 3.5).
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Calcium imaging

Under surgical anesthesia (Isoflurane inhalation, induction: 3% in O
2

; maintenance:
1.5% in O

2

) and analgesia (Buprenorphine, 0.05 mg/kg bodyweight, injected subcu-
taneously 30 minutes before surgery), a craniotomy was performed over the area of
V1 that was identified to respond to the conditioned stimuli using intrinsic optical
imaging. In these regions, cells were loaded with the fluorescence calcium indicator
Oregon Green BAPTA1-AM (OGB) and Sulforhodamine 101 (SR101; for staining
astrocytes/glial cells) using a protocol for multi-cell bolus loading (Stosiek et al.,
2003; Nimmerjahn et al., 2004; Goltstein et al., 2013). After surgical procedures were
completed, anesthesia was carefully lowered and maintained at 0.8% for the entire
course of the experiment.

Two-photon laser scanning microscopy was performed with a Leica SP5 resonant
scanner and a Spectra-Physics Mai Tai High Performance Mode Locked Ti:Sapphire
laser (wavelength 810 nm). Fluorescence was collected in non-descanned photo-
multiplier tubes, filtered at 525 nm (maximum range 500–550 nm) for OGB and 585
nm (maximum range 565–605 nm) for SR101. Frame-averaged images (8 frames, 512
⇥ 512 pixels) from a square region of approximately 330 ⇥ 330 µm were acquired
at a scan speed of approximately 2.8 Hz. Visual stimulation was done with moving
gratings identical to those used for behavioral conditioning, but now 8 directions of
movement (4 orientations) were shown in either visual field (10 repetitions with a
duration of 8 scan frames per stimulus).

Analysis of calcium imaging data

Images acquired with two-photon microscopy were realigned to compensate for
small movement artifacts in the x–y plane using an algorithm that relies on the cross-
correlation between the two-dimensional Fourier transforms of the to-be-aligned
image and a reference image (Guizar-Sicairos et al., 2008). Neurons were manually
identified and outlined and the mean fluorescence was calculated for each image
frame. The fluorescence time series of each neuron was corrected for possible con-
tamination by non cell-specific fluorescence signals that originate from the neuropil,
using a method previously described by (Kerlin et al., 2010). Visual responses were
quantified per trial as �F/F , or in more detail: (F � F

0

)/F
0

. F was determined from
the average fluorescence in the 8-frame (⇡2.8 seconds) period during visual stimula-
tion. F

0

was calculated from the average fluorescence in the 8-frame period preceding
visual stimulation, when a gray screen with equal luminance was presented.

For each field of view, an imaging location index was calculated from the mean
response of all neurons to the orthogonal (untrained) orientations (Eq. 3.1). This
index approaches the value of –1 for fields of view that have primarily cells tuned
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to the non-rewarded location and +1 when most cells are tuned to the rewarded
location. For fields of view where the fraction of cells responding to the rewarded
and non-rewarded location was similar the index has a value around 0:

Imaging location index =
( 1

N

PN
n=1

ROrth(rew�loc)n)� ( 1

N

PN
n=1

ROrth(nrw�loc)n)

( 1

N

PN
n=1

ROrth(rew�loc)n) + ( 1

N

PN
n=1

ROrth(nrw�loc)n)
(Eq. 3.1)

Where N is the total number of neurons in a recording session and ROrth(rew�loc)n

is the mean response of the nth neuron to the orientation orthogonal to the trained
orientation, presented in the reward-predictive visual field.

Based on the imaging location index, the dataset was divided in four groups along
the rewarded/non-rewarded axis (Fig. 3.3B). Two groups consisted of recordings
that were made in regions that were mostly driven by one retinotopic location; the
‘Full rewarded’ and ‘Full non-rewarded’ groups (Imaging location index < �0.66 for
Full-nRw and > 0.66 for Full-Rew). The two other groups consisted of recordings
obtained from the region of cortex where the rewarded and non-rewarded retinotopic
representations bordered; the ‘Border rewarded’ and ‘Border non-rewarded’ groups
(Imaging location index > �0.66 but < 0 for Border-nRw and > 0 but < 0.66 for
Border-Rew). The number of recordings in each location group ranged from 8 to 14
(Supplementary Fig. 3.12A) and the average within-group imaging-location index
showed a linear increase across location groups along the rewarded/non-rewarded
axis (Supplementary Fig. 3.12B). The latter (Supplementary Fig. 3.12B) indicates that
the each location-group represented a part of the visual space that was approximately
equally distant from the neighboring location groups. An important aspect here is
that, as in the analysis of intrinsic imaging data, the imaging location index was
calculated using responses to untrained stimuli, which facilitates the comparison
between results obtained using these two imaging techniques.

Neurons were classified as being orientation-tuned or non-tuned by testing for
a difference in their responses across 8 directions in the upper or lower visual field
separately using a 1-way Anova against p < 0.05. Neurons that displayed significant
orientation tuning, but for which the �F/F response to the preferred direction did
not exceed 2%, were considered to be false positives, or to have a low signal to noise
ratio and were therefore discarded from the analysis. Tuning curves for movement
direction were constructed by fitting the mean responses across all directions in each
area separately by a two-peaked Gaussian function (Li et al., 2008). Tuning curve
bandwidth was calculated as the half-width of the fitted tuning curve at 1/1/

p
2

height (Ringach et al., 2002). Orientation selectivity (OSI) was calculated by dividing
the difference between response to the preferred orientation and the orthogonal
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orientation by the sum of these: (Rpref,ori �Rortho,ori)/(Rpref,ori +Rortho,ori) (Niell
and Stryker, 2008). The Direction selectivity Index (DI) was calculated similarly
by dividing the difference between the response to the preferred direction and the
opposite direction by their sum: (Rpref,dir � Rnull,dir)/(Rpref,dir + Rnull,dir) (Niell
and Stryker, 2008).

Population decoding of stimulated visual field (Rewarded or Non-rewarded
location), was done using an algorithm based on Bayes theorem (Eq. 3.2; Oram et al.,
1998; Dayan and Abbott, 2001). Single trial responses were decoded using a ‘leave
one trial-block out’ (cross-validated) principle. One trial from each stimulus category
(Rewarded or non-rewarded location) was removed from the dataset and each of
the removed trials was decoded separately. The probability for a single-trial calcium
response of an individual neuron to be observed in a certain stimulus condition,
p(r | s), was calculated from a Gaussian probability distribution, estimated by the
mean and SD of all remaining responses of the decoded neuron in that stimulus
condition. When multiple neurons were used for decoding, probabilities of the
individual neurons’ responses were multiplied. The prior, p(s), was identical across
stimuli and the overall probability of observing the decoded response, p(r), was
estimated from all remaining responses (Eq. 3.2; Oram et al., 1998). This procedure
gave two probabilities per decoded trial; one for the stimulation delivered at the
rewarded location and one for the non-rewarded location. The highest probability
was chosen as decoder output. Performance for decoding single neuron or population
(multiple simultaneously recorded neurons) calcium responses was quantified by
comparing the decoder output with actual stimulus position and resulted in a fraction
correct (chance level was 50%).

p(s | r) = p(r | s) p(s)
p(r)

(Eq. 3.2)

Signal correlations between two or more cells were quantified by calculating the
mean Pearson correlation coefficient of the average responses of those cells to all
16 stimulus types (8 directions ⇥ 2 locations) Noise correlations were quantified by
subtracting the average response to the preferred orientation from the individual trial
responses to that orientation (because of 8 repeats per stimulus for the rewarded and
non-rewarded location this resulted in a vector of 16 mean-subtracted single trial
responses), and subsequently calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient between
the mean-subtracted single trial responses of two or more cells, but only for the
preferred stimulus in the rewarded and non-rewarded location (Hofer et al., 2011;
Jeanne et al., 2013)
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Statistics

All data are presented as mean ± SEM unless otherwise noted. Most parameters
that were reported in this manuscript were likely non-parametrically distributed
and were therefore tested with a Mann-Whitney U test or a Wilcoxon matched-pairs
signed-rank test (WMPSR). When multiple groups were involved, we applied a
Kruskal-Wallis test, with posthoc Mann-Whitney U tests or WMPSR tests. When
iterating comparisons between multiple groups without first using a test for multiple
groups (Anova/Kruskal-Wallis test), we corrected the p-value using Bonferroni’s
method. Decoding performance, signal- and noise correlations (Fig. 3.4, Fig. 3.5
and Supplementary Fig. 3.13) were calculated per imaging field of view on a max-
imum of 500 random samples (of the specified size), so that only simultaneously
recorded groups of neurons were included. Next, 95% and 99% confidence intervals
were calculated using bootstrap resampling on the resulting dataset with decoding
performances, signal- or noise correlations from all fields of view (resampling with
replacement; Sample size of 250 cell groups; 5000 resamples; Efron, 1979).

3.3 Results

Head-restrained classical conditioning using spatially confined stimuli

Adult male C57/Bl6 mice were conditioned to associate moving gratings of identical
orientation, but presented at different locations in the visual field, with reward or
absence of reward (Fig. 3.1A,B). Animals were exposed to the conditioning paradigm
for 10 to 17 daily sessions of 40 to 60 trials each (Fig. 3.1D). The head-restrained mice
viewed the rewarded or non-rewarded stimulus on a screen, placed in the right half
of its visual field. After presentation of the reward-associated stimulus, a reward
spout moved towards the mouse to deliver 20 - 40 µl semifluid vanilla-flavored dairy
product. Following offset of the non-rewarded stimulus, the reward spout moved
similarly, but stopped just out of reach. Behavioral responses and eye movements
were tracked by video monitoring.

Anticipatory behaviors relating to conditioned associations in head-fixed mice

During the conditioning paradigm, the mice produced nose and oral movements (Fig.
3.1C and Supplementary Fig. 3.8A). Nasal and oral movements (e.g. licks and sniffs)
have been shown to emerge in relation to conditioned stimuli in animals and humans
(DeBold et al., 1965; Bensafi et al., 2003; Arzi et al., 2012). Therefore, we detected and
quantified these movements offline (Materials and Methods) and plotted them as
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Figure 3.1: Classical conditioning in head-restrained mice. A Schematic depiction of the setup used for
classical conditioning. Head-restrained mice, faced a computer screen at a 45� angle. Reward (Vanilla
desert) was delivered through a tube on a movable arm (Reward arm). Cameras recorded putative sniffs
and licks (Behavior tracking) and eye movements (Eye-tracking). Right: Example of compound stimuli
used for conditioning; location (‘top’ or ‘bottom’) predicted reward, orientation of drifting gratings was
identical in both locations during conditioning. B Outline of the mouse head (arrow, top panel). Reward-
delivery (arrow, bottom panel). C Example of putative sniff, video-tracked in a small area surrounding
the tip of the nose (red box). D Timeline of the full conditioning experiment in days (IOS1, IOS2 and IOS3
indicate intrinsic optical imaging time points). E Peri-reward nasal movements in the first (left panel) and
last (right panel) conditioning session. A large peak in nasal movements can be seen during reward delivery
(t = 0) and in response to stimulus offset, 1.5 s before (non-) reward. Reward-arm movement started at
–0.4 seconds in both rewarded and nonrewarded trials. Insets: Nasal movements in the anticipatory period,
when the arm was en-route, but did not exceed the non-reward position (gray box, –0.4 to –0.16 s before
reward time). F Mean nasal movement in the anticipatory period in the first (top panel) and last (bottom
panel) conditioning session. Single lines represent individual mice. G Mean anticipatory nasal movements
on different days of the conditioning experiment. All panels: Data represent mean ± SEM across mice.
Red lines: rewarded trials. Blue lines: non-rewarded trials. ⇤ p < 0.05, ⇤⇤ p < 0.01, WMPSR test..
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a function of time. From the first conditioning session onwards, putative licks and
sniffs emerged aligned to stimulus onset (–6s), offset (–2s), reward arm movement
onset (–0.5s) and reward delivery (0s; Fig. 3.1E, left panel and Supplementary Fig.
3.8B). Initially there were no differences in behavioral responses between rewarded
trials and non-rewarded trials, up to the time of reward consumption (WMPSR test;
Nasal movement: p = 0.32; Oral movement: p = 0.90, n = 10 mice; Fig. 3.1E,F and
Supplementary Fig. 3.8D). From the second conditioning session onwards, however,
a difference in anticipatory oral and nasal movements began to emerge between
rewarded and non-rewarded trials for the period of initial reward-arm movement,
defined from –0.4 s to –0.16 s before (non-) reward time (Fig. 3.1E and Supplementary
Fig. 3.8C). During this brief time window before reward delivery, no distinction
between rewarded and non-rewarded trials could yet be made by anything other than
the conditioned stimulus alone, as reward-arm movement trajectory and speed was
identical in rewarded and non-rewarded trials up to 55 ms before the time point at
which reward was delivered or not (Materials and Methods; Supplementary Fig. 3.7F).
On the last day, all but one mouse showed increased nasal and oral movements during
this reward-anticipation period (WMPSR test; Last day; Oral movements: P = 0.004;
Nasal movements: P = 0.004, n = 10 mice; Fig. 3.1F,G and Supplementary Fig.
3.8E,F). Therefore, the conditioning related increases in nasal and oral movements
most likely reflect learned expectation of reward delivery. No differences in oral and
nasal behaviors were found during the period of visual stimulation.

Eye movements during head-restraint conditioning

Awake behaving rodents display eye movements despite head-restraint and the
absence of foveal vision (Sakatani and Isa, 2004, 2007; Zoccolan et al., 2010; Adesnik
et al., 2012; Keller et al., 2012; Wallace et al., 2013; Reimer et al., 2014; Vinck et al.,
2015). Although mice track the movement of bars at low temporal frequencies (<1Hz;
van Alphen et al., 2010), it is not known if their eye movements are preferentially
oriented towards locations where conditioned stimuli are presented. If this would
be the case, large amplitude eye movements could deteriorate retinotopic selectivity
of visual stimuli. To learn more about eye movements in behaving head-restrained
mice, we tracked pupil location and diameter in six animals over the entire course of
the behavioral experiment (Materials and Methods and Supplementary Fig. 3.9A).
This revealed that the pupil was biased to orient to the location of the presented
stimulus, which is along the vertical axis, but this difference was only significant
after combining data of the final 4 days of training (WMPSR test, p = 0.00091, n = 6
mice; Supplementary Fig. 3.9B–D). The pupil did not differentially orient along the
horizontal axis (Data combined across last 4 days: WMPSR test, p = 0.39, n = 6
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mice; Supplementary Fig. 3.9E–G). Still, the amplitude of this shift in vertical eye
position did not differ by more than 1.0 retinal degrees (Materials and Methods;
Supplementary Fig. 3.9C,F). Therefore, this minor variation is unlikely to affect the
results below, given that V1 receptive fields in the mouse cover larger regions (i.e.
diameter � 10 retinal degrees) (Smith and Häusser, 2010; Bonin et al., 2011) and that
stimulus size was 30 retinal degrees (azimuth and elevation).

During the reward delivery period, eye movements and pupil dilations were more
pronounced. The eye movements resembled a downward gaze-shift, potentially to
the incoming reward spout (Supplementary Fig. 3.9C), while the pupil dilation may
indicate increased arousal as a consequence of reward consumption (Data combined
across last 4 days: WMPSR test, p = 7.1 · 10�5, n = 6 mice; Supplementary Fig. 3.9I,J;
Bradley et al., 2008). Thus, despite the lack of foveal vision, head restrained mice
make eye-movement responses and show pupillary reactions to behaviorally relevant
stimuli, like rewards. Differences in these behaviors between rewarded and non-
rewarded trials were large during the reward delivery phase, while we could only
detect minor differences between upper and lower visual field stimulus presentation.

Mesoscopic disambiguation of cortical representations of conditioned stimuli

Mesoscopic cortical representations may expand as consequence of learning, which
has been demonstrated for conditioning tones using intracranial self-stimulation in
auditory cortex (Bao et al., 2001). It remains, however, unknown if learning related
changes in cortical maps are limited to expansion/shrinkage as a mechanism for
reflecting the relative importance of reinforced stimuli, or whether cortical representa-
tions can be refined further, for instance when discrimination of spatially mapped
stimuli becomes relevant. Here, we addressed this question using time-lapse transcra-
nial imaging of intrinsic optical signals in area V1 of anesthetized mice that partook
in the conditioning experiment. We hypothesized that learning to discriminate two
adjacent locations in visual space would lead to a mesoscale segregation of the cortical
regions that respond to these retinotopically defined stimuli.

To analyze the cortical response in the spatial domain, we reduced the spatial
dimensionality of the intrinsic response to the axis that maximally separated the two
stimulus locations (Materials and Methods; Fig. 3.2A,B and Supplementary Fig. 3.10A–
C). Next, we calculated how much the intrinsic response to visual stimulation in each
of the two adjacent locations of the conditioned stimuli overlapped with the other on
the cortical surface and compared this with how much the response to the orthogonal
control stimuli overlapped (Fig. 3.2C; these control stimuli had an orientation that was
not presented in the conditioning sessions). The difference between spatial overlap of
conditioned and spatial overlap of control stimuli (IOS-�Overlap) inversely reflects
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Figure 3.2: Repeated imaging of intrinsic optical signals in V1 of mouse subjected to conditioning
A Visual stimuli (left panels) and average stimulus-induced intrinsic optical signal (IOS; right panels),
showing strong retinotopically selective responses to the rewarded and non-rewarded location in area V1
(within red boundary) and weaker responses in the lateral supplementary visual area LM. Orth, orientation
orthogonal to conditioned orientation (Cond). B Left panels: Example of 11-pixel wide cutout from the
red-box in a, that was automatically rotated so as to include the cortical area of maximal activation for both
the top and bottom stimulus location. Right panels: The IOS response to each stimulus as a function of
cortical space (maximally separating the top and bottom stimulus) and time (derived from the 11-pixel
wide cutouts by collapsing the ‘x’ dimension per imaging frame and concatenating time points). Upper
panels: Response to rewarded stimulus. Lower panels: Response to non-rewarded stimulus. C Top panel:
Quantification of the overlap of cortical responses to visual stimuli in adjacent retinotopic locations. Lower
panels: Mean overlap (across all mice) between the response to the orthogonal or conditioned stimuli
in the rewarded and non-rewarded locations as a function of cortical space (y-axis) and time (x-axis).
D Difference (�Overlap) between the overlap of responses to the conditioned stimuli and the overlap
between the responses to orthogonal stimuli at imaging timepoints IOS1 (before-), IOS2 (during-) and IOS3
(after conditioning). E Total �Overlap in the cortical region that responded to the rewarded location (pink)
and non-rewarded location (blue) separately, across imaging time points (⇤ p = 0.039, WMPSR test; ⇤⇤
p = 0.011, Kruskal-Wallis test, post hoc WMPSR test).

how well the intrinsic responses to conditioned stimuli are segregated in cortical
space, as compared to the control stimuli. After conditioning (i.e., on day 11-18),
the IOS-�Overlap was significantly reduced in the cortical region that responded
to the rewarded stimulus (Kruskal-Wallis test, H

(2,24) = 8.99, p = 0.011; n = 9
mice), and this reduction extended into the boundary region of the cortical stimulus
representations (Kruskal-Wallis test, H

(2,24) = 6.31, p = 0.043; n = 9 mice; Fig. 3.2D).
In the region solely responding to the non-rewarded stimulus, the IOS-�Overlap was
not significantly reduced as a function of training (Kruskal-Wallis test, H

(2,24) = 1.03,
p = 0.60; n = 9 mice; Fig. 3.2D,E and Supplementary Fig. 3.10D). Moreover, after
training the IOS-�Overlap in the cortical region representing the rewarded stimulus
was significantly reduced compared to the region mostly responsive to the non-
rewarded stimulus (WSRMP test, p = 0.039, n = 9 mice; Figure 3.2E).

A different way of quantifying the segregation of the cortical representations
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for conditioned stimuli is to calculate the selectivity of the intrinsic optical signal
for stimulus location at each point on the cortical surface. Selectivity for retino-
topic stimulus location was indeed increased in a similar manner as shown for the
IOS-�Overlap (Rewarded vs. non-rewarded, WSRMP test, p = 0.008, n = 9 mice;
Supplementary Fig. 3.11). In addition to the increased segregation of cortical represen-
tations, we observed that the response amplitude to the non-rewarded conditioned-
stimulus was decreased after conditioning when compared to before conditioning
(Amplitude of non-rewarded minus orthogonal, across time points: Kruskal-Wallis,
H

(2,24) = 8.58, p = 0.014; n = 9 mice). The magnitude of the abovementioned ef-
fects (‘IOS-�Overlap’, ‘selectivity for stimulus location’ and ‘response amplitude’)
correlated strongly within individual mice (IOS-�Overlap x Selectivity: r = �0.94,
p = 0.0002, n = 9 mice; Amplitude x Selectivity: r = 0.81, p = 0.008, n = 9 mice;
Amplitude x �Overlap: r = �0.65, p = 0.058, n = 9 mice), which suggests that they
result from a common mechanism. Hence, classical conditioning using rewarded and
non-rewarded stimuli that occupy neighboring regions of visual space, sharpened
the cortical map of visual space for conditioned stimuli and resulted in a mesoscopic
spatial segregation of the intrinsic optical signal response to these stimuli.

While the intrinsic optical signal is coupled to neuronal action potential activity via
the hemodynamic response (Attwell and Iadecola, 2002) and scattering of brain tissue
(Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1996), it does not necessarily reflect precise dynamics at
the single cell level. To understand how formation of a visuospatial stimulus-reward
association changed neuronal population properties of cortical representations, we
performed OGB1-calcium imaging (Stosiek et al., 2003) in fully conditioned mice
(Goltstein et al., 2013). The recorded activity patterns came from groups of neurons
located in L2/3 of the primary visual cortical regions that received inputs from the
visual fields in which the rewarded and non-rewarded stimuli were represented (Fig.
3.3A). Recordings were made in multiple regions per animal, positioned along the
Rewarded-non-rewarded axis (Fig. 3.3B; Supplementary Table 3.1). Every field-of-
view was assigned to a cortical location group; Full n-Rw., Border n-Rw., Border-
Rew. and Full-Rew., based on the amplitudes of the population responses to visual
stimulation in each of the retinotopic locations using moving gratings of non-trained
orientations (Materials and Methods; Figure 3.3B and Supplementary Fig. 3.12).

Using this location on the rewarded/non-rewarded axis, we expanded on the
findings that were obtained using intrinsic signal imaging with the calcium imaging
data. To achieve this, we calculated the measure Ca-�Overlap, which was defined
as the overlap between the rewarded- and non-rewarded stimulus-evoked calcium
response (using mean cellular calcium responses to the conditioned orientations
for each imaging field), averaged across imaging fields per cortical location bin
and subtracted the (identically calculated) overlap of the orthogonal control stimuli.
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Figure 3.3: Two-photon imaging of orientation-tuned responses in different retinotopic regions of V1
under anesthesia. A Example of calcium imaging in a field of view that was located in the Border
non-rewarded region. Left: Overview image and inset showing neurons loaded with the calcium indicator
OGB1-AM (green) and double-labeled astrocytes (yellow). Right panels 1–4 correspond to ROI’s 1–4 in
inset a. Left columns of all 4 ROI response panels: Fitted tuning curves for movement orientation/direction
(Red: visual stimulus in rewarded visual field; Blue: visual stimulus in non-rewarded visual field) and
mean (± SEM) response to each of the eight directions (black vertical bars). Traces on right: Average �F/F
time courses for each of the eight movement directions separately (Grey shaded columns: conditioned
movement direction). B Top-view scheme of the imaging locations on the visual cortex. The dashed
purple line represents the ‘rewarded/non-rewarded axis’. The boundary between the rewarded and
non-rewarded stimulus representations is at location index value ‘0’ and marked with a dashed purple
arrow (see Materials and Methods). ‘A’ indicates the approximate location of the field of view in A. C
Calcium-imaging derived �Overlap in each of the location bins. Overlaid gray line represents mean (±
SEM, shaded region) of the overlap measured after conditioning using intrinsic imaging (⇤ p < 0.05, ⇤⇤
p < 0.01, Kruskal-Wallis, post-hoc Mann-Whitney U test). This overlap was computed as in Figure 3.2. D
Average response amplitude in �F/F (%) of significantly orientation-tuned neurons to their respective
preferred orientations, per location bin (Red: Cells preferring the rewarded stimulus; Light red: Cells
preferring the orthogonal stimulus in the rewarded location. Blue: Idem, but for the non-rewarded stimulus
location. Crossed arrow indicates ANOVA interaction effect, + p < 0.05. E Fraction of orientation-tuned
neurons preferring the rewarded (red), non-rewarded (blue) or orthogonal (lighter shaded colors) stimuli
(⇤ p < 0.05, ANOVA, post-hoc t-test).

The Ca-�Overlap was significantly lower for imaging fields in the full rewarded
region and at the rewarded/non-rewarded location border, compared to field-of-
views that were located fully in the non-rewarded stimulus region (Kruskal-Wallis
test, H

(3,45) = 11.6, p = 0.0088; n = 49 imaging fields; Fig. 3.3C). The pattern of
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overlap in location selective responses based on calcium imaging data very much
resembled the results obtained using intrinsic signal imaging (Gray line in Fig. 3.3C
indicates IOS-�Overlap as in Fig. 3.2D). Also selectivity for retinotopic location,
now calculated using calcium imaging data and corrected for selectivity for control
stimuli, was larger in the Full-Rewarded and Border regions, as compared to the
Full non-Rewarded region (Kruskal-Wallis test, H

(3,45) = 19.3, p = 0.0024; n = 49
imaging fields). Moreover, there was a strong and significant correlation across
mice between the amount of Ca-�Overlap and IOS-�Overlap within the rewarded
stimulus location (r = 0.81, p = 0.016, n = 8 mice) and a weaker, but similarly
positive correlation for retinotopic selectivity (r = 0.69, p = 0.058, n = 8 mice).

While the selectivity for retinotopic space was different between conditioned and
untrained stimuli, the mean population response amplitudes, as measured by calcium
imaging, did not differ significantly between conditioned and non-trained stimuli
(2-way ANOVA, Trained vs. Untrained, p > 0.19; n = 49 recordings; Fig. 3.3D). The
population response amplitude to rewarded stimuli, however, showed a steep rise at
the boundary between the non-rewarded and rewarded cortical representation, while
the population response to non-rewarded stimuli declined much more smoothly
(2-way ANOVA, interaction effect of location vs. population response, F

(3,85) = 3.59,
p = 0.017; n = 49 recordings; Fig. 3.3D). For untrained stimuli, there was no
significant difference in how steep the population response changed around the
rewarded/non-rewarded boundary (2-way ANOVA, interaction effect of location
vs. population response, F

(3,85) = 1.48, p = 0.23; n = 49 recordings; Fig. 3.3D). The
observation of a large difference in response amplitude to rewarded stimuli between
cells in Border non-Rewarded locations and Border-Rewarded locations suggests
that the observed mesoscopic disambiguation of the representations of the rewarded
and non-rewarded stimulus is mediated by changes in response patterns of single
neurons.

If the spatial segregation of the cortical population responses was mediated by
cortical expansion, it would likely be reflected in increased fractions of neurons
being tuned to the rewarded or non-rewarded stimulus orientations on either side
of the rewarded/non-rewarded stimulus boundary. On average 35.2% (± 18.1% SD)
of all recorded neurons were significantly orientation tuned and an approximately
equal fraction of neurons had their receptive field in the rewarded (17.6% ± 16.3
SD) or non-rewarded (17.6% ± 12.7 SD) location. The fraction of neurons tuned to
conditioned (or similar) orientations in the Full-Rewarded location, however, was
significantly reduced when compared to the percentage of neurons that preferred
non-trained (or similar) orientations (2-way ANOVA, interaction effect of recorded
location versus preferred orientation, F

(F3,90) = 3.99, p = 0.010; n = 49 recordings;
Post hoc, conditioned versus orthogonal orientation for full-rewarded location: p <
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0.05; Fig 3.3E). At the boundary between the non-rewarded and rewarded cortical
representation, the fraction of neurons being tuned to the rewarded stimulus seemed
to increase more steeply compared to the fraction of neurons that was tuned to the non-
rewarded stimulus, but this difference was not significant (2-way ANOVA, interaction
effect of location vs. population response, F

(3,90) = 2.30, p = 0.082; n = 49 recordings;
Fig. 3.3E). There were no other significant differences between fractions of tuned
neurons in trained versus non-trained or rewarded versus non-rewarded groups
(2-way ANOVA, p > 0.05). This indicates that the neuronal mechanisms underlying
mesoscale disambiguation of conditioned stimuli do not include expansion of the
neuronal population representing the conditioned stimuli.

Improved neuronal population coding for conditioned stimulus location

Our data obtained using intrinsic signal imaging and calcium imaging both show an
increased selectivity for conditioned stimuli at the cortical location that corresponds to
where the stimuli border in retinotopic space, without overall expansion of the cortical
map for the conditioned stimulus location and orientation. We therefore hypothesized
that populations of simultaneously recorded single neurons, located in this cortical
region, show an improved ability to discriminate conditioned stimuli. To test this, we
used a Bayesian algorithm with cross-validation to decode stimulus location from
single trial responses to the very stimuli that were used in the conditioning paradigm.
Performance of the decoding algorithm for those stimuli was compared with that
for stimuli having orientations differing 45� or 90� from the conditioned orientation
(untrained stimuli).

First, we decoded calcium responses recorded in field-of-views located around
the rewar-ded/non-rewarded border on the cortical surface (Border-Rewarded/non-
Rewarded; see Fig. 3.3B and 3.4A, inset). In this population, decoding of stimulus
location was significantly better for the conditioned orientation as compared to the
orthogonal orientation (Bootstrap confidence interval, p < 0.01; n = 22 imaging fields
of view; Fig. 3.4A). Data of 6 animals contributed to the set of Border-region imaging
fields of view. Of these, 5 mice showed each, individually, improved decoding for
conditioned stimulus location, while a single animal did not (Bootstrap confidence in-
terval, p < 0.05). Moreover, the magnitude of the difference in decoding performance
between conditioned and other (45� and 90�) orientations correlated significantly with
the magnitude of the difference in anticipatory nasal and oral movements in the be-
havioral paradigm (Nasal movements: r = 0.88, p = 0.02; Oral movements: r = 0.93,
p = 0.006; n = 6 mice with fields of view in Border-Rewarded/non-Rewarded re-
gions; Fig. 3.4B). Decoding of activity patterns from cells recorded in regions further
away from the border (Full-Rewarded/non-Rewarded; see Fig. 3.4C, inset) was
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Figure 3.4: Population coding of visual field location by visual cortex neurons. A Performance in
decoding retinotopic location for simultaneously recorded neurons in regions close to the rewarded/non-
rewarded location border as a function of increasing population size. Chance level is 50%. Inset illustrates
which field of view locations were included in these data. B Per mouse, the mean conditioning related-
improvement in coding for visual field location was plotted against the behavioral difference in nasal
(upper panel) and oral movement (lower panel) to the rewarded (Rew) and non-rewarded (nRw) stimulus
location. C As in A, but for neurons recorded in regions further away from the rewarded/non-rewarded
location border. D Decoding of stimulus location for randomly selected groups of 6 simultaneously
recorded neurons from the border locations as a function of time relative to stimulus presentation (which is
marked by a black/white striped pattern and arrow). All panels: Dark purple curves are data from the
population with a preferred orientation similar to the conditioned orientation. Light purple curves are data
from neurons preferring orientations differing 45� with the conditioned orientation. Gray curves are for
the data from cells preferring orientations orthogonal to the conditioned orientation. Data are shown as
mean ± SEM (⇤⇤ p < 0.01, bootstrap confidence interval).

not improved for conditioned versus untrained orientations (Bootstrap confidence
interval, p > 0.05; n = 27 imaging fields of view; Fig. 3.4C).

Using the same decoding approach, we next asked whether population coding
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for retinotopic space was improved across the entire period of visual stimulation, or
whether it emerged specifically in the early or late signals during stimulus presen-
tation. Therefore, stimulus location was decoded using individual imaging frames
separately, with calcium responses of groups of 6 simultaneously recorded neurons
(the number of 6 was selected because it produced the largest conditioning-related
improvement in decoding of stimulus location, see Fig. 3.4A, but other group sizes
yielded similar results). Before stimulus presentation, the performance of the decoder
was at chance level. Immediately upon stimulus presentation decoding performance
strongly improved, with the conditioned orientation significantly outperforming
the non-trained orientations across the stimulus presentation (Bootstrap confidence
interval, p < 0.01, from time point: 0s till 3.2s; n = 22 imaging fields of view; Fig.
3.4D).

In summary, using decoding of single cell and population calcium activity, we
show that the spatial representation of visual stimuli selectively improved for the
trained orientation. The strength of the decoding improvement was tightly correlated
to the differences in anticipatory behaviors in the conditioning paradigm and the
difference in decoding performance was only observed in the specific region of cortex
where there retinotopic representations of the two conditioned stimuli border.

Signal and noise correlations interact to facilitate the spatial representation of con-
ditioned stimuli

Improved population coding can be attributed to changes in how cells respond
to a related range of stimuli, as described by the tuning curve, and/or by how
they operate together in a population. For example, a population of cells with
heterogeneous tuning curves is able to encode more information than the same
population having homogeneous, bell-shaped tuning curves (Chelaru and Dragoi,
2008). Signal correlations within such groups of cells directly reflect the similarity
between tuning curve shapes and are therefore a good measure of how heterogeneous
the tuning of a neuronal population is. Neurons also show fluctuations in their firing
patterns that are independent of stimulus identity, which is referred to as the noise
correlation. These noise correlations reflect, at least in part, underlying synaptic
connectivity patterns (Ko et al., 2011; Okun et al., 2015) and can either facilitate
(Jeanne et al., 2013) or reduce the efficiency of the population code (Ecker et al., 2014).

Here, we calculated signal and noise correlations using tuning curves of ran-
domly selected groups of six cells that were either responsive to the rewarded or
non-rewarded location and grouped according to the similarity of their preferred
orientations relative to the conditioned orientation and whether they were located in
the Full or Border stimulus region. A group size of six neurons was selected because
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Figure 3.5: Conditioning related interactions of signal and noise-correlations. A Signal- and noise
correlations for groups of 6 randomly selected simultaneously recorded neurons as a function of the
difference between the preferred orientation of the neurons and the conditioned orientation. Left panel:
Data from cells that were located further away from the region where the rewarded and non-rewarded
stimuli bordered. Right panel: Idem, but from cells located in the cortical region where the representations
of the rewarded and non-rewarded stimuli bordered. Solid lines: Signal correlations. Dashed lines: Noise
correlations. Data are shown as mean ± error bars that indicate 95% confidence intervals (⇤⇤ p < 0.01,
multiple comparison corrected bootstrap confidence intervals). B Noise correlations (referenced to values
observed for orthogonal stimuli) for the selection of cell groups that exhibited the 10% highest signal
correlations (Left panel) and the groups having the 10% lowest signal correlations (Right panel). Solid lines:
Data from the Full rewarded and Full non-rewarded regions. Dashed lines: Data from Border rewarded
and non-rewarded regions. Data are shown as mean ± error bars that indicate 95% confidence intervals.
Significant differences from the 90� orientation are indicated by gray dashed, or solid lines that connect the
tested pairs. Significant differences between Border and Full are indicated by black asterixes (⇤⇤ p < 0.01
multiple comparison corrected bootstrap confidence intervals).

it produced the largest conditioning-related improvement in decoding of stimulus
location (see Fig. 3.4A). Overall, in recordings from the Full Rewarded and Full
non-Rewarded regions, mean signal correlations were lower for pairs of cells having
a preferred orientation 45� from the trained stimulus (which is likely related to a
general underrepresentation of oblique orientations in mouse V1; Bootstrap confi-
dence intervals, p < 0.01; n = 24 imaging fields of view; Fig. 3.5A, left panel). Signal
correlations did not differ between groups of conditioned- or orthogonal-orientation
preferring cells (Bootstrap confidence intervals, p > 0.05; n = 24 imaging fields of
view; Fig. 3.5A, left panel). Noise correlations also did not differ within groups of
cells from Full Rewarded and Full non-Rewarded imaging regions, preferring trained
or other orientations (Bootstrap confidence intervals, p > 0.05; n = 24 imaging fields
of view; Fig. 3.5A, left panel). Cells that were recorded from Border Rewarded
and Border non-Rewarded regions and that were tuned to the trained orientation,
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however, showed higher signal correlations and lower noise correlations compared to
cells from the same locations, but preferring other orientations (Bootstrap confidence
intervals, p < 0.01; n = 20 imaging fields of view; Fig. 3.5A, right panel).

In addition, absolute levels of signal- and noise-correlations differed between
Border and Full cortical regions (Fig. 3.5A and Supplementary Fig 3.13, left and right
panels). This is, however, not surprising because the Border region contains a number
of cells that respond (to some degree) to both stimulus locations, while Full regions
are more homogeneously responsive to the rewarded or non-rewarded stimulus only.

Interactions between signal and noise correlations can hamper or facilitate efficient
population coding. For instance, it is beneficial for performance of population coding
when cells with high signal correlations have low noise correlations and vice versa
(Oram et al., 1998; Averbeck et al., 2006; Poort and Roelfsema, 2008; Jeanne et al.,
2013). To investigate whether such an effect occurred in our data, we selected the
groups of cells that displayed the 10% highest and 10% lowest signal correlations
and calculated the noise correlation for these groups separately (Jeanne et al., 2013).
Within the groups of cells with the highest signal correlations, noise correlations
between neurons tuned the trained orientations were significantly lower compared to
between cells preferring other orientations (Bootstrap confidence intervals, p < 0.01;
nfull = 24, nborder = 20 imaging fields of view; Supplementary Fig. 3.13, solid
lines). For cells with the lowest signal correlations, the opposite effect was observed,
an increase in noise correlations between cells preferring the trained orientation
(Bootstrap confidence intervals, p < 0.01; nfull = 24, nborder = 20 imaging fields of
view; Supplementary Fig. 3.13, dotted lines). These effects were observed in both
Border and Full imaging fields of view.

To directly compare Border and Full recording regions, we referenced noise corre-
lations to levels observed in groups with a preferred orientation 90� from the trained
orientation (which was the maximally different angle from the trained orientation).
This revealed that the reduction in noise correlations, in groups of cells having the
highest signal correlations, was stronger in recording locations that were at the bor-
der of the rewarded/non-rewarded stimulus representations (Bootstrap confidence
intervals, p < 0.01; nfull = 24, nborder = 20 imaging fields of view; Fig. 3.5B, left
panel). The training related increase in noise correlations, for the groups showing the
lowest signal correlations, was not significantly different between the Border and Full
recording regions (Bootstrap confidence intervals, p > 0.05; nfull = 24, nborder = 20
imaging fields of view; Fig. 3.5B, right panel).

Thus, classical conditioning affects noise and signal correlations of cells coding for
the trained stimuli in such a way that it facilitates population coding at the retinotopic
border. Moreover, the conditioning-related improvement in stimulus coding for
groups of cells located at the boundary of the rewarded/non-rewarded stimulus
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representations is, at least in part, mediated by a reduction of noise correlations in
groups of cells having strong signal correlations.

Increased response amplitude and reduced orientation selectivity for cells located
at the rewarded/non-rewarded border

Because the current behavioral paradigm conditioned mice to subfields of visual
space using a single stimulus orientation, the improved coding for stimulus location
may be associated with changes in orientation tuning. Overall, there were two
main differences in orientation tuning of cells located at where the conditioned
stimuli bordered (Border Rewarded/non-Rewarded) and cells located further away
(Full Rewarded/non-Rewarded). First, Border cells had slightly but significantly
stronger response amplitudes to the preferred and null orientations compared to
Full cells (Mann-Whitney U test, Preferred response of all cells, Border vs. Full:
p = 0.0002; Null response of all cells, Border vs. Full: p = 6.6 · 10�5; nfull = 1562,
nborder = 1384 cells; Supplementary Fig. 3.14B,C). Regardless of location, cells that
had a preferred orientation similar to the conditioned orientation (within a range of
10 degrees), had an even stronger response amplitude compared to cells that had
preferred orientations more dissimilar from the trained orientation (Kruskal-Wallis
test; Preferred response: H

(4,2941) = 18.0, p = 0.0012; Null response: H
(4,2941) = 10.1,

p = 0.039; Post-hoc Mann-Whitney U test: 0�-10� versus 10�-30�, 30�-50� and 70�-90�:
p < 0.05; Supplementary Fig. 3.15B,C).

Second, Border cells had a modestly reduced selectivity for orientation and direc-
tion compared to Full cells (Mann-Whitney U test, OSI of all cells, Border vs. Full:
p=p = 8.2 · 10�7; Bandwidth of all cells, Border vs. Full: p = 0.002; DSI of all cells,
Border vs. Full: p = 0.016; nfull = 1562, nborder = 1384 cells; Supplementary Fig.
3.14D–F). Independent of (Border/Full) location, the OSI was reduced and the band-
width was increased in the specific group of cells that preferred orientations deviating
10� to 30� from the trained orientation (OSI: Kruskal-Wallis test, H

(4,1208) = 38.5,
p = 8.7 ·10�8; Post-hoc Mann-Whitney U test: 10�-30� vs. 0�-10�, 30�-50�, 50�-70� and
70�-90�: p < 0.01; Bandwidth: Kruskal-Wallis test, H

(4,1208) = 126.2, p = 2.5 · 10�26;
Post-hoc Mann-Whitney U test: 10�-30� vs. 0�-10�, 30�-50�, 50�-70� and 70�-90�:
p < 0.0001; Supplementary Fig. 3.15D–F). Together, these findings suggest that the
Border cell specific improvement in coding for stimulus location appears to emerge
at the cost of precise coding for stimulus orientation and direction.
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Figure 3.6: Tuning curve parameters of cells preferring the rewarded or non-rewarded stimulus loca-
tion. Tuning curve parameters separately plotted for cells preferring the rewarded and non-rewarded
stimulus location and conditioned or other orientation separately. Statistical comparisons indicate differ-
ences between rewarded and non-rewarded groups of cells (for other comparisons see Supplementary
Figs. 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16). A Left panel: Percentage of significantly orientation-tuned cells. Gray ‘A’
indicates across both locations. Red ‘R’: Orientation-tuned for the rewarded location. Blue ‘N’: tuned for
the non-rewarded location. Right panel: Distribution of preferred orientation of orientation-tuned neurons
responding to the rewarded (red) and non-rewarded (blue) location separately, relative to the conditioned
orientation (mean per bin, averaged ± SEM across recordings). B The mean (± SEM, averaged across
neurons) �F/F response to the preferred direction as a function of the preferred orientation relative to
the conditioned orientation for rewarded and non-rewarded location-tuned neurons separately. C Idem,
but for the �F/F response to the null-direction. D–F Same as B and C, but for bandwidth, orientation
selectivity index (OSI) and direction index (DI). For all panels: Red colors indicate groups of cells preferring
‘rewarded’ conditioned orientations, while blue colors indicate groups of cells preferring ‘non-rewarded’
conditioned orientations. Both colors fade to gray, indicating that the preferred orientation of the cells
becomes more dissimilar from the trained orientation. Asterisks indicate significant differences between re-
warded and non-rewarded groups of cells (⇥ indicates ANOVA interaction effect, ⇤ p < 0.05, ⇤⇤ p < 0.01,
Kruskal-Wallis test, posthoc Mann-Whitney U test).

Larger response amplitude and sharper orientation- and direction selectivity in
cells tuned to rewarded stimuli

A specific aspect of this head-restrained version of classical conditioning with moving
gratings is that the spatial dimension of reward predictability allows to disentangle the
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effects of training and task-relevant exposure versus the effects of reward. Differences
in tuning curves that are related to general exposure and visual discrimination are
expected to affect cells responding to the rewarded and non-rewarded stimuli equally.
These effects can be identified as differences between cells with a preferred orientation
similar to the conditioned stimulus and cells preferring other orientations, correcting
for retinotopic location. Experience-dependent effects that are driven by reward
anticipation, however, will lead to differences between neurons that are responsive to
the rewarded and non-rewarded location, given the single stimulus orientation used
for conditioning.

A first difference between cells responding to the rewarded and non-rewarded
stimulus location is that they differed in response amplitudes and in their relative
fraction of cells that preferred the conditioned orientation. Overall, the percentage of
neurons with significant orientation tuning and responding to the rewarded stimulus
location was not significantly different from that of the non-rewarded location (Fig.
3.6A, left panel). The relative fraction of neurons tuned to the conditioned orientation
at the rewarded location was, however, smaller compared to other orientations, while
at the same location cells tuned to the non-rewarded trained location were rather
overrepresented compared to other orientations (2-way ANOVA, interaction effect of
tuned location and tuned orientation, F

(4,475) = 3.41, p = 0.009; n = 49 imaging fields
of view; Fig. 3.6A, right panel). Moreover, cells responding to the rewarded stimulus
location had significantly lower response amplitudes to their preferred direction
and to their null direction, compared to cells that responded to the non-rewarded
stimulus location (Mann-Whitney U test; Preferred response: p = 1.1 · 10�8; Null
response: p = 9.7 · 10�7; nrewarded = 1213, nnon�rewarded = 1733 cells; Fig. 3.6B,C
and Supplementary Fig. 3.16A,B). The specific subset of these cells that preferred the
trained (or similar) orientations, however, did not differ in response amplitude (Fig.
3.6B,C).

Second, the selectivity for stimulus orientation and direction was stronger in cells
tuned for the rewarded stimulus location. Overall, orientation-tuning curves of these
cells had a higher orientation selectivity index (OSI) and a narrower tuning curve
bandwidth, compared to those responding to the non-rewarded location (Mann-
Whitney U test; OSI: p = 8.3 · 10�16; Bandwidth: p = 0.009; nrewarded = 1213,
nnon�rewarded = 1733 cells; Fig. 3.6D–F and Supplementary Fig. 3.16C,D). The
rewarded/non-rewarded OSI difference was specifically found in cells preferring
the trained orientation, or orientations deviating more than 30� from the trained
orientation (Mann-Whitney U test: 0�-10�, 30�-50�, 50�-70� and 70�-90�: p < 0.05; Fig.
3.6D). Direction selectivity differed between cells responsive to the rewarded and
the non-rewarded location, but only for the subset that had a preferred orientation
similar to the conditioned orientation (Difference Rewarded – non-Rewarded location:
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Kruskal-Wallis test, H
(4,1208) = 12.09, p = 0.017; n = 1213 neurons; Post-hoc Mann-

Whitney U test: 0�-10� rewarded vs. non-rewarded, p < 0.05; Fig. 3.6F). The overall
distributions of DSI did not differ (Supplementary Fig. 3.16E).

In summary, by contrasting cells tuned to conditioned and non-conditioned stim-
uli, we found that tuning curves of cells preferring the reward-associated stimulus
showed increased selectivity for orientation and direction. Moreover, neurons re-
sponding to the rewarded and non-rewarded location had both increased response
amplitudes to their preferred (conditioned) orientations, but the cells that were tuned
to the reward-predicting stimulus showed a more specific (restricted) increase in
response amplitude.

3.4 Discussion
Associative learning is known to affect neural responses across a range of spatial
scales (Bao et al., 2001; Jehee et al., 2012; Goltstein et al., 2013), but how learning
affects the spatial dimension of sensory cortical maps has remained elusive. Here we
have shown how associative learning by coupling a visual stimulus to reward affects
orientation-specific coding of single neurons in a retinotopically specific fashion.
These data demonstrate that learning-induced changes in single neurons emerge in
concert with enhanced stimulus representations at the population level and result in
a refinement of the retinotopic map.

Increased spatial selectivity within the V1 retinotopic map

A central finding in this study is the improved coding for stimulus location by pop-
ulation activity of neurons which were located in the Rewarded/Non-rewarded
bordering region of V1, and which had a preference for the conditioned orientation
(Fig. 3.4A). Moreover, repeated intrinsic signal imaging showed that the mesoscopic
segregation of stimulus-location specific population responses was increased after
conditioning as compared to before conditioning (Fig. 3.2E), which suggests that a
sharpening of the retinotopic map concurs with the improved coding for stimulus
location. Additional support for the hypothesis of increasing contrast between cortical
representations (Chapuis and Wilson, 2012) comes from the analysis of population
calcium imaging data, which shows a steeper retinotopic gradient in response ampli-
tude to rewarded stimuli (Fig. 3.3D). Learning to discriminate small differences in
stimulus parameters can indeed result in sharpening of tuning curves in the primary
visual cortex (perceptual learning; Schoups et al., 2001), and has been suggested to
help disambiguate the fine differences in stimulus orientation. The presently reported
learning-induced disambiguation of the population response to conditioned stimuli
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resembles such a mechanism of tuning curve sharpening, but pertains to the cortical
mapping of visual space and could now be mesoscopically visualized because of the
mapping of visual space onto the surface of V1.

Cortical representations, as found in the auditory cortical tonotopic map or the
somatosensory homunculus, have been known to exhibit plasticity for some time
(Bakin and Weinberger, 1996; Buonomano and Merzenich, 1998; Bao et al., 2001). An
example of map plasticity like observed here, however, has not been found before
in visual cortex, where shifts in retinotopic organization were, until now, described
as a consequence of selectively depriving cortical input only (Heinen and Skavenski,
1991; Gilbert and Wiesel, 1992; Keck et al., 2008). The kind of refinement of the
retinotopic map as shown in our experiments – a sharper retinotopic gradient (Fig.
3.3D,E) which reduced overlap in intrinsic optical responses (Fig. 3.2D,E) and better
location-decoding performance (Fig. 3.4A) – is somewhat comparable to emerging
discontinuities in the cortical digit representation after separation of webbed fingers
(Mogilner et al., 1993) or fading discontinuities in the somatosensory map after
surgical syndactyly (Allard et al., 1991). The treatment (appetitive conditioning) and
observed map plasticity in the present study, however, are induced by associative
learning and are more subtle than the studies mentioned above, underscoring that,
also under naturalistic conditions, stimulus-reward pairing can induce widespread
changes in cortical maps and in the way the cells in these maps encode sensory
information.

Neuronal learning mechanisms underlying classic forms of map plasticity are
generally thought to be Hebbian in nature (Buonomano and Merzenich, 1998), func-
tioning though rapid induction of LTP and LTD for spared and deprived inputs
respectively or via competition between inputs (Feldman and Brecht, 2005). Addition-
ally, local secretion of neurotransmitters like acetylcholine and noradrenaline plays a
role (Bear and Singer, 1986). In auditory cortex for instance, large shifts in tonotopic
representations have been observed after pairing a tone with basal forebrain stimula-
tion (Bakin and Weinberger, 1996; Kilgard and Merzenich, 1998). In this study, we did
not observe such a large scale expansion of the conditioned stimulus representation,
but rather an increase in selectivity of the cortical map. Recent work in the primary vi-
sual cortex of the mouse, however, has established that cholinergic neuromodulation
can act to improve neuronal selectivity and perception in a rapid and task specific
way (Pinto et al., 2013) and drives stimulus selective plasticity (Chubykin et al., 2013).
The conditioning related plasticity in V1’s retinotopic map, that we found here under
physiological conditions, may have been mediated by local release of acetylcholine or
other neurotransmitters. Other mechanisms however, mediated by (strengthened)
feedback connections from higher visual- or other cortices (Pennartz, 1997; Makino
and Komiyama, 2015), could provide an alternative or additional mechanism by
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which learning may induce changes in cortical maps.

Learning related interactions between signal and noise correlations

The improved coding for stimulus location can, at least partially, be ascribed to
changes in noise correlations of neurons with high signal correlations (Fig. 3.5B),
which were reduced for cells preferring the trained orientation, compared to cells
preferring other orientations. The suppression of noise correlations was the strongest
in imaging regions that came from the V1 location where the conditioned stimuli
bordered, which was where the improved coding for retinotopic location was found
(Fig. 3.4A). Several theoretical studies have shown that reduction of noise correlations
between cells exhibiting high signal correlations improves population coding (Zohary
et al., 1994; Oram et al., 1998; Shadlen and Newsome, 1998; Abbott and Dayan, 1999;
Averbeck et al., 2006), but experimental evidence in support of these mechanisms
being employed by the brain is only sparsely available (Poort and Roelfsema, 2008;
Cohen and Maunsell, 2009; Jeanne et al., 2013). This study provides not only support
for the theoretical notion of how interactions between signal- and noise correlations
can facilitate coding of stimulus information, but also shows that these effects can
arise in the primary visual cortex as a result of associative learning.

In contrast to groups of cells with high signal correlations, groups of cells ex-
hibiting low signal correlations may improve population coding by increasing noise
correlations, even without transmitting information in the structure of the noise corre-
lation itself (Oram et al., 1998; Abbott and Dayan, 1999; Averbeck et al., 2006). Indeed
we observed that groups of cells with relatively low signal correlations had on aver-
age stronger noise correlations when they preferred the conditioned orientation as
compared to the other orientations (Fig. 3.5B). This effect was, however, not selective
for the region where the conditioned stimuli bordered, and therefore probably not
specifically related to the improved population coding of conditioned stimuli, but
rather an overall result of conditioning or stimulus exposure. Differences in noise cor-
relations of simultaneously recorded pairs of neurons reflect differences in functional
connectivity (Ko et al., 2011; Cossell et al., 2015; Okun et al., 2015). The increased
noise correlations between cells preferentially responding to the trained stimuli, but
exhibiting low signal correlations, may therefore reflect increased recurrent synaptic
connectivity between the cells coding for the conditioned stimulus or recruitment of
common inputs.

Effects of training and reward-association on orientation tuning

Visual conditioning led to a number of differences in orientation tuning of recorded
primary visual cortex cells. First, we found stronger �F/F response amplitudes to the
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preferred and null directions in cells that were tuned to the conditioned orientation
(Supplementary Fig. 3.15B,C; see also Fig. 3.6B,C and Supplementary Fig. 3.14B,C).
Second, we observed a broader width of the orientation tuning curve in cells that had a
preferred orientation 10�-30� away from the conditioned orientation (Supplementary
Fig. 3.15E; see also Fig. 3.6E and Supplementary Fig. 3.14E). Both of these differences
point to an increased response amplitude to the conditioned stimulus, irrespective
of whether the conditioned orientation was also the preferred orientation of the cell
(Goltstein et al., 2013). These increases in response amplitude were not only found
in the V1 region where the representations of the conditioned stimuli bordered, but
also in regions further away from this border, and did not depend on whether the cell
responded to the rewarded or non-rewarded stimulus location. The differences in
response amplitude and tuning width can therefore be considered overall effects of
exposure, training, or learning to discriminate visual stimulus locations.

A second effect of conditioning with spatially discriminate visual stimuli was
that cells, located in imaging regions close to the rewarded/non-rewarded border,
were overall less selective for the orientation and direction of the conditioned visual
stimuli (Supplementary Fig. 3.14D–F). Given that signal correlations within groups
of these cells were stronger compared to groups of cells from the same region but
tuned to other orientations (Fig. 3.5A), we hypothesize that these cells formed more
densely interconnected networks of neurons tuned to the same spatial location which
may have come at the cost of diminished interconnectivity supporting selectivity for
stimulus orientationKo:Nature:2011. Selectively linking up cells having the same
location preference may also mechanistically explain the observed segregation of
mesoscale population responses around the rewarded/non-rewarded boundary (Fig.
3.2D,E and Fig. 3.3C–E).

A final set of conditioning related differences in orientation tuning was observed
between cells that were tuned to the rewarded and non-rewarded location. Even
without stimulus awareness, stimulus-reward pairing may enhance feature detection
in primary visual cortex (Seitz et al., 2009), but there are only a few studies that
contrasted the effects of reward on sensory coding with the effects of training and
exposure (Shuler and Bear, 2006; Frankó et al., 2010; Goltstein et al., 2013; Poort et al.,
2015). Here, we found that tuning curves from cells that significantly responded to the
rewarded location were more selective for orientation and direction (Fig. 3.6D–F and
Supplementary Fig. 3.16C,D) than those responding to the non-rewarded location. At
the same time, rewarded-location tuned cells had overall lower response amplitudes
to their preferred and null directions as compared to their non-rewarded location
tuned counterparts (Fig. 3.6B,C and Supplementary Fig. 3.16A,B). From the cells that
responded to the rewarded location, relatively few were tuned to the conditioned
orientation, while in the group of cells that responded to the non-rewarded location
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a rather higher number preferred the trained orientation as compared to the non-
trained orthogonal orientation (Fig. 3.3E and Fig. 3.6A). These observations can be
interpreted as that the population of neurons, coding for the conditioned orientation
in the rewarded location, became sparser and potentially rendered their response
more efficient (e.g. by representing the same information using fewer cells/resources;
Gdalyahu et al., 2012). Alternatively, they could reflect changes in local intracortical
inhibition, which has the ability to mediate exactly such a package of changes (i.e.
overall reduced amplitude, reduced number of responsive neurons, increased selec-
tivity for orientation and direction; Lee et al., 2012) and has recently been found to
be strengthened in mouse V1 as a consequence of fear avoidance learning (Makino
and Komiyama, 2015). To address this point fully, one would need an experimental
approach where one directly addresses functional connectivity between different
functionally and genetically identified cell types (Hofer et al., 2011), but now after
learning.

In summary, the differences found in this study provide significant support for a
selective role of reward-dependent learning in reshaping the primary cortical retino-
topic map, driving plasticity mechanisms that affect neuronal tuning and resulting in
more optimally coded activity patterns for conditioned stimuli.
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Figure 3.7: Operational procedures and experimental apparatus for head-restrained conditioning. A
Top panel: Pre-training phase of a mouse that was implanted with a chronic head bar. Syringe contained
liquid reward (Vanilla desert, see Methods). Bottom panel: Zoom in on stainless steel head fixation plate.
B–E Video monitoring of task-related mouse behavior in Rewarded B,C and Non-rewarded D,E trials. (1)
Trial onset light (only visible to experimenter); (2) Rewarded or Non-rewarded stimulus; (3) Reward tube
in reward or non-reward position; (4) Silhouette of the mouse head. F Timing of reward-delivering arm
movement in reward and non-reward trials with 40 ms (single video frame) resolution. ‘Rew’ indicates
reward position endpoint, ‘nRw’ indicates non-reward endpoint of the arm. Left image: Neither position is
reached. Middle image: Non-reward position reached. Right image: Both positions detected.
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Figure 3.8: Peri-reward oral movement during visual conditioning. A Example of oral behavior. Putative
licks were detected in the area, delineated by the positions of the lower and upper jaw (red box; manually
outlined per video). B Peri-reward oral-movements (putative licks) in the first conditioning session. Curves
are averages across all mice (n = 10). A large peak in oral movement indicates reward consumption at
the time of reward delivery (t = 0). The inset displays putative licks from –0.5 to 0s before reward, with
the gray region indicating the anticipatory period from –0.4 to –0.16 s before the arm reached the reward
position. C Same as b but for the last conditioning session. Pre-reward oral movements were stronger in
the anticipatory period of rewarded trials compared to non-rewarded trials (⇤⇤ p < 0.01, WMPSR test). D
Mean putative licks in the anticipatory period of the first training session. Single lines represent individual
mice. E Same as D but for the last conditioning session. All but one animal showed more intense putative
anticipatory licking in rewarded trials compared to non-rewarded trials (⇤⇤ p < 0.01, WMPSR test). All
data are represented as mean ± SEM across mice. F Difference in putative anticipatory licks during the
first three and last four conditioning sessions (⇤ p < 0.05, ⇤⇤ p < 0.01, WMPSR test).
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Figure 3.9: Tracking of pupil diameter and movement during head-restrained conditioning of awake
mice. A Example of pupil detection in a single video frame of a mouse eye with an average (1) and large
(4) pupil. The center of the pupil was approximated using a radial symmetry transform (see Methods).
From this point outwards, the edge of the pupil was estimated towards all directions (white circles in 2
and 5), except for the direction of the reflection spot (similar to the Starburst algorithm; see Methods). A
circular fit (straight lines in 2 and 5) provided the center and diameter of the pupil (3 and 6). B Tracking of
vertical pupil center in visual conditioning trials of the first training session. Units are in pixels, which
correspond roughly to ⇡2 retinal degrees (see scale bar). Green traces show data from trials with a stimulus
in the upper part of the visual field and purple traces are for stimuli in the lower part of the visual field.
Black/white bars from 0 s to 6 s mark visual stimulation. Yellow drops plotted from 8 s to 12 s mark reward
period (in case of CS+). Data were averaged (± SEM) across 6 mice. C Idem, but for the last training
session. D Average vertical pupil movement during the 6 second stimulus period in the first three and last
four conditioning sessions (⇤⇤ p < 0.01, Mann-Whitney U test across 4 time points). E–G Same as in b, c
and d, but for horizontal pupil movement. H Pupil diameter, averaged (± SEM) for first training session
trials in which the rewarded stimulus (red) was shown, versus trials in which the non-rewarded stimulus
(blue) was shown. I Same as h, but for the last day of conditioning. J Average pupil dilation during the
last 2 seconds of reward consumption in the first three and last four conditioning sessions (⇤⇤ p < 0.01,
Mann-Whitney U test across 4 time points).
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Figure 3.10: Repeated intrinsic optical signal imaging in V1 of a mouse subjected to conditioning. A
Example data of mouse RC15. Left panels: Visual stimuli used for this mouse. Middle panels: Average
stimulus-induced intrinsic optical signal (IOS), showing retinotopically selective responses to the rewarded
and non-rewarded location in area V1 (within red boundary), but also in the lateral supplementary visual
area LM (situated to the left of red box). Right panels: Single image frames (2 Hz sampling rate) from a
single trial for each stimulus. On top, black bars and arrow above indicate time of stimulus presentation.
B–D Average (± SEM) data across 9 mice. Upper row: Data acquired before the first conditioning session
(day 0; IOS1). Middle row: After five conditioning sessions (IOS2). Lower row: Data acquired after the last
conditioning session on the same day as, but before, calcium imaging (IOS3). B Mean amplitude of the
inverted z-scored IOS response to each of the stimuli, plotted against time (stimulus onset is at t = 4 s).
Red: Rewarded stimulus; Blue: Non-rewarded stimulus; Grey: Orthogonal orientations at the rewarded or
non-rewarded location respectively. C Mean z-scored IOS response (Mean across time period of 7 to 11 s)
as a function of cortical space along the axis that maximally separates the rewarded and non-rewarded
stimulus. D Mean overlap between the response to the rewarded and non-rewarded stimulus (Violet) as a
function of cortical space. Overlap between the orthogonal stimuli is shown in gray.
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Figure 3.11: Spatial selectivity of intrinsic optical signals in response to conditioned stimuli. A Differ-
ence in spatial selectivity (�Spatial selectivity) between responses to the conditioned stimuli and the
responses to orthogonal stimuli. Upper-left panel: Time point IOS1, before conditioning. Upper-right
panel: Time point IOS2, during conditioning. Lower panel: Time point IOS3, after conditioning. A Mean
(± SEM) �Spatial selectivity in the cortical region that responded to the rewarded location (pink) and
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p = 0.008, WMPSR test).
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of orientation tuning parameters between cells located close and far away
from the rewarded/non-rewarded border. A Distribution of preferred orientation of orientation-tuned
neurons relative to the conditioned orientation (mean per bin, averaged ± SEM across recordings). ‘A’,
All; ‘F’, Full; ‘B’, Border. Tuned fraction in right panel was normalized to average fraction of tuned cells
per mouse. B The mean (± SEM, averaged across neurons) �F/F response to the preferred direction as a
function of the preferred orientation relative to the conditioned orientation. Asterisks mark significant
differences of Full versus Border comparisons. C Idem, but for the �F/F response to the null direction.
D–F Same as B and C, but for orientation selectivity index (OSI), bandwidth and direction index. For
all panels, solid lines: Data from the Full rewarded and Full non-rewarded regions of the visual cortex.
Dashed lines: Data from the Border rewarded and Border non-rewarded regions of the visual cortex (⇤
p < 0.05, ⇤⇤ p < 0.01, Kruskal-Wallis test, posthoc Mann-Whitney U test. All tests are Full versus Border
data per orientation group.
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orientation (mean ± SEM per bin, averaged across recordings). B The mean (± SEM, averaged across
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but for orientation selectivity index (OSI), bandwidth and direction index. In D and E, the 10-30� bin was
significantly different from all other bins, which did not differ among themselves. All panels: ⇤ p < 0.05,
⇤⇤ p < 0.01, Kruskal-Wallis test, posthoc Mann-Whitney U test.
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Mouse Rew nRw Dir Beh Eye IOS Ca2+ Full Border

RC02 Bottom Top 180� ? 3 1

RC03 Top Bottom 0� ? 1 2

RC05 Bottom Top 0� ? 1 3

RC07 Top Bottom 90� ? ? ? 3 2

RC08 Top Bottom 170� ? ?

RC09 Bottom Top 180� ? ? ? 3 2

RC10 Bottom Top 180� ? ? ? 2 0

RC11 Top Bottom 180� ? ? ? ? 3 7

RC12 Top Bottom 0� ? ? ? ? 2 1

RC13 Bottom Top 90� ? ?

RC14 Bottom Top 270� ? ? ? ? 3 2

RC15 Top Bottom 0� ? ? ? ? 3 2

RC16 Bottom Top 0� ? ? ? ? 3 0

Total: 10 6 9 11 27 22

Table 3.1: Overview of mice included in behavioral and imaging analysis. Each row lists the following
information for the mouse that can be identified by the number in the column ’Mouse’. Rew: Location of
the rewarded stimulus. nRw: Location of the non-rewarded stimulus. Dir: Direction of the moving grating
used in the conditioning paradigm. Beh: Data included in behavioral analysis (Fig. 1 and Supplementary
Fig. 2). Eye: Data included in analysis of eye-movements (Supplementary Fig. 3). IOS: Data included in
analysis of intrinsic optical signals (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 4,5). Ca2+: Data included in calcium
imaging analysis (Fig. 3-6 and Supplementary Fig. 6-10). Full: Number of imaging fields of view per
mouse in a Full (Rew/nRw) location. Border: Idem, but for Border (Rew/nRw) locations.
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Chapter 4. Anesthesia Impairs Direction Coding in Mouse V1

Abstract

Anesthesia affects brain activity at the molecular, neuronal and network level, but it is
not well-understood how tuning properties of sensory neurons and network connectivity
change under its influence. Using in vivo two-photon calcium imaging we matched neu-
ron identity across episodes of wakefulness and anesthesia in the same mouse and recorded
spontaneous and visually evoked activity patterns of neuronal ensembles in these two
states. Correlations in spontaneous patterns of calcium activity between pairs of neurons
were increased under anesthesia. While orientation selectivity remained unaffected by anes-
thesia, this treatment reduced direction selectivity, which was attributable to an increased
response to the null-direction. As compared to anesthesia, populations of V1 neurons coded
more mutual information on opposite stimulus directions during wakefulness, whereas
information on stimulus orientation differences was lower. Increases in correlations of
calcium activity during visual stimulation were correlated with poorer population coding,
which raised the hypothesis that the anesthesia-induced increase in correlations may be
causal to degrading directional coding. Visual stimulation under anesthesia, however,
decorrelated ongoing activity patterns to a level comparable to wakefulness. Because
visual stimulation thus appears to ‘break’ the strength of pairwise correlations normally
found in spontaneous activity under anesthesia, the changes in correlational structure
cannot explain the awake-anesthesia difference in direction coding. The population-wide
decrease in coding for stimulus direction thus occurs independently of anesthesia-induced
increments in correlations of spontaneous activity.
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4.1 Introduction
Anesthesia can be used to study changes in information processing accompanying the
loss of consciousness (Alkire et al., 2008; Tononi and Koch, 2008). General anesthesia
impairs activity in, and functional long-range connectivity between, frontal, parietal
and posterior regions of the human brain (Lee et al., 2009a; Veselis et al., 2004) and
may reduce the capacity for information-integration (Lee et al., 2009b; Tononi, 2004).
Also the local dynamics of cortical spontaneous activity have been shown to differ
between the awake and anesthetized state (Steriade et al., 1993; Greenberg et al., 2008;
de Kock and Sakmann, 2008; Kreuzer et al., 2010), but it remains unclear how these
changes affect single-neuron and population coding, for instance of orientation and
direction of movement in the primary visual cortex.

General anesthesia induces pronounced changes in receptor, ion channel, single
neuron, network and behavioral function (Rudolph and Antkowiak, 2004; Franks,
2008). At the molecular level, a common denominator in the function of most anes-
thetics is a potentiation of GABAA

A

receptor activity and an inhibition of Potassium
channels and AMPA- and NMDA receptors (Vahle-Hinz et al., 2001, 2007; Alkire et
al., 2008; Franks, 2008). Neuromodulators and presynaptic effects mediate additional
anesthesia-induced changes in global brain states (Constantinople and Bruno, 2011;
Xie et al., 2013). A striking feature of the neocortex under deep levels of anesthesia
is the emergence of a slow rhythm of alternating depolarized (UP) and hyperpolar-
ized (DOWN) states that entrains spontaneous action potential firing and results in
strongly synchronized activity patterns (Steriade et al., 1993; Ecker et al., 2014). Given
that two-photon calcium imaging has been validated using single cell electrophysi-
ology, this technique has revealed that also under light levels of anesthesia, and in
the absence of clear-cut UP/DOWN states, correlations between spontaneous activity
patterns of individual neurons increase(Greenberg et al., 2008; Golshani et al., 2009).

Increased correlated activity can lead to a reduction in population-coded mutual
information about stimuli by rendering the cortical code redundant (Sompolinsky
et al., 2001; Averbeck et al., 2006; Montani et al., 2007; Smith and Kohn, 2008). Fur-
thermore, it may diminish the number of discriminative states the neocortex can
assume, which has been theorized to accompany loss of consciousness (Alkire et
al., 2008; Tononi, 2008; Oizumi et al., 2014). Accordingly, sensory stimulation in the
awake state has been associated with decorrelation of activity patterns of populations
of cortical neurons (Vinje, 2000; Oram, 2011; Tan et al., 2014). Correlated activity
can, however, also have a different effect on target structures and improve fidelity of
stimulus coding as compared to uncorrelated patterns (Gray et al., 1989; Engel et al.,
1992; König and Engel, 1995; Josić et al., 2009; Cafaro and Rieke, 2010; Churchland et
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al., 2010).
Effects of light anesthesia on receptive field properties in auditory, somatosensory

and olfactory structures indeed suggest increased redundancy of single-neuron firing
patterns (Simons et al., 1992; Gaese and Ostwald, 2001; Kuhn et al., 2008; Kato et
al., 2012), while deeper levels of anesthesia may result in reduced amplitude of
stimulus evoked responses in somatosensory thalamus and cortex(Detsch et al.,
2002a,b) and visual cortex (Ikeda and Wright, 1974; Schummers et al., 2008; Vizuete et
al., 2012). Recent studies of Haider et al. (2012), Adesnik et al. (2012) and Vaiceliunaite
et al. (2013) in primary visual cortex (V1) suggest that these changes may result
from weakened inhibition and surround suppression during anesthesia. Orientation
tuning parameters of V1 neurons, however, fell within the same range of values for
experiments done in awake and anesthetized animals (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959, 1962;
Schiller et al., 1976; De Valois et al., 1982; Celebrini et al., 1993; Montani et al., 2007;
Ecker et al., 2010; Niell and Stryker, 2010; Andermann et al., 2010, 2011). On the other
hand, anesthesia does affect more complex receptive field properties and attentional
top-down mechanisms in visual cortex (e.g. Lamme et al., 1998b; Guo et al., 2004).

To compare the awake and anesthetized state more directly, we used in vivo two-
photon calcium imaging of the same neurons with and without isoflurane anesthesia.
First, we studied whether orientation and direction coding are changed at the single-
cell and population level, and second, we asked whether changes in direction coding
can be explained by increased redundancy, as gauged by correlations in activity
patterns.

4.2 Materials and Methods

Animal preparation for imaging

All animals experiments were conducted after approval by the ethical committee
(DEC) of the University of Amsterdam (Protocol number: DED162). Using dental
cement, nine adult male C57Bl/6JOlaHsd mice (Harlan) were fitted with a cranial
bar and allowed one to three weeks accommodation time before imaging. Although
Ranson et al. (2012) showed that C57Bl/6JOlaHsd mice have specific defects in home-
ostatic visual cortex plasticity it is unlikely that these defects provide an alternative
explanation for the results of our study. On the morning of a calcium-imaging experi-
ment, buprenorphine (0.05 mg/kg bodyweight) was injected subcutaneously half an
hour before induction of general anesthesia using isoflurane (3.0% in 100% O

2

). While
performing the craniotomy and during dye-loading, anesthesia was maintained at an
isoflurane concentration ranging between 1.0% and 1.5% in 100% O

2

. A craniotomy
was made above the stereotactic location of V1 while leaving the dura mater intact.
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Precise coordinates were –4.0 mm from Bregma, 2.5 mm lateral (Paxinos and Franklin,
2004), a region of V1 that responds to stimuli presented at approximately 45 degrees
Azimuth and 10 degrees elevation (Wagor et al., 1980), which corresponds to the
center position of the screen used for visual stimulation. The craniotomy was kept
wet by applying pH buffered artificial cerebrospinal fluid (125 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl,
1.3 mM MgSO

4

⇤ 7 H
2

O, 2.0 mM NaH
2

PO
4

, 2.5 mM CaCl
2

⇤ 2 H
2

O, 10 mM Glucose
and 10 mM HEPES in distilled water, pH adjusted to 7.4; Svoboda et al., 1999). During
the entire procedure, the eyes were kept moist with eye-drops and protected from
bright light.

Two-photon calcium imaging

Multi-cell bolus loading of neurons in the primary visual cortex with the fluorescent
calcium indicator Oregon Green BAPTA-1 AM (OGB) and Sulforhodamine 101 (SR101)
was done as previously described (Stosiek et al., 2003; Nimmerjahn et al., 2004;
Goltstein et al., 2013). In brief, 1µl OGB stock solution (50µg OGB dissolved in 4µl
dimethylsulphoxide with 20% pluronic acid) was mixed with 20µl pipette solution
(150 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl and 10 mM HEPES in distilled water, pH adjusted to 7.4)
and 4µl SR101 stock solution (500µg SR101 in 500µl pipette solution, diluted with
pipette solution by a 50:1 ratio), reaching a final concentration of 0.5 mM OGB and 5 to
10 µM SR101, and injected in V1 at a depth of 200 to 300 µm below the cortical surface
by applying 0.7 bar pressure on the back of a glass pipette (4 to 6 M⌦ resistance) for
120 to 180 s. After dye-loading, the exposed area of the brain was sealed with agarose
(1.5% in aCSF) and a cover glass that was secured using cyanoacrylate glue.

Spontaneous and evoked calcium activity of layer 2/3 neurons was imaged using a
Leica SP5 confocal system modified for in vivo two-photon laser scanning microscopy
with a Spectra-Physics Mai-Tai HP laser, set to an excitation wavelength of 810 nm.
Images of 256 ⇥ 256 pixels were acquired at 10 to 17 frames per second using two
non-descanned photo-multiplier tubes, which were band-pass filtered for 500 to 550
nm (OGB) and 565 to 605 nm (SR101).

The order of the experimental conditions (‘Awake’ and ‘Anesthesia’) was counter-
balanced across recordings to prevent bias originating from a sequence effect. Before
the onset of recordings in the awake condition, the mouse was allowed to recover
from anesthesia for approximately 30 to 60 minutes, whereas the animal was kept
under anesthesia (1.0% isoflurane, 20 to 30 minutes) before the start of anesthetized
recordings. To ensure delivery of a stable concentration of isoflurane, we used the
calibrated, commercially available, Vapomatic isoflurane vaporizer (A.M. Bickford,
Inc., NY, USA). The anesthetic gas mixture flowed at a rate of 500 ml per minute into
a small plastic nose cone that fitted closely around the nose and mouth area of the
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mouse. Given that the respiratory volume for C57Bl6 mice lies around 30 ml/minute
(Guyton, 1947; Milton et al., 2012) and that the residual volume in the nose cone
was less than 2 ml, the flow rate of the anesthetic gas (at 500 ml/minute) ensured a
constant concentration of isoflurane being delivered to the mouse. Anesthesia was
subsequently verified by absence of the hind-paw and eyelid reflex. During the entire
experiment, we regularly inspected both eyes for cataracts and checked whether the
eyelids were properly open. In the anesthesia condition, we additionally provided
eye drops to keep the eyes slightly moist. In both experimental conditions (awake
and anesthesia), spontaneous calcium activity was measured first, with the display
showing a uniform grey image (isoluminant to the moving gratings), followed by
visual stimulation (‘evoked activity’).

Visual stimulation was done by presenting full-field moving square-wave gratings
(100% contrast, 0.05 cycles per degree and 2 cycles per second drifting in 8 directions
for 8 trials each) using a Dell workstation with a 15” TFT screen running MatLab
(The Mathworks) and Psychophysics Toolbox (www.psychtoolbox.org), positioned
20 cm from the eye. The center of the screen was (with respect to the eye) at 45
degrees Azimuth and 10 degrees elevation. The area of visual stimulation covered
approximately 74 degrees of horizontal visual space and 60 degrees of vertical visual
space. Given the size of the screen and the approximately 10-20 degree median
diameter of the suprathreshold receptive fields in mouse V1 (Smith and Häusser,
2010; Bonin et al., 2011), the majority of cells in our experiment are estimated to have
had their full receptive field stimulated by the screen (as has been argued similarly in
e.g. Ohki et al., 2005; Rochefort et al., 2011; Keller et al., 2012).

Data preprocessing

Small movement artifacts in the x-y plane were corrected for by realigning the images
(Guizar-Sicairos et al., 2008). Recordings with clear movement artifacts along the
z-axis were rejected. Regions of interest (ROIs) were outlined semi-automatically for
all cells (neurons and astrocytes), bloodvessels and neuropil (which was defined as
the area in the image devoid of cells and bloodvessels). Time series were constructed
for all ROIs by averaging the fluorescence within their borders for each frame.

Time series of identified neurons were corrected for possible contamination by
non-cell-specific fluorescence signals in the neuropil using standard methods for
OGB imaging, previously described by Kerlin et al. (2010). In brief, a local neuropil
signal was calculated in a region between 2 to 5 µm around the cell or blood vessel
of interest. Next, the ratio of neuropil signal leaking into the ROIs was estimated
by calculating the ratio between average blood vessel-fluorescence and average
surrounding neuropil-fluorescence. Blood vessels, having the size of neurons, were
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selected for calculating this contamination ratio. Green fluorescence (500-550 nm)
emitted from within blood vessels should on average be approximately zero. Any
detectable level of fluorescence in blood vessels can therefore be ascribed to neuropil
contamination, allowing calculation of the fraction of neuropil signal ‘leaking’ into
the blood vessel. Ideally, the contamination ratio is zero, but in these experiments
the values ranged between 0.59 and 0.83, which is slightly higher than in Kerlin
et al. (2010). Corrected time series were subsequently achieved by subtracting the
surrounding neuropil signal from the raw fluorescence time series of each neuron,
scaled by the estimated neuropil contamination ratio.

A number of previous studies have shown that there exists a strong and almost
linear correlation between �F/F responses in somatic calcium imaging time series
(using OGB as calcium indicator) and spiking activity of single neurons (e.g. Stosiek
et al., 2003; Ohki et al., 2005; Kerr et al., 2005; Greenberg et al., 2008; Hofer et al., 2011).
The neuropil corrected �F/F time series were therefore interpreted as time series re-
flecting spiking activity, low-pass filtered by the time constant of the calcium transient
and with symmetric (Gaussian) random noise added (Vogelstein et al., 2009). In this
study, fluorescence signals were not directly validated against electrophysiological
measurements of action potential activity. Analysis of the �F/F time series, however,
proved to reproduce a number of previously reported electrophysiological findings,
which supports the validity of the calcium imaging approach. These findings include
anesthesia-induced changes in correlations and coherence of spontaneous cellular
activity patterns (see Results section) as measured using electrophysiology (Steriade
et al., 1993) and electrophysiology-validated calcium imaging (Greenberg et al., 2008;
Golshani et al., 2009). In addition, we observed anesthesia independent orientation
selectivity (see Results section) as reported using electrophysiology by Ikeda and
Wright (1974) and movement-induced potentiation of visual responses (see Results
section), as reported in single-unit recordings by Niell and Stryker (2010). The ability
to reproduce these earlier findings provides a further validation of the approach.

Analysis of spontaneous calcium activity

For periods of spontaneous activity, �F/F values were calculated for each frame
t by dividing the absolute fluorescence Ft by the mean of the lowest 50% fluores-
cence values in a 20 s window before frame t (Greenberg et al., 2008; Golshani
et al., 2009). The correlation in calcium activity between a pair of neurons was
determined by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient of the two z-scored
�F/F time series for the entire segment of spontaneous activity (which lasted at
least 200 seconds). Spectral analyses were conducted using the Fieldtrip toolbox
(http://www.ru.nl/donders/fieldtrip; Oostenveld et al., 2011). Power spectra were
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calculated for the entire period of spontaneous activity using a sliding window and
single Hanning taper. Because of the slow temporal dynamics of the calcium signal
(⌧ ⇡ 500ms), we did not expect to resolve large signal-related differences in frequen-
cies above 3 Hz and therefore normalized the spectra by dividing them over the mean
power in the 3.5 – 4.0 Hz frequency band, which was still well below the Nyquist fre-
quency of 5 Hz or higher. Cross-spectrum coherence of calcium signals was calculated
similarly, but using a multi-taper method and spectral smoothing of 0.1 Hz.

Orientation tuning

Single trial �F/F responses were defined as the mean percentage increase in fluo-
rescence during visual stimulation (0.1 to 3.0 s after stimulus onset) from baseline
(mean fluorescence in the period of –2 to –0.1 s before stimulus onset) and converted
to a vector in orientation and direction space where the angle equals stimulus orienta-
tion or direction ✓ and the length equals the magnitude of the single trial response
Rdirection✓j

where j indicates trial number. Neurons were classified as significantly
orientation- or direction-tuned when the mean of the Rdirection✓j

-vector (across the
awake and anesthetized condition) was significantly different from zero, tested with a
Hotelling’s T2 test p < 0.05 (Li et al., 2008; Mazurek et al., 2014). We opted for circular
statistics (Hotelling’s T2 test) because this method assumes a circular relation between
the movement orientations or directions and therefore increases the chance to exclude
cells that respond to, for instance, two orthogonal orientations (for which it would not
make sense to quantify orientation tuning parameters). Here, the term “orientation
tuning” is used as classification for neurons showing at least orientation-selective, but
possibly also direction-selective, responses to moving gratings. Similar results were
obtained when the classification was done separately for awake and anesthetized
conditions.

By selecting cells that were significantly tuned in both conditions, we rejected
a relatively large number of neurons that did not show reliable stimulus-induced
responses across both anesthetized and awake recordings (577 out of 687 cells). The
magnitude of this number of rejections can be ascribed, first, to the long time span
of the experiments, ranging across many hours and given the transient nature of
OGB-labeling. In addition to both imaging epochs, this time span included periods
of recovery from anesthesia and additional recordings of spontaneous activity, not
included in this study. Secondly, we only included neurons that were significantly
orientation-tuned in both states. A relatively large group (n = 87) was only visually
responsive and orientation-tuned in one state but not the other. These cells were
excluded because one needs to obtain orientation-tuned responses from both states in
order to quantify and compare tuning curve parameters. When including these cells,
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however, 29% of the total population was significantly orientation-tuned in at least
one (awake/anesthesia) state.

R✓ = Roffset +Rpref · e�
ang(✓�✓pref )2

2�2 +Rnull · e�
ang(✓+180�✓pref )2

2�2 (Eq. 4.1)

Tuning curves were constructed by fitting the average response to the stimulus
directions with a two peaked 360� wrapped Gaussian curve (Eq. 4.1; Li et al., 2008) for
the awake and anesthesia condition separately. Roffset is the baseline fluorescence,
Rpref the response to the preferred direction ✓pref , Rnull the response to the opposite
direction (i.e. null direction; ✓pref + 180�) and � the standard deviation of the Gaussian
distribution function. The function y = ang(x) wraps the angular difference x =
✓ � ✓pref on an interval between 0� and 180�.

The cellular response to each movement direction was measured from the fitted
tuning curve with a 1� angular resolution. Tuning curve bandwidth was determined
as half width at 1/

p
2 maximum of the tuning curve (Ringach et al., 2002). The orien-

tation selectivity index (OSI) was calculated by dividing the difference between the
response to the preferred orientation (defined as the mean of the preferred direction–
and the null direction response, Rpref,ori) and the mean of the orthogonal orienta-
tions, by the sum of these, (Rpref,ori � Rortho,ori)/(Rpref,ori + Rortho,ori). Similarly,
the direction selectivity index (DSI) was calculated by dividing the difference between
the response to the preferred direction and the null direction by the sum of these
responses, (Rpref,dir �Rnull,dir)/(Rpref,dir +Rnull,dir) (e.g. Niell and Stryker, 2008,
2010; Rochefort et al., 2011).

The effectiveness of tuning curve fitting was addressed using simulation of single
trial responses of single cells, derived from 500 ideal tuning curve functions with vari-
able parameters and added noise. Signal strength was defined as response amplitude
to the preferred direction. Added noise followed a zero mean Gaussian distribution
with a standard deviation of 2, 1, 0.5, 0.25 or 0.125 times the signal amplitude, re-
sulting in a signal to noise ratio of 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 8. For each ideal tuning curve, 10
raw tuning curve measurements each were simulated by sampling responses to eight
directions eight times and averaging these simulated responses of the raw tuning
curve. Each raw curve was subsequently fitted using a two-peaked Gaussian function
(see above). The properties preferred direction, preferred orientation, OSI, bandwidth
and DSI were quantified for both raw– and fitted curves. The variance of the tuning
curve parameters of the 10 raw and fitted measurements per ideal (true) tuning curve
was used to compute the measurement estimation error. 95% Confidence intervals
were calculated using bootstrap resampling (1000 resampling iterations).
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Sparseness

A sparseness measure from Willmore and Tolhurst (2001), which was based on the
Treves and Rolls (1991) measure and made appropriate for responses ranging from
�1 to1 (Eq. 4.2), was adopted to quantify stimulus selectivity of the responses per
neuron without assuming a relation between stimuli (e.g. orientation or direction of
movement).

Ssni = 1�
⇥PN

j=1

|rij |/N
⇤
2

PN
j=1

[r2ij/N ]
(Eq. 4.2)

For single-neuron response sparseness of the tuning curves Ssni, N represents
the number of stimulus directions and rij the mean response of a single neuron i to a
stimulus j. Single neuron response sparseness of 1� (1/N) indicates 100% selectivity
for a single directional stimulus, while 0 suggests no stimulus selectivity at all.

Population sparseness, Spopi, indicates how sparsely stimuli are coded across
groups of neurons. Spopi is also calculated using equation 4.2, but now N represents
the number of neurons and rij the mean response of a single neuron j to stimulus i.
The population sparseness measure approximates 1� (1/N) when only a selective
subset of neurons responds to a stimulus and approaches 0 when most neurons
respond in a similar fashion to stimuli. Population sparseness was calculated across
all recorded neurons in a session for each stimulus direction separately and averaged
over stimulus directions.

Mutual information

Stimulus direction was decoded from single trial (�F/Fi) responses using a Euclidean
distance metric (e.g. Hofer et al., 2010) per pair of stimuli. In brief, responses to two
stimuli in one of the eight trial blocks were selected for decoding and removed from
the dataset. Subsequently, we calculated the Euclidean distance between population
response vectors of all of the remaining (seven) trials and the population response
vector of the currently decoded trial. For each of the trials, the decoder returned
the stimulus that, on average, had the most similar population response vectors
compared to the population response vector of the decoded trial (smallest Euclidean
distance).

Decoder output was used to calculate how much information calcium responses
convey about stimulus orientation and direction. Using the Panzeri-Treves toolbox
(Magri et al., 2009), mutual information was calculated for each of the randomly
sampled populations using direct entropy estimation (direct method) and corrected
for bias with the ‘Panzeri-Treves’ bias correction algorithm. Because of the number
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of trials per stimulus (n = 8), a remaining bias could still result in an overestimation
of the entropy. Therefore, we performed an additional correction using a bootstrap
subtraction method, where we subtracted the average mutual information estimate
after a stimulus-randomization procedure (500 samples) from the data-obtained
estimate of mutual information. Because the entropy-overestimation is stronger for
higher entropies, and entropy in a stimulus-randomized response distribution can
be considered maximal compared to a non-randomized distribution, we expect our
results to underestimate rather than overestimate mutual information after applying
bootstrap subtraction. Nevertheless, any effect of bias should be similar in strength
for all experimental conditions and will therefore not affect the comparisons within
this study. Using the above described method, mutual information was sampled
for 2000 randomly selected groups of 1 to 64 neurons and averaged for each unique
stimulus combination.

Linear regression model

A linear model was implemented to assess the impact of changes in tuning curve
parameters and correlations in activity patterns on the amount of mutual information
conveyed by those activity patterns. Mutual information was calculated as described
above for all possible simultaneously recorded triplets of neurons and for both the
awake and anesthetized state. The ensemble size (n = 3) was chosen to allow large
enough variation between sampled populations in predictor parameters while having
enough neurons to detect changes in redundancy of response patterns and having
few enough neurons to avoid regression towards the mean. This approach resulted in
a dataset containing 5275 unique triplets of simultaneously recorded neurons from 9
recording sessions. Variables predictive of mutual information were: Mean tuning
curve bandwidth, mean orientation selectivity index, mean direction selectivity index,
mean �F/F response to the preferred direction, mean �F/F response to the null
direction, mean pairwise correlation between �F/F time series recorded during
spontaneous activity and mean pairwise correlations recorded during visual stimu-
lation (where the mean refers to the average across the three neurons of the triplet).
Variables were represented as differences between the awake and anesthetized state.
The dependent variable for regression analysis was the difference in mutual infor-
mation between the awake and anesthetized state for each of the triplets of neurons.
Regression was done by fitting a model predicting linear interactions between each
of the predictor variables and a constant term to the dependent variable. Prediction
strengths of parameters were expressed in beta-weights. P-values were corrected for
multiple comparisons. Whiskers in the bar-plots represent 99% confidence intervals.
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Statistics

All data are represented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) unless stated
otherwise. Differences in correlations, tuning properties and response sparseness were
tested using the Wilcoxon’s matched pairs signed rank (WMPSR) test. Covariation
between these variables was tested using the Pearson correlation coefficient. Decoding
performance and mutual information were averaged (± SEM) across unique stimulus
combinations with the same angular difference between stimulus directions and
tested using a two-way and three-way Anova.

4.3 Results

Two-photon calcium imaging of visual cortex neurons in the awake and anes-
thetized state

Using two photon laser scanning microscopy we imaged spontaneous and visually
evoked calcium activity in V1 neurons of 9 C57Bl/6JOlaHsd mice during wakefulness
and under anesthesia. Neurons and astrocytes were loaded with the fluorescent
calcium indicator Oregon Green BAPTA1-AM and the astrocyte marker Sulforho-
damine 101 during a brief surgery preceding the experiments (Stosiek et al., 2003;
Nimmerjahn et al., 2004; Garaschuk et al., 2006; Goltstein et al., 2013). Previous studies
have demonstrated the tight relation between somatic calcium transients and electro-
physiologically recorded spikes (e.g. Ohki et al., 2005; Kerr et al., 2005; Greenberg et
al., 2008; Kerlin et al., 2010; Hofer et al., 2011). The experimental conditions ‘Awake’
and ‘Anesthesia’ were counterbalanced across recording sessions to prevent bias
originating from a sequence effect (5 awake-first sessions; 5 anesthesia-first sessions;
in one mouse, two sequences were run). In both conditions (awake and anesthesia),
spontaneous activity was measured first, with a dimly lit grey screen placed in the
monocular visual field of the mouse. Visual stimulation was subsequently deliv-
ered by presenting full-field moving gratings in 8 directions, each for about 3 s and
repeated 8 times on the same screen.

In ten recordings, 687 neurons (approximately two thirds of the total number
of recorded neurons) could be identified both in the awake condition as well as in
the subsequent or preceding anesthesia condition (Fig. 4.1; on average 68.7 ± 26.2
(SD) neurons per mouse, with a minimum of 36 and a maximum of 111). Periods of
spontaneous activity were on average 248 ± 52 s long (min–max: 198–327 s), periods
during which activity was evoked visually 393 ± 40 s (min–max: 299–417 s), with
a mean sampling frequency of 10.9 ± 2.3 Hz (min–max: 9.8–17.1 Hz) and a mean
recording depth of 229 µm ± 69 µm (min–max: 160–400 µm), corresponding to cortical
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Figure 4.1: Imaging spontaneous and evoked calcium activity of the same identified neurons during
the awake and anesthetized state. A Image of detected (red and blue encircled) neurons and astrocytes in
the awake mouse. Black traces (right) are the neuropil contamination-corrected �F/F calcium time series
of the red-encircled neurons in the image (left). Vertical lines above the calcium time series indicate times
when visual stimuli (gratings) were presented, each movement direction in a different color. The blue trace
represents the evolution of the mean correlation between all pairs of displayed neurons (calculated over a
sliding two-second window). The red trace shows animal movement, measured from treadmill motion.
The green traces indicate the (corrected) horizontal (x) and vertical (y) image displacement, which was
highly correlated with animal motion. Respective scale bars are located on the right, grey horizontal lines
represent the horizontal zero axis. B Idem as in A, but recorded 45 to 70 minutes later under anesthesia
(1.0% isoflurane in O

2

). Note the difference in scaling of the �F/F signals with A.

layer II/III in the mouse. Despite some variation in the above-mentioned parameters
between animals, analyzed recordings of each individual mouse had identical length
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and sampling frequencies in the awake and anesthetized recording. Neuronal calcium
signals were extracted from manually defined ROIs and the resulting single-neuron
fluorescence time series were corrected for contamination by neuropil fluorescence
using a subtraction method described by Kerlin et al. (2010).

Correlations between spontaneous patterns of calcium signals

We first verified whether correlations between spontaneous activity patterns of neu-
rons and neuropil were sensitive to the awake-anesthesia manipulation. Pairwise
correlations in spontaneous neuronal spiking activity have been found to be stronger
under anesthesia compared to the awake state (Greenberg et al., 2008; Golshani et
al., 2009). In this study, a similar effect was observed for correlations between single
neuron �F/F time series reflecting calcium signals (Awake: r = 0.023 ± 0.0003;
Anesthesia: r = 0.034 ± 0.0003; WMPSR test: p < 10�10; n = 26350 cell pairs; Fig.
4.2A). In accordance with Greenberg et al. (2008), Golshani et al. (2009) and Ch’ng and
Reid (2010), the strongest correlations were observed between pairs of neurons that
were close to each other in cortical space, and the strength of pairwise correlations
was reduced with increasing distance between neurons (Spatial distance ⇥ pairwise
correlation; Awake: r = �0.061, p < 10�10; Anesthesia: r = �0.073, p < 10�10;
n = 26350; Fig. 4.2B). When correlation strength was studied as a function of the sim-
ilarity in preferred direction under anesthesia, we found a fairly weak, but significant
relationship (Fig. 4.2C), whereas this effect was smaller in awake mice (Direction
difference ⇥ pairwise correlation; Awake: r = �0.07, p = 0.04; Anesthesia: r = �0.09,
p = 0.008; n = 846). The observed relationship under anesthesia confirms earlier
findings (Kenet et al., 2003; Ch’ng and Reid, 2010; Hofer et al., 2011; Ko et al., 2011),
whereas the weak relationship under wakefulness has not been reported before.

Recordings in awake animals suffer from increased in- and out-of-plane movement
artifacts related to animal motion. Based on video tracking in 4 (out of 10) recordings,
we calculated that animal movement occurred in less than 5% of the total length
of those recordings. The corresponding movement artifacts will mostly lead to
sudden synchronized drops in fluorescence within ROIs. This is because cells that,
as a consequence of movement, briefly appear in the image plane, are unlikely to
have been defined as ROI’s and therefore the opposite effect (a sudden increase in
fluorescence) will less likely occur. Out-of-plane movement artifacts will therefore
lead to cellular calcium activity to appear more strongly synchronized, which could
result in a difference in correlations between the awake and anesthetized state. Our
data, however, shows the opposite, a reduction in correlations between calcium
imaged time series in recordings from awake mice. Moreover, if the drops and
increases in fluorescence were both occurring at the same rate, this would lead to
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Figure 4.2: Correlations in spontaneous patterns of calcium activity. A Bars show mean pairwise correla-
tion between calcium time series of all simultaneously recorded pairs of neurons. B Pairwise correlations as
a function of spatial distance between cell bodies (Red: Awake, r = �0.061, p < 10�10; Blue: Anesthesia,
r = �0.073, p < 10�10; n = 26350). C Pairwise correlations in spontaneous activity as a function of simi-
larity in preferred direction of orientation-tuned cells (Red: Awake, r = �0.07, p = 0.04; Blue: Anesthesia,
r = �0.09, p = 0.008; n = 846). D Power spectrum of oscillations in the baselined �F/F neuropil signal.
E Power spectrum of oscillations in neuropil contamination-corrected �F/F calcium time series of all
simultaneously recorded neurons. F Cross-spectrum coherence between neuropil contamination corrected
�F/F calcium time series of all neurons and the simultaneously recorded, baselined �F/F neuropil
signal. G Cross-spectrum coherence between neuropil contamination corrected �F/F calcium time series
of all simultaneously recorded pairs of neurons. For each plot, the red line shows data recorded in awake
mice, the blue line data from recordings under anesthesia. All values are mean ± SEM, ⇤⇤ p < 0.001, ⇤ ⇤ ⇤
p < 10�7.

increased variance of correlations in the awake state, which we did not observe.
Therefore out-of-plane movement is unlikely to account for the above results on
correlations in activity patterns.

Under anesthesia, the neocortex typically displays slow oscillations in the local
field potential, to which many neurons show phase-locked firing of action potentials
(Steriade et al., 1993). The fluorescence signal of the neuropil, the area between cell
bodies and blood vessels, has been shown to be correlated to the local field potential
and is thought to reflect generalized synaptic inputs to the imaged region (Kerr
et al., 2005). Indeed, the power spectrum of the time series of the neuropil region
showed stronger low-frequency activity (0.5–2.0 Hz) in the anesthetized condition as
compared to the awake condition (Fig. 4.2D), which was confirmed by a significant
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main effect of anesthesia (ANOVA, F
(1,702) = 30.23, p < 10�7; n = 10 sessions) and a

significant interaction effect between anesthesia and frequency (ANOVA, F
(38,702) =

2.07, p = 0.0002; n = 10).
In contrast to neuropil signals, cellular �F/F time series did not reveal a signifi-

cant anesthesia-induced increase in power across the low-frequency domain (0.5–2.0
Hz; Main effect anesthesia: ANOVA, F

(1,53508) = 0.9, p = 0.34; Interaction effect
anesthesia-frequency: ANOVA, F

(38,53508) = 0.83, p = 0.76; n = 687 neurons; Fig.
4.2E). Nonetheless, the cross spectrum coherence between simultaneously recorded
cellular and neuropil signals was increased for the lower frequencies (0.5–2.0 Hz;
Main effect anesthesia: F

(1,53508) = 358.5, p < 10�10; Interaction effect anesthesia-
frequency: ANOVA, F

(38,53508) = 13.57, p = 0.0002; n = 687 neurons; Fig. 4.2F). This
suggests a stronger modulation of single neuron calcium activity by common input
(as reflected in the neuropil signal) under anesthesia.

Cross-spectrum coherence analysis across all simultaneously recorded cells re-
vealed that single-neuron calcium activity time series correlated most strongly in
the low-frequency range (0.2–0.5 Hz) under anesthesia (Main effect of experimental
conditions: ANOVA, F

(1,2055222) = 237.3, p < 10�10; Interaction effect anesthesia-
frequency: ANOVA, F

(38,2055222) = 33.01, p < 10�7; both n = 26350 cell pairs; Fig.
4.2G), which is potentially a consequence of multiple neurons entraining their activity
to a single slow rhythm (< 1 Hz) that is more prominently present under anesthesia
(see Fig. 4.2D; Steriade et al., 1993; Crunelli et al., 2012). Coherence of cellular cal-
cium time series in the range of 0.15–0.25 Hz did not differ between the awake and
anesthetized state, while cellular–neuropil coherence did differ in this range. This
may reflect a difference in how anesthesia influences combined cortical input signals
(neuropil–cellular coherence, mainly depending on synaptic and dendritic activity;
Fig. 4.2E) versus local cortical processes (cellular–cellular coherence; mainly depend-
ing on somatic spiking activity; Fig. 4.2F). These observations confirm that coherence
in calcium activity of primary visual cortex neurons is dependent on anesthesia and
frequency in a similar fashion as previously described using action potential activity
or estimated firing rates (Steriade et al., 1993; Greenberg et al., 2008; Golshani et al.,
2009).

Reduced tuning to movement direction under anesthesia

Tuning curves were made for 110 neurons that were significantly orientation-tuned
across both conditions (Hotelling’s T2 test, p < 0.05). The average stimulus-induced
�F/F responses in awake and anesthetized recordings were fitted with two-peaked
360� wrapped Gaussian curves separately (Fig. 4.3A; Li et al., 2008). Curve fitting
was implemented because it significantly reduced variability in estimation of tuning
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Figure 4.3: Orientation tuning of visual cortex neurons. A Top row: Polar plots show raw tuning curves
and curve fits (dotted lines) of significantly orientation-tuned neurons in the awake condition. Bottom
row: Idem, but for the same neurons under anesthesia. Scale bar measures 2% �F/F . B Distributions of
preferred directions. No significant differences were found between awake and anesthesia. C Mean (±
SEM) direction selectivity index (DSI). D �F/F response to the preferred direction. E �F/F response to
the null direction. F Mean orientation selectivity index (OSI). G Mean tuning curve bandwidth. H Average
(± SEM) �F/F response to visual stimulation by preferred (left panel) and null direction (right panel)
across cells as a function of time around stimulus onset. All panels: Red bars and lines indicate data from
the awake condition, blue bars and lines represent data from the anesthetized condition (⇤ p = 0.014, ⇤ ⇤ ⇤
p = 0.00017).

curve parameters under a range of signal to noise ratios (See Materials and Methods;
Fig. 4.4). The mean squared error of the curve fit was small in both conditions, but
significantly smaller for the anesthetized state (Awake = 0.43 % ± 0.05 % �F/F ;
Anesthesia = 0.19 % ± 0.02 % �F/F ; WMPSR test, p < 10�6). Many tuning curves
recorded under anesthesia correlated significantly with, but were not identical to,
tuning curves recorded in the awake condition (mean tuning curve correlation: r =
0.26 ± 0.06; p < 0.05 for 102 out of 110 tuning curves). The overall distribution of
preferred directions did not significantly differ between the awake and anesthetized
state (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test; D = 0.08, p = 0.84, n = 110; Fig. 4.3B).

We observed, however, that direction selectivity was greater in awake animals
(DSI; Awake: 0.61 ± 0.04; Anesthesia: 0.45 ± 0.03; WMPSR test, p = 0.00017; n = 110;
Fig. 4.3C). This difference could not be explained by a large change in �F/F response
to the preferred direction (WMPSR test, p = 0.06; n = 110; Fig. 4.3D), but rather
by a strong decrease in �F/F response to the movement direction opposite to the
preferred direction (i.e. null direction) when neurons were recorded in the awake
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state (Awake: 1.4 % ± 0.36 % �F/F ; Anesthesia: 2.5 % ± 0.36 % �F/F ; WMPSR
test, p = 0.014; n = 110; Fig. 4.3E). This decrease in average �F/F was apparent in
both the ‘early’ (0–1s) and the ‘late’ (1–3s) response to the Null direction (Fig. 4.3H).
The difference in direction selectivity index did not result from a general increase
in tuning curve selectivity in awake animals, because bandwidth and orientation
selectivity (OSI) did not significantly differ between the awake and anesthetized state
(WMPSR test, Bandwidth: p = 0.18, OSI: p = 0.06; n = 110; Figs. 4.3F and 4.3G; see
also Niell and Stryker, 2010).

It can be argued that, even though the order of recording the awake and anesthesia
conditions was counterbalanced across experiments, the reduction of the response to
the null direction could result from an interaction between recording duration and
awake/anesthetized state. To examine the possibility that the observed differences
were the result of a recording-sequence effect, we tested for the same effects in a
control dataset including only tuning curves from the first recorded condition of
each experiment. Although the comparison was now done between different groups
of cells, direction selectivity was still significantly greater and the response to the
null direction was still significantly reduced in the awake condition as compared
to anesthesia (Mann-Whitney U test, DSI: p = 0.007, null response: p = 8.4 · 10�5;
Awake first: n = 79, Anesthesia first: n = 31).

In the awake condition, mice occasionally displayed body movement on the walk-
ing belt (Fig. 4.1A, red line). Niell and Stryker (2010) reported that visually evoked
firing-rate responses are much larger in amplitude when an animal displays active
running behavior as compared to when it is not. Although in our experiments the
mice were mostly sitting still on the walking belt (movement was only detected in
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4.2% ± 1.2%, mean ± SD, of the total experiment), it is important to investigate
whether increased visual responses during episodes of movement influenced esti-
mates of direction selectivity. Sufficient information on rotational movement of the
walking belt was available in 4 recording sessions. Because the awake condition was
recorded before the anesthesia condition in each of these sessions, it was not possible
to directly compare awake/anesthesia effects in the same cells, while excluding a
sequence bias. Therefore, we first investigated how direction selectivity is affected by
moving/non-moving episodes in the same cells, while not comparing these episodes
to the anesthetized condition. For cells recorded in these sessions, tuning curves
were calculated using data from trials in which the animal was moving and not
moving separately. The �F/F responses to the preferred directions of the recorded
neurons were larger in tuning curves measured during movement (12.7% ± 1.3%)
as compared to those in tuning curves from the same neurons, measured when the
animal was immobile (7.5% ± 0.7%; WMPSR test, p = 3.8 · 10�5; n = 70). Responses
to the null direction of those tuning curves, however, also increased in magnitude
when measured during body movement and the resulting direction selectivity did
not change significantly (DSI; Moving: 0.61 ± 0.04; Not moving: 0.56 ± 0.04; WMPSR
test, p = 0.31; n = 70). Second, we compared the direction selectivity of cells recorded
during the non-movement periods (all from recordings with the awake measurement
first) to cells from recordings with the anesthesia measurement before the awake
measurement. In this case there will be no sequence bias, but it will not be the same
cells being compared. Still, the average direction selectivity index was significantly
higher in the data from awake animals compared to the anesthetized ones (DSI; Not
moving-awake: 0.56 ± 0.04, n = 70; Anesthesia: 0.36 ± 0.06, n = 31; Mann-Whitney
U test, p = 0.023). Together with the low prevalence of movement episodes, this
makes it unlikely that the awake-anesthesia difference in direction selectivity was the
result of altered cortical processing during walking/running.

Two-photon imaging in awake animals must be scrutinized for movement artifacts.
In-plane (X/Y) movement was corrected using offline image registration (see Meth-
ods) and recordings with strong out-of-plane movement (i.e., in the Z-dimension)
were rejected. Still, it cannot be fully excluded that increased movement artifacts
explain increased direction selectivity in awake animals. Because movement in the
Z-dimension virtually always occurs together with in-plane movement, we used X/Y
movement to indicate potential periods of out-of plane (Z) movement. Next, individ-
ual trials in which the maximum instantaneous X/Y shift of the uncorrected image
time series during the baseline or stimulus period exceeded 2 pixels, which spanned
on average 1.6 µm but varied slightly from session to session, were removed from
the dataset. The direction selectivity index, now only based only on trials in which
no movement in the X/Y plane was observed, still differed significantly between the
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Figure 4.5: Direction selectivity of cells preferring
different directions of movement. Mean (± SEM)
direction selectivity index for cells grouped by their
preferred direction, in 45� wide bins centered on 0�,
45�, till 315�. Red and blue indicate data from the
awake and anesthetized recordings, respectively..
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awake- and anesthesia condition (DSI; Awake: 0.64 ± 0.05; Anesthesia: 0.49 ± 0.04;
WMPSR test, p = 0.015; n = 70), which indicates that in- and out-of-plane movement
artifacts cannot explain the stronger direction-selectivity that was observed in awake
mice.

Even in a head-restrained preparation, mice can make eye-movements. Optoki-
netic eye movements (following the motion direction of drifting bars), however, are
virtually absent at the drifting grating speed of 2 cycles/second that was used in the
present study (van Alphen et al., 2010). Nonetheless, spontaneous saccade-like eye
movements, which occur independently of presented stimulus orientation, might
affect direction selectivity along the axis of those eye movements. Because these spon-
taneous eye movements occur mostly along the horizontal movement axis (Sakatani
and Isa, 2007), we calculated the direction selectivity index for cells with a preferred
direction along each axis of movement separately (Fig. 4.5). If the presence of sponta-
neous eye movements in the awake condition would explain the increased direction
selectivity, this effect should be strongest for the movement axis of these eye move-
ments (horizontal). Direction selectivity was, however, not larger for cells that were
tuned to movement along the horizontal axis (90� and 270�). Therefore, spontaneous
eye movements are unlikely to explain the difference in direction selectivity that was
observed between awake and anesthetized animals.

The decrement in direction selectivity may be indicative of a more general reduc-
tion of response selectivity for visual stimuli under anesthesia. To control for this,
we calculated sparseness of single neuron and population responses. Sparseness
measures are appropriate to address the question of generalized loss of response se-
lectivity, as they do not assume significant orientation or direction tuning. Sparseness
of average single neuron and population responses was quantified using a measure
that was made appropriate for responses ranging from �1 to1 (see Materials and
Methods; Treves and Rolls, 1991; Willmore and Tolhurst, 2001). Neither single-neuron
response sparseness nor sparseness of the population response to visual stimuli dif-
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Figure 4.6: Visually evoked neuropil response. A Mean (± SEM) �F/F of the neuropil signal in response
to visual stimulation, shown as a function of time (in seconds) for each movement direction separately
(indicated by heading 45�, 90�, and so on). Time point zero indicates onset of the moving grating. Red and
blue indicate data from the awake and anesthetized recordings, respectively. B Tuning curves of neuropil
signals of individual recordings black (n = 10) and average (± SEM) across recordings in color. Left panel
(red) shows awake data, right panel (blue) shows data from anesthetized recordings. C Same data as in B,
but now realigned to the largest peak in the neuropil tuning curve per session. D Average �F/F signal
across all neurons, stimuli and trials plotted against direction of movement (as in B). The average response
across all neurons is relatively low because at any give moment, only a subset of the neurons is being
stimulated by its preferred stimulus. E Same data as in D, but realigned to the largest peak of the neuropil
tuning curve for each session.

fered significantly between the awake and anesthetized state (WMPSR test, Single
neuron: p = 0.24; n = 110, Population response: p = 0.63; n = 10). At first glance,
these results seem incompatible with the anesthesia-induced reduction in direction
selectivity. Going back to Fig. 4.3F however, orientation selectivity was slightly higher
(although non-significant) in the anesthetized condition and likely compensated the
sparseness measure for the loss of directional selectivity.

Anesthesia significantly altered dynamics of neuropil signals during periods of
spontaneous activity (Fig. 4.2D). Although we corrected for neuropil-contamination,
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Figure 4.7: Direction selectivity of cells preferring
similar or different directions compared to the visu-
ally evoked neuropil preferred direction. Mean (±
SEM) direction selectivity index for cells grouped by
similarity of their preferred direction to the direction
of the neuropil peak.
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we examined the possibility that the difference in direction selectivity was due to
residual (non-corrected) neuropil fluorescence in cellular signals, or alternatively
was a result of the correction method itself. We thus defined direction selectivity
of significantly orientation-tuned neurons, but based on NON-neuropil-corrected
calcium imaging data. If the difference in direction selectivity originated from the
neuropil signal, this difference should be stronger in uncorrected data, while if the
difference in selectivity resulted from the correction method, the effect should be
smaller in uncorrected data. Overall, the direction selectivity index was a bit lower in
data that was not corrected for neuropil contamination, but the effect size between
the awake and anesthetized state remained the same (Awake: 0.54 ± 0.04; Anesthesia:
0.41 ± 0.04; WMPSR test, p = 0.022; n = 71).

Next, we plotted the neuropil signal in response to visual stimulation for both
states (awake/anesthetized) and the eight presented movement directions separately
(Fig. 4.6A). This revealed that the visually evoked temporal dynamics of neuropil
signals did not clearly differ between states. In addition, the neuropil signal did
not seem to be systematically tuned to a single movement direction that was the
same across all recordings (Fig. 4.6B), but the neuropil tuning curve of each separate
recording did show a peak that became visible when neuropil tuning curves were
aligned to individual ‘preferred directions’ (Fig. 4.6C). This peak may reflect a true
directional imbalance in the strength of the neuropil response, or might be merely
a consequence of random activity. Neuronal �F/F responses to the respective
‘preferred direction’ of the neuropil signal were slightly larger in the awake condition
(Fig. 4.6E). This could be caused by increased neuropil contamination, or alternatively
by cellular signals that co-occurred with the neuropil signal (but are not optical
contamination). This signal may have influenced estimates of direction selectivity
for cells tuned to this direction. The signal, however, cannot affect neurons with a
preferred direction different from the neuropil peak, as the DSI is quantified using
only the preferred and null response. The direction selectivity of the subset of cells
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Figure 4.8: Awake-anesthesia differences in tuning curve parameters as a function of signal-to-noise
ratio. A Tuning curve parameters, quantified for groups of cells of decreasing size, which contained the
neurons with the highest signal-to-noise ratio based on the �F/F responses to the preferred direction in the
anesthetized condition. This resulted in progressively smaller groups having higher average signal-to-noise
ratios. Group size was stepwise reduced from 110 neurons to 30 neurons; plotted on the x-axis. All data are
presented as mean (± SEM) for (A) Direction selectivity index. B �F/F response to the preferred direction.
C �F/F response to the null direction. D Orientation selectivity index. E Tuning curve bandwidth. F–J
Same as A–E, but now with signal-to-noise ratio quantified using data from the awake condition. Red and
blue curves indicate data from the awake and anesthetized recordings, respectively. The data in A–E and
F–J can be compared to Figs. 4.3C-G respectively..

with preferred orientations (Preferred direction and Null direction) away from the
neuropil peak was still significantly larger in awake compared to anesthetized mice
(DSI; Awake: 0.44 ± 0.04; Anesthesia: 0.31 ± 0.03; WMPSR test, p = 0.0002; n = 72;
Fig. 4.7). Therefore, although neuropil signals differ somewhat between the awake
and anesthetized state (spontaneous activity: Fig. 4.2D; visual stimulation: Fig. 4.6
and 4.7), they do not provide an alternative explanation for the difference in neuronal
direction selectivity.

Depending on recording conditions, direction selectivity may be highly sensitive to
noise in tuning curves: A spurious large-amplitude response may create the apparent
notion of direction selectivity in a neuron that is merely orientation-tuned. Because the
awake state is associated with more sources of stimulus independent fluctuations in
calcium signals than the anesthetized state (e.g. movement artifacts, eye movements),
we quantified to what extent the difference in direction selectivity is dependent on
the signal-to-noise ratio of the cells included in our analysis. Signal-to-noise ratio
was quantified by dividing the mean response to the preferred direction by the
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standard deviation of the individual trial responses for this direction. Subsequently,
we calculated tuning curve parameters for the entire group of cells while, in each
iteration, removing the cell with the lowest signal-to-noise ratio from the remaining
sample. This resulted in a curve that displays the difference between the awake and
anesthetized state for increasing signal-to-noise ratios of the included group of cells
(Fig. 4.8). If the larger direction selectivity index in the awake condition would be
explained by increased noise, this difference should be reduced with each removal of
a low signal-to-noise cell from the group, until no difference in direction selectivity
index would be visible when considering the group containing only the highest
signal-to-noise cells. As expected, the response amplitude to the preferred- and null
direction increased with rising signal-to-noise ratio, which resulted in increasing
values for the orientation selectivity index, depending on which data were used for
the SNR quantification (i.e., an increasing OSI under anesthesia when cells were
selected on SNR in the same condition, and similarly for the awake condition; Figs.
4.8B–D and G–I). Tuning width and direction selectivity index, however, remained
largely unchanged (Figs. 4.8A,E,F and J), which indicates that the awake-anesthesia
difference in direction selectivity index is not due to increased noise (or reduced SNR)
in the awake condition.

Direction selectivity is defined as a feature of an orientation-tuned neuron. Our
inclusion criterion for orientation tuning was determined by a circular test (Hotelling’s
T2 test), which indicates whether a vectorial sum of responses across all orientations
or directions is significantly different from zero. One may argue that the difference
in DSI depends on a lesser orientation-tuned subset of cells, which would render
this result less meaningful. In a final control analysis, we therefore excluded all cells
that had an OSI lower than 0.5 in either the awake-, anesthetized, or both recording
phases. In the resulting high OSI-dataset, the DSI was significantly different between
the anesthetized and awake state (DSI; Awake: 0.66 ± 0.05; Anesthesia: 0.47 ± 0.05;
WMPSR test, p = 0.002; n = 57).

Effects of anesthetics can vary with weight and age of an animal. We used only
adult male mice, but their ages and weights varied considerably. To exclude that the
effects of anesthesia on DSI were carried by a large number of neurons recorded from
only a few animals, we calculated a mean DSI per animal. Analysis across animals
showed the same anesthesia dependent difference in direction selectivity (DSI; Awake:
0.66 ± 0.05; Anesthesia: 0.48 ± 0.07; WMPSR test, p = 0.016; n = 9 mice). We next
considered if weight and age of the mice correlated with the awake/anesthesia
difference in DSI (�DSI). Weight (24.7 to 33.3 gram, mean (±SD): 27.4 ± 3.1 gram)
nor Age (57 to 134 days, mean (±SD) 99 ± 22 days) correlated significantly with this
measure (Pearson correlation coefficient; Weight-�DSI: r = 0.63, p = 0.09; Age-�DSI:
r = 0.18, p = 0.68; n = 8, one mouse is missing because weight/age data could not
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be retrieved). Although there seemed to be a trend towards heavier mice having
a stronger anesthesia induced reduction in DSI, the low number of animals in this
analysis makes it hard to interpret.

Together, these results show that anesthesia does not significantly change single-
cell orientation tuning while it reduces direction tuning. Although the observed
changes may be specific to the combination of isoflurane anesthesia with buprenor-
phine analgesia, they cannot be explained by a general loss of selectivity, differences
in recording order, state-dependent (moving versus quiet) changes in visually evoked
response amplitudes, Z-motion artifacts, eye movements, altered neuropil dynamics
or noise on tuning curves. The change in direction selectivity of tuned cells is therefore
likely a direct consequence of anesthetic action in the central nervous system.

Population estimates of mutual information on stimulus direction are reduced un-
der anesthesia

Higher cortical areas may read out stimulus orientation and direction information
from V1 population activity using a linear decoding principle (Benucci et al., 2009).
To test whether anesthesia-induced alterations in tuning parameters and correlations
in V1 population activity impaired coding of stimulus orientation or direction in
larger groups of neurons, we implemented such a decoding algorithm and calculated
the mutual information on stimulus orientation and direction on its output. Using
Euclidean distance metrics on population vectors of single trial �F/F responses, the
decoding algorithm estimated correct stimulus identity for pairs of trials that differed
in movement direction to a variable degree (see Materials and Methods). With a 45�

sampling resolution of stimulus direction, the stimulus protocol allowed to distin-
guish eight pairs with an orientation difference of 45�, eight pairs differing 90� and
eight pairs differing 135�. Additionally, four pairs had the same stimulus orientation
and differed only in movement direction. Mutual information was calculated on
the output of the decoding algorithm for populations of 1 to 64 neurons using the
Panzeri-Treves toolbox (Magri et al., 2009). The estimates of mutual information were
corrected for bias due to a low number of trial repetitions using bootstrap subtraction;
it should be noted that this method can lead to an overall underestimation of mutual
information (see Materials and Methods).

Mutual information increased with larger populations of cells in all of the con-
ditions (Figs. 4.9A–D). Focusing on the estimate for groups of 64 neurons, a two
way Anova test revealed a significant main effect for wakefulness versus anesthesia
(ANOVA, F

(1,48) = 4.43, p = 0.041), a main effect for difference in stimulus direction
(ANOVA, F

(3,48) = 4.36, p = 0.009) and a significant interaction between both vari-
ables (ANOVA, F

(3,48) = 4.73, p = 0.006; Mutual information in bits for: 45�, Aw:
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Figure 4.9: Population coding: Mutual in-
formation of stimulus orientation and direc-
tion as a function of ensemble size. A (A)
Mutual information of single trial �F/F re-
sponses to stimuli that differed 45� in move-
ment direction. Mutual information was
quantified as mean bits per trial across differ-
ently sized groups of neurons (ranging from 1
to 64 cells), averaged (± SEM) across unique
stimulus combinations for the awake (red
line) and anesthetized (blue line) condition.
B Idem, for stimuli differing 90� in direction.
C Idem, for stimuli differing 135�. D Idem,
for stimuli differing 180� (opposite movement
directions). E The mean mutual information
on stimulus direction for a sample size of 64
neurons. Mutual information for each unique
stimulus combination was determined by av-
eraging across 2000 unique samples of 64 neu-
rons from the entire population. The mean
(± SEM) was taken across unique stimulus
combinations (n = 8 for 45�, 90� and 135�;
n = 4 for 180�). Data from awake (red) and
anesthetized (blue) mice are displayed sepa-
rately as a function of the angular difference
in stimulus combinations (⇤ p < 0.05, ⇤ ⇤ ⇤
p < 0.001).
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0.26 ± 0.06, An: 0.41 ± 0.06; 90�, Aw: 0.33 ± 0.04, An: 0.64 ± 0.05; 135�, Aw: 0.37 ±
0.07, An: 0.46 ± 0.06; 180�, Aw: 0.37 ± 0.03, An: 0.18 ± 0.05; Fig. 4.9E). Specifically,
under anesthesia, mutual information for differences in stimulus orientation (90�

difference) was significantly higher than for differences in stimulus direction (180�

difference; p < 0.001 after multiple comparisons), but also compared to stimulus
orientation differences in the awake state (p < 0.05). In awake animals, mutual
information on stimulus orientation and direction was similar for every orientation /
direction difference (45�, 90�, 135� and 180� difference, all p > 0.70). The observation
of an anesthesia-dependent reduction in mutual information of stimulus direction
is consistent with the observation of reduced direction selectivity in single neurons
(Fig. 4.3C). It demonstrates that the anesthesia-related changes are strong enough
to hamper population processing of movement directions across large groups of V1
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neurons, and are therefore likely to influence the propagation of this information to
downstream visual areas.

Direction selectivity and spontaneous correlation patterns do not covary in a sin-
gle subset of neurons

We hypothesized that the decreased direction selectivity may rely on the same set
of neural mechanisms underlying the increase in spontaneous activity correlations
under anesthesia. Under this hypothesis, a correlation between the two phenomena
is expected. First we tested whether there was a significant statistical relationship
between direction selectivity and pairwise activity correlations either in the awake
or anesthetized state by calculating Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the
average direction selectivity index of a pair of neurons and the correlation between
their �F/F time series (either spontaneous or evoked activity). These coefficients
were normalized per session to prevent bias from between-session differences. No
such correlation was found in data from awake or anesthetized mice for correlations
during evoked activity and DSI (Correlation visual stimulation ⇥ DSI, Awake: r =
�0.024, p = 0.49; Anesthesia: r = �0.001, p = 0.97; n = 846). Secondly, pairs of
neurons that displayed the most pronounced increment in correlations (either during
spontaneous or evoked activity) did not systematically show a greater decrease in
direction selectivity under anesthesia (�Corr. spont. act. ⇥�DI: r = 0.0049, p = 0.89;
�Corr. vis. stim. ⇥ �DI: r = 0.045, p = 0.19; n = 846). Incidentally, we found that
pairs of neurons with broader bandwidths showed stronger positive correlations in
calcium activity patterns during visual stimulation (�Corr. vis. stim. ⇥ �bandwidth:
r = 0.11, p = 0.001; n = 846), which is likely caused by an increased chance on
overlap of the tuning curves resulting in signal correlations, because no such effect
was seen for correlations measured during spontaneous activity. These results show
that anesthesia-related changes in tuning of visual cortex neurons and correlations
in their spontaneous activity do not covary in the same subset of neurons and may
therefore be caused by two independent mechanisms operating in parallel. However,
the relation between changes in tuning and correlations during periods of visual
stimulation deserves further scrutiny.

Anesthesia-induced changes in tuning and correlations are related to changes in
mutual information of stimulus orientation and direction

Changes in single-neuron tuning curve parameters and pairwise correlations (Fig.
4.2A) between the awake and anesthetized state may interact in how they affect pop-
ulation coding of stimulus orientation and direction. To understand the individual
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contributions of these parameters to orientation and direction coding, we first deter-
mined the mutual information on stimulus orientation and direction for the activity
patterns of all possible simultaneously recorded triplets of orientation-tuned neu-
rons in our dataset (n = 5275) and implemented a linear regression analysis, which
estimated independent predictive strength of variation in tuning and correlation struc-
ture between the awake and anesthetized state on the mutual information conveyed
by those neurons. This approach exploits the stochastic variability in changes from
the awake to anesthetized state for all measured parameters of individual triplets of
neurons to assess their independent influences on population coding and without re-
quiring overall anesthesia-related changes in those parameters (differences in overall
means). Using this analysis, we can assess which parameters affect population coding,
even if there would not be an overall awake/anesthesia effect. As a consequence,
parameter-specific results obtained from this analysis do not necessarily reflect overall
changes in those parameters between the awake and anesthetized state.

For each triplet, we assessed the parameters mutual information, mean band-
width, orientation- and direction selectivity index, �F/F response to the preferred
and null direction and the correlation between pairs of �F/F time series during
spontaneous activity and visual stimulation and z-scored them per recording-session.
The differences in mutual information between the awake and anesthetized state
were subsequently fitted by a model assuming linear interactions with the differences
in tuning parameters and correlated activity. Resulting beta coefficients describe
the relations between changes in each predictive variable and changes in mutual
information, with positive values indicating that a positive change (from awake to
anesthetized state) in the triplet-average of a parameter correlated positively with
an increase in mutual information. For instance, a positive beta weight for +�R

pref

indicates that an increase of the response to the preferred direction (R
pref

) correlates
positively with an increase in mutual information, or that a decrease in R

pref

correlates
positively with a decrease in mutual information.

Upon seeking to confirm that MI for specific orientation and direction differences
was altered for triplets, as found for large populations (Fig. 4.9), we indeed found
that MI for direction differences computed from triplets of neurons was significantly
reduced under anesthesia, while MI on stimulus orientations was increased (WMPSR
test; Per direction difference: 45�: p < 10�10; 90�: p < 10�10; 135�: p = 1.08 · 10�5;
180�: p < 10�10; n = 5275 in all comparisons; Fig. 4.10A).

The fitted linear model predicted the observed awake-anesthesia changes in mu-
tual information significantly, but not very strongly (R2 = 0.0207, p < 10�10; i.e.
mutual information was calculated for stimulus differences of 45�, 90�, 135� or 180�

separately and then pooled to get an overall estimate). The anesthesia-induced change
in strength of �F/F responses to preferred and null directions and change in di-
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Figure 4.10: Regression analysis on neuron triplets: Relation between mutual information, tuning
properties and correlated activity. Interaction between tuning curve parameters, correlation structure and
mutual information for all simultaneously recorded triplets of neurons. A Mutual information on stimulus
for selected pairs of stimuli differing 45�, 90�, 135� and 180� in direction. This part of the triplet analysis
essentially confirms the results from Fig. 4.9. B Regression analysis showing the relations between the
normalized (z-scored) anesthesia-induced changes in tuning parameters, correlations in activity patterns,
and changes in mutual information on stimulus orientation and direction (across all possible stimulus
direction differences) going from the awake to the anesthetized state for all simultaneously recorded triplets
of neurons. This graph can be read by translating a negative beta weight for +�Corr.vis, for example,
as a condition in which anesthesia-induced increments in activity correlations recorded during visual
stimulation covary with a decrease in mutual information on stimulus direction in the awake state. C Beta
weights for predictor variables per difference in stimulus direction. Data are displayed as mean ± 99%
confidence bounds (⇤ p < 0.001).

rection selectivity index were the strongest positive predictors in the overall model
(Fig. 4.10B). Whereas anesthesia-induced changes in pairwise correlations during
spontaneous activity did not predict mutual information significantly, increases in
pairwise correlations under anesthesia during visually evoked activity significantly
predicted less mutual information (Fig. 4.10B). Thus, an increase in redundancy of vi-
sually evoked calcium responses (as measured by correlations) may be hypothesized
to induce a decrease in mutual information on stimulus identity.

To assess the independent influences of changes in tuning and correlation parame-
ters on awake-anesthesia differences in mutual information on the basis of differences
in stimulus orientation and direction, we fitted the linear model to datasets with spe-
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cific differences in decoded stimulus directions (45�, 90�, 135� or 180�; Figs. 4.10C1-
C7). Independently of OSI (Fig. 4.10C1), bandwidth (Fig. 4.10C2) and response
amplitude to the preferred (Fig. 4.10C4) and null directions (Fig. 4.10C5), correlations
during visual stimulation (Fig. 4.10C7) had a negative impact on population coding
of direction differences, while –as expected– direction-selectivity itself had a positive
effect (Fig. 4.10C3).

Besides these clear effects, we noted a few more subtle effects. First, larger band-
widths negatively affected mutual information for stimulus differences of 45� or 90�

(Fig. 4.10C2), which can be explained by the observation that broader tuning curves
under these conditions provide less information on orientations with higher similarity.
Second, and related to this, the change in response to the null direction provided
useful information on stimulus orientation when the ‘to be discriminated’ stimuli
were not of opposite direction, but differed 45� or 90� (Fig. 4.10C5, left bars). Last,
an increase in correlations during spontaneous activity under anesthesia positively
predicted decoding performance for 90� and 180� differences (Fig. 4.10C6), which,
however, may be related to orientation-tuning dependent correlations (as shown
in Fig. 4.2C below). The main conclusion from the linear model is that anesthesia-
induced changes in correlations during visual stimulation and the observed changes in
direction selectivity could both underlie part of the anesthesia-dependent decrement
in population coding of stimulus directions, but do not fully explain the observed
reduction in decoding performance under anesthesia.

Visual stimulation decorrelates overall calcium activity in anesthetized V1

We observed an inverse relationship between correlations during visual stimulation
and decoding of population activity, especially for opposite stimulus directions (Fig.
4.10C7), which may be taken to suggest that increased redundancy, as gauged by
pairwise correlations, could at least partly underlie the reduction in direction coding.
Surprisingly, the data do not support this view. Although under anesthesia neurons
are more responsive to the null direction (Fig. 4.3E) and showed higher correlations
in spontaneous activity (Fig. 4.2), overall pairwise correlations in calcium activity
of orientation-tuned neurons did not significantly differ between the awake and
anesthetized state during visual stimulation (WMPSR test, p = 0.092; n = 846; Fig.
4.11A). Rather, anesthesia revealed a significant decorrelation when comparing cal-
cium activity during visual stimulation with spontaneous calcium activity (WMPSR
test, p < 10�10; n = 846; Fig. 4.11A, dark blue and cyan bar). In awake animals, no
such decline was observed (WMPSR test, p = 0.94; n = 846), which suggests that the
cortical network was already in a decorrelated state during spontaneous activity.

Given the strong decorrelating effect of visual stimulation under anesthesia, we
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Figure 4.11: Pairwise correlations in cellular calcium signals during visual stimulation. A Correlation
between calcium time series of all simultaneously recorded pairs of orientation tuned neurons during
spontaneous activity or visual stimulation, studied under awake (Aw) and anesthetized (An) conditions
(⇤ ⇤ ⇤ p < 10�10). B Pairwise correlations during visual stimulation as a function of spatial distance
between cell bodies of orientation tuned neurons (Yellow: Awake, r = �0.10, p = 0.0026; Blue: Anesthesia,
r = �0.077, p = 0.026; n = 846). C Pairwise correlations during visual stimulation as a function of the
difference in preferred direction of orientation tuned neurons (Yellow: Awake, r = �0.14, p = 4.0 · 10�5;
Blue: Anesthesia, r = �0.075, p < 0.028; n = 846).

next asked whether visual stimulation under anesthesia abolishes structured spatial
patterning of correlations altogether. This was not the case. Despite the general
reduction of correlation strength by visual stimulation under anesthesia, correlations
still diminished with increasing spatial distance (Spatial distance ⇥ pairwise correla-
tion; Visual-stim; Awake: r = �0.10, p = 0.0026; Anesthesia: r = �0.077, p = 0.026;
n = 846; Fig. 4.11B). We also examined whether the dependence of correlations on
tuning similarity (Fig. 4.2C) was still intact under visual stimulation conditions. Pairs
of neurons with similar preferred directions were more strongly correlated in their
�F/F time series recorded during the period of visual stimulation in both the awake
and anesthetized condition as compared to dissimilar pairs (Direction difference ⇥
pairwise correlation; Awake: r = �0.14, p = 4.0 · 10�5; Anesthesia: r = �0.075,
p < 0.028; n = 846; Fig.4.11C).

In summary, visual stimulation lead to a decorrelation of overall calcium activity
patterns in anesthetized cortex, to a level comparable to the awake situation. This
argues against a causal effect of the increased correlations between spontaneous
activity patterns as being detrimental to population coding for stimulus direction
and suggests that anesthesia-induced changes in decoding performance should be
ascribed to the observed changes in tuning curve selectivity. Under anesthesia,
the overall decrement in correlations induced by visual stimulation occurs in the
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continued presence of structural relationships between correlations, spatial distance
and tuning similarity between neurons.

4.4 Discussion
Using in vivo two-photon calcium imaging we recorded spontaneous and evoked
activity patterns in populations of orientation-tuned neurons studied during the
awake and anesthetized state in the same experiment. As in previous studies, pair-
wise correlations in spontaneous calcium activity were stronger under anesthesia
and dependent on spatial distance and similarity in orientation tuning. At the single
cell level, orientation selectivity remained unaffected by anesthesia while direction
selectivity was reduced in anesthetized mice, associated with an increased response
to the null direction. Consistent with this, mutual information for stimulus direction
was reduced under anesthesia (Fig. 4.9), even when estimated for large populations
of neurons, and a linear regression-based approach indicated that anesthesia-induced
changes in population coding of stimulus direction covaried with tuning curve param-
eters and changes in correlation patterns under spontaneous and visually stimulated
conditions. In the anesthetized recordings, however, visual stimulation led to a decor-
relation of calcium activity patterns, to a degree that rendered correlated activity
comparable to levels in awake cortex, precluding an effect of correlations to causally
underlie the reduction in direction coding and prompting to ascribe it to the observed
alterations in tuning curve parameters.

Methodological considerations

In this study we did not make use of high-resolution eye-tracking. Although rodents
can make voluntary eye movements, these are mainly driven by the vestibulo-ocular
reflex, which is abolished under stable head-restraint (Wallace et al., 2013). Second, un-
der head-restraint, most spontaneous saccades are smaller than 20 degrees (Sakatani
and Isa, 2004, 2007; Zoccolan et al., 2010; Adesnik et al., 2012), which is less than
one third of the extent of the monitor that was used for visual stimulation. Third,
Keller et al. (2012) showed that most of the saccades that occur when an animal is
head-restrained, happen during running. These saccades, however, were small in
amplitude and resulted in little Ca2+ activity in mouse visual cortex. Keller et al.
suggest that this can be explained by their use of full-field gratings (as in the present
study), which results in nearly identical visual stimulation across much of the visual
field. Together, these studies suggest that the effects of eye movements in our study,
using a head-restraint preparation and a mostly immobile mouse, are unlikely to have
exerted a major influence on the experimental results.
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An eye movement during viewing of a gray screen could lead to simultaneous
activity of cells receiving visual inputs from a region near the border of the screen.
Given the correlation in receptive field locations of cells in an imaging plane in mouse
V1 (Bonin et al., 2011), this would lead to increased correlations in the condition
which has more eye movements; the awake condition. In contrast, correlations were
reduced in the awake condition and eye movements consequently do not provide a
likely explanation for the observed changes in spontaneous activity patterns between
the awake and anesthetized condition.

Still, eye movements during visual stimulation might alter stimulus processing
and affect orientation tuning. Indeed, mice can make optokinetic eye movements
during presentation of drifting gratings, which renders the projection of smooth move-
ment of a grating jerky on the retina. By consequence, the effective drift frequency
of the moving grating would decrease during stimulus-following and increase in
swing-back periods. The drift frequencies at which mice perform these optokinetic
behaviors, however, are below 1 Hz, while the drift frequency used in this study was 2
Hz, at which optokinetic eye movements are virtually absent (van Alphen et al., 2010).
On the other hand, spontaneous eye movements independent of stimulus orientation
occur mostly along the horizontal movement axis (Sakatani and Isa, 2007). Because
we did not observe an obvious exaggeration of DSI along horizontal directions specifi-
cally (Fig. 4.5), rapid spontaneous eye movements do not likely explain the difference
in direction selectivity. In summary, the evidence and arguments presented above
strongly suggest that the differences between the awake and anesthetized state are
not solely the consequence of differences in eye movements between the two states.

Recordings in awake animals may suffer from increased in- and out-of-plane
movement artifacts, which leads to sudden synchronized changes in fluorescence
and can result in more strongly synchronized calcium activity. Our data, however,
shows effects on correlations that cannot be explained by these synchronized changes
(see Results). Moreover, control analyses showed that data, with movement artifacts
removed, still differed in direction selectivity between the awake and anesthetized
state. Therefore potential increased out-of-plane movement is unlikely to underlie
the difference in DSI between the awake and anesthetized state.

Anesthesia affects tuning to visual stimuli

Differences in coding for visual features between awake and anesthetized animals
have been studied before, but orientation tuning has generally been thought to remain
unaffected by anesthesia (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959, 1962; Celebrini et al., 1993; Pack et
al., 2001; Niell and Stryker, 2010). Direction selectivity, however, has been reported
to be more sensitive to anesthesia (Mandl et al., 1980; Mank et al., 2008), although
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no study has, to our knowledge, directly compared parameters describing tuning
for movement direction of identical populations of neurons measured in awake and
anesthetized animals. The reported changes in direction coding may be dependent
on depth, type and method of anesthesia. Effects of anesthetics and analgesics
are difficult to compare between studies because there is no standard protocol and
different anesthetics such as isoflurane (e.g. Lamme et al., 1998b; Golshani et al.,
2009; Marshel et al., 2011), urethane (e.g. Ohki et al., 2005; Golshani et al., 2009;
Niell and Stryker, 2010), ketamine/xylazine (e.g. Ohki et al., 2005; Greenberg et al.,
2008), halothane (e.g. Guo et al., 2004) and others are widely used in visual cortex
research. On the other hand, many share commonalities in their molecular function:
a potentiation of GABA

A

-induced chloride currents and an inhibition of excitatory
currents, mediated by NMDA and AMPA receptors (Rudolph and Antkowiak, 2004;
Franks, 2008; Alkire et al., 2008) Rudolph 2004; Franks 2008; Alkire 2008, as well as
similarities in network function (Steriade et al., 1993; Constantinople and Bruno, 2011).
Moreover, despite the fact that we used different anesthetics compared to some earlier
reports on anesthesia-induced changes in correlations and synchrony of V1 activity
patterns, the effects reported earlier were reproduced here (Fig. 4.2; Steriade et al.,
1993; Greenberg et al., 2008; Golshani et al., 2009). Nonetheless, the results obtained
using isoflurane in this study cannot be extrapolated to all other forms of anesthesia,
but rather illustrate how anesthesia-induced loss of consciousness is associated with
changes in cortical function.

Anesthesia attenuates neuronal responses to moving stimuli (Ikeda and Wright,
1974; Schummers et al., 2008). When comparing orientation-tuning of the same
neurons under different levels of halothane / N

2

O anesthesia in the cat, Ikeda and
Wright (1974) found that preferred orientation did not change, while tuning curves
for movement orientation became less sharp as a consequence of reduced response
amplitude to the preferred orientation. Niell and Stryker (2010), on the other hand,
did not find differences in orientation selectivity between sets of neurons recorded
under anesthesia and in awake mice. Tuning for pattern-motion direction, as observed
in monkey primary visual cortex and area MT, was reduced by anesthesia (Pack et
al., 2001; Guo et al., 2004), but these effects could be potentially explained from an
overall reduction in sensitivity to visual stimuli of cortical neurons (Movshon et al.,
2003; Pack et al., 2003).

Concerning direction tuning, most previous studies reported estimates in awake
or anesthetized monkeys and cats to fall within a similar range of values (Hubel
and Wiesel, 1959, 1962; Pack et al., 2001; Movshon et al., 2003; Guo et al., 2004; Niell
and Stryker, 2010), although Mandl et al. (1980) described that direction-selective
responses are more variable under anesthesia. Comparison of two recent studies
on mouse visual cortex, each focusing on either the awake or anesthetized state
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but not in the same mice, suggests indeed a difference in tuning for direction, but
not orientation, between the awake and anesthetized state (Andermann et al. 2011:
Awake mice, mean OSI = 0.54, mean DSI = 0.45; Marshel et al. 2011: Anesthetized
mice, 0.8% Isoflurane and Chlorprothixene, mean OSI = 0.50, mean DSI = 0.26; see
also Zhang et al. 2014). This may be attributable to several methodological factors
distinguishing these two studies, but adds indirect support for an anesthesia-induced
reduction in motion selectivity, as demonstrated in the current study.

Visual stimulation decorrelates activity patterns under anesthesia

The entrainment of neuronal spontaneous activity to a slow oscillation in the local
field potential and increased correlations between activity patterns of single neurons
are pronounced signatures of the anesthetized brain (Steriade et al., 1993; Greenberg
et al., 2008; Murphy et al., 2011). We expected that correlations between activity
patterns during periods of visual stimulation would be increased under anesthesia as
they were for spontaneous activity. Because, under certain circumstances, correlated
activity patterns can be detrimental to population coding, this might have helped
explain the difference in population coding of direction between the two states (Fig.
4.9; Sompolinsky et al., 2001; Montani et al., 2007). Although increased correlations
between activity patterns during visual stimulation were indeed a negative predic-
tor for reduced mutual information on stimulus direction (as shown by regression
analysis; Fig. 4.10C7), we observed that visual stimulation resulted in a decorrelation
of activity patterns under anesthesia, comparable to the level seen in awake mice
(during either spontaneous activity or visual stimulation). It is therefore unlikely that
reduced information on movement direction resulted from an anesthesia-induced
change in activity correlations as recorded during visual stimulation.

The decorrelation of cortical activity may have been induced in a way similar to
that observed in vitro, where it was found that periods of self-sustained activity can
be either initiated or terminated by activating local intra-cortical or thalamo-cortical
afferents (Shu et al., 2003). In our study, visual stimulation may have supplied these
excitatory inputs to V1 and thus have ‘broken’ the ongoing strongly correlated sponta-
neous activity patterns. In the intact animal, visual stimulation drives inhibition and
excitation almost simultaneously and although inhibition is stronger in the awake
as compared to anesthetized state (Haider et al., 2012), inhibitory inputs may still
contribute to decorrelating cortical activity patterns as compared to ongoing sponta-
neous activity. The negative relation between changes in correlations during visual
stimulation and mutual information (Fig. 4.10C7) may therefore be alternatively
explained by visual stimulation providing the strongest external drive to the most
visually responsive neurons, inducing the strongest reduction in correlative activity
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in this subset that conveys most mutual information on the stimuli.

Potential mechanisms underlying the anesthesia induced reduction in direction
selectivity

GABAergic inhibition has been theorized to play a major role in the emergence
of direction selectivity in cortical and retinal networks (Barlow and Levick, 1965;
Pennartz and van de Grind, 1990; Wörgötter and Koch, 1991; Ferster and Miller, 2000).
Blocking inhibitory inputs to pyramidal neurons in the primary visual cortex reduces
direction selectivity by allowing a stronger response to the null direction (Sillito, 1977;
Nelson et al., 1994), while it does not affect orientation selectivity (Vidyasagar and
Heide, 1986). In contrast, stimulating activity of Parvalbumin positive interneurons
in the local V1 network leads to a sharpening of direction selectivity and tuning curve
bandwidth (Lee et al., 2012). The effects we observed, reduced direction selectivity
and an increased response to the null direction, are consistent with an impairment of
cortical inhibitory function in anesthetized animals (Haider et al., 2012). This may
seem unexpected because isoflurane, as other anesthetics, is known to potentiate
inhibitory currents (Jones and Harrison, 1993; Franks, 2008; Dai et al., 2012) and may
be expected to lead to an increase rather than a decrease in direction selectivity. There
are, however, many subclasses of GABAergic interneurons in the neocortex (Somogyi,
1989; Gentet, 2012) and isoflurane-induced potentiation of GABA

A

receptor mediated
inhibition may therefore have unexpected effects on tuning and inhibition of cortical
neurons. Parvalbumin-positive interneurons, for instance, which have been shown
to sharpen direction tuning (Lee et al., 2012), receive significant inhibitory inputs
on their proximal dendrites and soma (Kameda et al., 2012) and may therefore be
prevented from exerting this function under anesthesia.

Surround suppression in mouse primary visual cortex is mediated by somatostatin-
expressing inhibitory neurons (SOMs) and is strongly reduced under Urethane anes-
thesia (Adesnik et al., 2012). One could raise the hypothesis that changes in direction
selectivity, as observed in our study, result from an iceberg effect of surround sup-
pression on the preferred direction versus the null direction, which would be a
manifestation of release of subtractive inhibition by SOMs under anesthesia (Wilson
et al., 2012). A recent study of Lee et al. (2012) confirms that SOMs provide subtractive
inhibition in awake mice, but also shows that SOM activity is still able to suppress
activity of pyramidal cells under isoflurane anesthesia, which was not the case under
Urethane anesthesia. This anesthesia difference makes it difficult to directly ascribe
the currently observed effect of less direction selectivity under anesthesia to reduced
surround suppression by SOMs. Nevertheless, Haider et al. (2012) reported a re-
duction in surround suppression for V1 pyramidal cells in isoflurane-anesthetized
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mice, compared to awake animals. Identity of the interneurons mediating this in-
hibition remained, however, unclear. Therefore, it is difficult to predict if the effect
of such increased surround suppression on orientation tuning in the receptive field
center would be subtractive and thereby modifying tuning properties like direction
selectivity (ice-berg effect), or would be divisive and thus leave tuning curve shapes
intact (see Wilson et al., 2012). A direct comparison of surround suppression and
visually induced SOM activity in awake mice with that in isoflurane-anesthetized
mice will potentially shed more light on this matter, while a better understanding of
the circuitry underlying direction selectivity is needed to resolve this question fully.

In addition to affecting GABAergic synapses, isoflurane anesthesia inhibits gluta-
matergic transmission (Liachenko et al., 1999), which may also cause an overall shift
in the cortical inhibition/excitation balance. This could result in a generalized loss
of local inhibitory control on cortical information processing and as a consequence,
tuning curves of neurons in primary visual cortex could become more similar to the
less selectively tuned part of their thalamic input (i.e. to the lesser tuned overall
excitatory drive instead of the strongly tuned F1/F0 component; Lien and Scanziani,
2013). Feedback connections from higher cortical areas may also contribute to sharper
direction tuning in awake animals by driving specific groups of inhibitory interneu-
rons (Mitchell et al., 2007), while being impaired under anesthesia (Lamme et al.,
1998b).

In conclusion, isoflurane anesthesia reduces directional information coded by
single neurons and populations of mouse primary visual cortex. While correlation
patterns during visual stimulation were a negative predictor of mutual information
on stimulus direction, the decrease in direction coding could not be explained by
anesthesia-induced changes in correlation patterns in general, but rather resulted
from an increase in responsiveness to the null direction.
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Chapter 5. Discussion

The central goal of this thesis is to contribute to a better understanding of how the
daily routines of seeing, experiencing and learning affect the neural circuits of the very
senses that are used to perform these functions in the first place. As has been described
in the Introduction, neurons in the visual cortex can be modulated by, for instance,
internal state and attention, but can also incorporate long-term changes as a result
of learning. The work in this thesis aimed to provide evidence for reward related
plasticity in V1, and insight into the mechanisms that the visual cortex employs to
improve stimulus representations, either as a consequence of cortical state or learning.

Summary of chapter 2: Selective reward effects in V1 assemblies

The first experimental chapter focused on the question of how learning a visual
stimulus-reward association changes stimulus specific circuits in the visual cortex. In
a video-screen equipped conditioning chamber, mice learned that the presentation of
an oriented moving grating predicted the delivery of a food-pellet, while presentation
of gratings having an orthogonal orientation was never followed by reward. After
these animals reliably expressed the learned association in their behavior, orientation
tuning of large sets of cells in the primary visual cortex was assessed using in vivo
two-photon calcium imaging under anesthetized conditions. Neurons in V1 that had
a preferred orientation similar to the conditioned orientation, showed overall broader
tuning curves as well as increased selectivity for stimulus direction. These effects
were, at least in part, related to increased amplitudes of responses to the rewarded
stimulus orientation, as compared to the unrewarded stimulus. In addition, cells
with a tuning preference for the reward-associated orientation were more likely to be
neighbors in the two-dimensional imaging field of view, suggesting a non-uniform
effect of reward-related plasticity in the visual cortex. The primary conclusion of this
study was that stimulus-reward learning selectively changes response properties in
stimulus specific sets of neurons, already at the level of the primary visual cortex.

Summary of chapter 3: Conditioning refines spatial coding in V1

The next chapter addressed the question of whether primary sensory cortical repre-
sentations optimize their response properties and organization to support detection
and/or discrimination of behaviorally relevant stimuli. Mice were exposed to a be-
havioral setting in which the location (up or down) of a small square patch of moving
grating was indicative of reward delivery. The orientation and other features of the
moving grating were held constant for the two different outcome conditions. The
spatial mapping of the visual field in V1 restricted the reward association to a single
region of cortex, while the non-rewarded region and non-trained stimulus orienta-
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tions could be used to study effects of visual conditioning and exposure. Mesoscale
intrinsic optical signal imaging under light anesthesia showed that cortical represen-
tations for trained stimuli in the rewarded and non-rewarded locations were spatially
more segregated after conditioning, as compared to before. Small populations of
calcium-imaged V1 neurons located at the border between the two stimulus represen-
tations discriminated the conditioned stimuli better, compared to untrained control
orientations. The improved population coding for the conditioned stimuli was re-
flected in specific differences in tuning curves as well as in the correlation structure of
responses to the trained stimuli. This study indicated that learning a stimulus-reward
association improves the discriminability of the rewarded from non-rewarded stimuli,
affecting cortical representations at the level of single-cell tuning curves, population
correlation structure and mesoscopic spatial organizations.

Summary of chapter 4: Anesthesia impairs direction coding in
mouse V1

The last chapter revolved around the question of how a change in brain state, i.e. the
difference between wakefulness and being under anesthesia, alters activity patterns
of neurons in the primary visual cortex that emerge spontaneously and in response
to visual stimuli. Using two-photon calcium imaging, a set of V1 neurons was
imaged while the mouse was awake and subsequently revisited after the mouse was
anesthetized (or in reversed order). Activity patterns of randomly selected pairs
of cells were much more strongly correlated under anesthesia. This was especially
apparent in the low frequency domain, suggesting that cells entrained their activity
patterns to a single dominant rhythm or input rather than responding in a more
individualistic fashion. Interestingly, the way neurons were tuned to stimulus
orientation was not affected, but selectivity for stimulus direction was reduced.
This loss in selectivity could not be attributed to overall reductions in response
amplitudes, or to increased correlations in activity patterns of pairs of cells. The
reduction in selectivity was rather explained by an increase in response amplitude
to the null direction of the cells. The overall conclusion was that spontaneous
and stimulus-selective activity patterns of primary visual cortex neurons are
shaped by processes that can change between brain states and do not only reflect a
straightforward linear integration of converging synaptic connectivity.

The data that were presented in these experimental chapters have certainly
not provided a complete picture of how cortical state and learning affect the function
of the visual system. In the next sections of this discussion I will therefore attempt
to combine and supplement the experimental results of this thesis with other
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experimental and theoretical work, to illustrate how the present results may advance
our conception of the function of the visual cortex.

5.1 Learning related plasticity in the primary visual cor-
tex

5.1.1 Changes in response properties

How do changes in response properties of primary visual cortex neurons contribute
to learning of a visual stimulus reward association? To fully answer this question, it is
preferable to have a complete understanding of the computations that are performed
in the primary visual cortex. Because my knowledge of visual cortex function is, to
say the least, incomplete, I propose to discuss visual cortex cells primarily in their role
of feature detection. From this point of view the answer to the question must at least
include that plasticity, as observed in the visual cortex of a mouse in the experiments
of chapter 2 and 3, besides supporting the memory of a learned association, could
improve the mouse’s ability to detect, recognize and discriminate the learned stimuli.
The next paragraphs will discuss the results of chapters 2 and 3 in the context of these
functions.

Detection

Increasing the chance of seeing a behaviorally relevant stimulus is a useful capacity.
Association of a stimulus with reward can increase its saliency and therefore the
likelihood of the stimulus to draw the attention of the organism (Anderson et al.,
2011). The probability of a visual stimulus to be detected likely depends on the
amount of activity it generates in primary visual cortex (Histed and Maunsell, 2014)
and indeed, the population response amplitude to a rewarded stimulus increases with
learning (Poort et al., 2015). The main results of chapter 2 and 3 support this finding
of increased response amplitudes to conditioned, and especially reward-associated,
stimuli. Considering that most inhibitory neurons in mouse cortical layer 2/3 are
weakly orientation-tuned (Liu et al., 2009; Kerlin et al., 2010; Runyan et al., 2010),
the highly orientation-selective effect of conditioning is unlikely solely mediated by
changes in local inhibitory circuits, although there is no direct evidence excluding
this possibility. It is also not very likely that the increased responses reflect acute
effects of top-down or neuromodulatory inputs because the recordings in chapter 2
and 3 were made under anesthesia, which generally disrupts such influences (Lamme
et al., 1998b; Van Dort et al., 2008; Poort et al., 2015; Makino and Komiyama, 2015).
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Therefore, by exclusion, it is most likely that the increased response amplitudes reflect
a potentiation of bottom-up excitatory synapses (Cooke and Bear, 2010) or lateral
excitatory connectivity (Ko et al., 2011; Cossell et al., 2015).

A second observation in chapter 2 and 3 was that cells, preferentially responding
to the reward-associated oriented grating, showed increased selectivity for move-
ment direction. This could be achieved through two different mechanisms. First,
increased direction selectivity could have directly resulted from a potentiation of
excitatory inputs selectively driving the responses to stimuli of the preferred direction.
Alternatively, local inhibitory networks may have mediated this effect. The observed
overall increase in response amplitude to the conditioned orientation likely recruited
increased network-wide inhibition (Shu et al., 2003; Katzner et al., 2011; Taub et al.,
2013; Xue et al., 2014), which has been shown to sharpen direction selectivity (Lee et
al., 2012). Therefore, the effect on direction selectivity could reflect direction-specific
reward-related plasticity, but also emerge as a mere consequence of increased network
activity for the conditioned orientation.

Recognition

It can be beneficial to an organism to have the ability to recognize behaviorally relevant
visual patterns under poor circumstances, like when an image falling onto the retina
is distorted. Contextual pattern completion has been associated with the function of
the hippocampal circuit CA3 (Mizumori et al., 1989; Rennó-Costa et al., 2014; Rolls,
2015), which is proposed to operate using its recurrent circuitry on suggested pattern-
separated inputs from dentate gyrus (Rolls and Kesner, 2006; Leutgeb et al., 2007;
Clelland et al., 2009; Nakashiba et al., 2012). The cortical visual system may as well
employ its strong lateral and recurrent connectivity (Lamme and Roelfsema, 2000) to
perform the task of compensating for incomplete visual inputs (Lerner et al., 2004;
Chen et al., 2010; Tang et al., 2014). Indeed, conditioning has been found to increase
stimulus generalization, which could be attributed to strengthened abilities for pattern
completion(e.g. Hovland, 1937; Hoffman and Fleshler, 1961; Siegel et al., 1968; Lissek
et al., 2008). As shown in chapter 2 and 3, the response amplitude to the conditioned
orientation was increased in cells that were tuned to stimuli that slightly differed
from this orientation. This may directly reflect bottom-up stimulus generalization
through converging inputs onto single cells, or rather be the consequence of increased
lateral connectivity between layer 2/3 cells that are roughly tuned to the conditioned
orientation (Ko et al., 2011; Cossell et al., 2015) and support pattern completion or
stimulus generalization at the microcircuit level.
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Discrimination

Last, when exposed to an environment containing multiple visual patterns, an or-
ganism will benefit from the ability to differentially represent behaviorally relevant
stimuli. Orientation-tuned cells can increase their ability of discriminating two very
similar orientations by sharpening their tuning curve, if the steepest part of their
tuning curves falls between the to be discriminated stimuli, and thereby increases
the difference in their response amplitude to those two stimuli (Schoups et al., 2001;
Murray and Wojciulik, 2004; Yang and Maunsell, 2004). No such effect on orientation
tuning was observed in the studies of chapter 2 and 3; tuning curves were actually
broadened, potentially to amplify the summed V1 output for the conditioned stimuli.
It has to be emphasized here that the orientation discrimination in chapter 2 was
between stimuli differing 90 degrees in orientation, which already leads to very dif-
ferent response patterns in the visual cortex in untrained animals and leaves hardly
room, nor need, for improvement.

In chapter 3, orientation was altogether irrelevant for differentiating the reward
predicting from the non-reward predicting stimulus. Location in visual space rather
predicted reward or its absence, and indeed, the spatial representation in V1 showed
a clear signature of sharpening; a stronger differentiation in response amplitude to
the two locations and a steeper retinotopic gradient for the conditioned orientation
compared to other orientations. Local inhibitory circuits are spatially restricted and
can be differentially activated by top-down inputs during learning (Zhang et al., 2014),
but are not likely to have mediated these mesoscale effects of conditioning because
the spatial selectivity of inhibition is affected by anesthesia (Adesnik et al., 2012;
Haider et al., 2012). Alternatively, the increased mesoscopic spatial selectivity could
arise from selective potentiation of lateral excitatory connectivity. Neurons could
preferentially strengthen connectivity with other local neurons, tuned to the same
orientation. Cells, that were tuned to one location, but embedded in the cortical region
that was predominantly responding to the other location (Smith and Häusser, 2010;
Bonin et al., 2011), may through such a mechanism become tuned to the location of the
majority of surrounding cells. This situation would increase the local homogeneity of
the cortical representation for location of conditioned stimuli and lead to a sharpening
of the location-representation boundary.

In summary, the conditioning related changes in orientation selective receptive
fields of primary visual cortex neurons may have served to facilitate multiple aspects
of the visual computation. Increased response amplitudes for conditioned and similar
orientations likely improved the detection of potentially degraded versions of the
behaviorally relevant stimuli. The sharper organization of the retinotopic map may
have supported discriminability of the conditioned stimuli. In each of these cases,
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multiple mechanisms can be hypothesized to underlie learning effects, both through
changes in inhibitory circuits or changes in excitatory connectivity. Knowledge of
tuning changes in the different identified subtypes of inhibitory neurons, simulta-
neously with neighboring excitatory cells, may reveal to what extent plasticity in
function of inhibitory cells is involved in learning. Additionally, one could measure
these learning-related changes in tuning curves, while selectively interfering with
feedback from higher visual areas and/or neuromodulatory inputs, to reveal their
contributions (e.g. Makino and Komiyama, 2015). To answer the question of whether
changes in excitatory bottom-up and lateral connectivity contribute to learning effects
will require, for instance, an in vivo/in vitro approach to study connectivity between
functionally identified cells (Volker Scheuss and Simon Weiler, personal communica-
tion; Ko et al., 2011; Cossell et al., 2015; Okun et al., 2015) or in vivo circuit mapping
(Packer et al., 2014; Wertz et al., 2015).

5.1.2 Population coding

Considering the tasks that the mice performed, as described in chapter 2 and 3, an-
other important function of the primary visual cortex would be to ‘inform’ subsequent
brain areas of which visual features, potentially belonging to the rewarded/non-
rewarded stimulus patterns, were projected onto the retina. These higher brain areas
will thus have a mechanism to ‘interpret’ the joint responses, or population code, of
V1 neurons. As described above, the primary visual cortex may improve this code for
relevant stimuli by adjusting response amplitudes and selectivity of tuning curves
of specific subsets of cells. As in any concert, however, the quality of a performance
does not only hinge on the tuning of the individual instruments, but also on the way
the artists, or neurons, hit their tuned strings together. Some specific aspects of this
population code (or neuronal concert), signal correlations and noise correlations and
their mutual interaction, were investigated in chapter 3.

Signal correlations

When considering a pair of neurons that have a similar preferred orientation, the most
obvious correlation between responses of these two cells would likely be the result of
the cells having a preference for responding to the same stimuli. The quantification
of this correlation, the signal correlation (r

sig

or r
signal

), reflects the similarity of the
tuning curves or receptive fields of these two cells (Fig. 5.1A) and is determined by
inputs and connectivity that leads the cell to be selective for a specific set of stimuli
(Oram et al., 1998; Averbeck et al., 2006; Cossell et al., 2015). Low signal correlations
could reflect sparse, efficient population coding for learned stimuli (Atick, 2011;
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Pitkow and Meister, 2012; Gdalyahu et al., 2012) and have a positive effect on the
amount of stimulus information that can represented (Chelaru and Dragoi, 2008).
Cells having redundant tuning curves with high signal correlations will under most
circumstances lead to a less than optimal amount of information being represented in
their population activity patterns (Atick, 2011).

High signal correlations, however, can also reflect the existence of a specialized
interconnected group of cells, “choristers”, that transmit stimulus information more
reliably (Kenet et al., 2005; Osborne et al., 2008; Hung et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2014; Okun
et al., 2015). In chapter 3, we observed overall higher signal correlations in groups of
cells that were tuned to the conditioned stimulus, as compared to stimuli having other
orientations. This could be explained by increased interconnectivity of cells tuned
to the conditioned stimuli, reflecting the existence of stimulus specific assemblies
consisting of neurons that co-excite each other and thus have more similar tuning
curves (see also Chapter 2; Hebb, 1949). Such connectivity may impose an attractor
state of neuronal activity patterns, and can thus increase the likelihood of the network
to converge to representing behaviorally relevant visual information. Alternatively,
increased functional connectivity between cells tuned to conditioned stimuli might
simply emerge as a consequence of rigorous simultaneous activity patters during
behavior, without serving a computational purpose or perceptual advantage.

Noise correlations

The noise correlation (or spike count correlation; r
noise

or r
sc

) reflects all correlations
between responses of a pair of neurons that cannot be explained by the signal correla-
tion. The noise correlation is quantified using fluctuations of neuronal responses to
repeated presentations of the same stimulus (Fig. 5.1B; Oram et al., 1998; Shadlen and
Newsome, 1998; Averbeck et al., 2006) and can reflect any shared modulating factor
of the activity of two or more neurons. These factors include physiological influences
like activity patterns of connected cells, impact of feedback or lateral projections
from other cortical areas and neuromodulation, but also factors like anesthesia-depth,
image movement and other technical artifacts can affect these correlations. Positive
physiological (noise) correlations have been implicated in setting an upper bound on
the amount of information that a system can represent, by reducing the number of
independent degrees of freedom of the population code (Sompolinsky et al., 2001). In
chapter 3, cells that were tuned to the conditioned stimuli had overall lower noise
correlations, which can help increasing the amount of stimulus information being
represented, but this ultimately depends on the tuning preferences of the cells be-
tween which the noise-correlations are considered (see next section; Oram et al., 1998;
Averbeck et al., 2006; Poort and Roelfsema, 2008).
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Figure 5.1: Signal correlations, noise correlations and the sign-rule. A An example pair of cells with a
high signal correlation (up) and a low signal correlation (down). Red and blue curves represent orientation
tuning curves. B Each dot represents the joined response of two cells. The amplitude of cell 1’s response
maps to the x-axis, cell 2’s response maps to the y-axis. Left panel: In absence of noise correlations, the
response amplitude of two cells varies independently. Middle panel: When r

noise

is positive, the variability
in response amplitude of the two cells is positively correlated. Right panel: A negative r

noise

results in
the opposite effect. When one cell responds strongly, the other responds weakly (anti-correlation). C
Joined responses of two cells (on x and y axis) to two different stimuli (purple and green dots). Upper
panel: r

signal

is positive, both cells respond more strongly to stimulus 1 compared to stimulus 2. Lower
panel: r

signal

is negative, cell 1 responds more strongly to one stimulus, while cell 2 responds more
strongly to the other stimulus (down). D When r

signal

has an opposite sign compared to r
noise

, the joined
response distributions of the two stimuli are stretched as in B (middle or right panel) but such that the
joined population response shows less overlap. E If r

signal

has the same sign as r
noise

, the response space
stretches again, but now increases the overlap between joined response distributions of the two stimuli and
reduces the ability to discriminate them. In general, the sign-rule states that signal and noise correlations
of identical signs hamper the discriminability of the population code, while opposite signs of signal and
noise correlations improve the discriminability of joined response patterns (see also e.g. Oram et al., 1998;
Averbeck et al., 2006).
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Interactions between signal and noise correlations

Noise and signal correlations can interact to increase or decrease the discriminability
of population responses (Fig. 5.1C–E; Oram et al., 1998; Averbeck et al., 2006; Poort
and Roelfsema, 2008) and such interactions were indeed observed in the forebrain
of birds that had learned to discriminate songs and in the visual cortex of monkeys
discriminating curves (Poort and Roelfsema, 2008; Jeanne et al., 2013). One of the
main findings in chapter 3 is of a similar nature; groups of cells that preferentially
responded to conditioned stimuli and that had low signal correlations were more
strongly driven by common fluctuations, while the opposite was the case for high
signal correlation cell-groups. As extensively described in the discussion of Chapter
3; when two cells have negative signal correlations, noise correlations improve the
discriminability of their joined activity patterns (Fig. 5.1D). The opposite is true for
pairs of cells that have largely overlapping stimulus preferences (strong positive
noise correlations), in that case noise correlations lead to more overlap of their joined
response patterns and hampers the discriminability of their ‘population code’ (sign-
rule; Fig. 5.1E; Hu et al., 2014).

Recent work indicates that, at least in mouse visual cortex, joined modulations of
activity patterns take effect partly through inhibitory circuits (Fu et al., 2014) and can
be specifically modulated by learning visual associations (Makino and Komiyama,
2015). The changed amount and structure of noise correlations may have been
imposed by altered top-down modulation of local inhibitory circuits, although for
instance direct top-down modulation from retrosplenial cortex is abolished under
anesthesia (Makino and Komiyama, 2015). Correlations in activity patterns could
also reflect the common entrainment by specific oscillations in the local field potential
(Nase et al., 2003). Non slow-wave oscillations, like theta and gamma band oscil-
lations in rat and cat primary and higher visual areas, have been associated with
reward and learning (Salazar et al., 2004; Zold and Hussain Shuler, 2015). Although
such oscillations, or the way neurons entrain their activity to them, may be altered
under anesthesia (Ruiz-Mejias et al., 2011), repeated conditioning- or reward-related
synchronous activity may have left a lasting trace in the synaptic connectivity un-
derlying the structure of signal and noise correlations in the experiments of chapter
3. And as observed in Chapter 4, anesthesia may increase overall correlations in the
brain, but does not necessarily abolish all structure from these correlated activity
patterns. Learning imposed traces could therefore, even in the absence of a rhythm
that supported its formation, be observed as changes in the correlation structure
under anesthesia.

Eventually, this all brings us back to the question of how higher visual (or other)
brain areas interpret the V1 population code. The analyses used in chapter 3 were
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suitable for linear decoding of correlated population codes, but may have ignored
higher-order interactions (Graf et al., 2011). It has been proposed that the unknown
mechanism by which higher visual areas integrate V1 population responses ignores
these correlations altogether (Shadlen and Newsome, 1998; Shadlen and Movshon,
1999; Reid, 2001; London et al., 2010; Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013; Histed and
Maunsell, 2014). These statements, however, are mainly concluded from experimental
and theoretical studies investigating precise temporally coincident action potential
activity versus average firing rate responses. Based on this work, it seems indeed
likely that the visual cortex transmits the identity of a stimulus using a code that is
primarily dependent on mean firing rates, rather than exact spike timing. Average
single-trial stimulus-induced firing rates of multiple cells, however, can still be better
distinguished when signal and noise correlations are structured according to the
sign-rule (Fig. 5.1C–E). Therefore, although the overall amount of correlations in the
visual cortex is rather low (Chapter 4; Ecker et al., 2010), the effect of correlations on
population coding may be embedded in its specific structure (Poort and Roelfsema,
2008; Jeanne et al., 2013).

Techniques for functional and structural circuit tracing have by now the ability
to discover how receptive fields of neurons in higher visual areas are constructed by
mapping activity patterns of input neurons to a post-synaptic neuron (Cossell et al.,
2015; Wertz et al., 2015). Future experiments may pursue how the response of a post-
synaptic cell (potentially in a higher cortical area) varies as a function of activity of
presynaptic cells in the primary visual cortex that provide its input. Such an approach
can be used to reveal how simultaneous activity patterns of multiple neurons can
facilitate each other. Moreover, studies performing specific manipulations of spatio-
temporal activity patterns in visual cortex will be able to provide more insight into
whether learned behaviors or discriminations depend on the correlation structure of
the population response (Histed and Maunsell, 2014; Packer et al., 2014). A next step
would be to specifically manipulate the correlation structure of a population of cells
in accordance, or disagreement, with the sign-rule. Subsequently, one may attempt to
synchronize activity patterns of V1 cells to internally generated rhythms of higher
visual areas while animals perform a discrimination task as in Histed and Maunsell
(2014) and Clancy et al. (2014). Similar efforts can be undertaken in the context brain
machine interface development, all of which will certainly contribute to the general
understanding of how the brain encodes and transmits information.

5.1.3 Evaluative feedback

Learning evidently alters stimulus processing in the primary visual cortex, but the
mechanism that drives this plasticity is far more elusive. Learning may have occurred
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through a reinforcement signal that was fed back into V1 and selectively altered
processing of rewarded stimuli. Neuromodulators are strong candidates to perform
this task, either through individual actions of e.g. dopamine or acetylcholine, or as a
result of an interaction between multiple neuromodulators. Dopamine release has
been associated with reward (Schultz, 1986) or error in prediction in reward (Schultz et
al., 1997; Schultz, 2013), can selectively modulate plasticity in the striatum (Yagishita et
al., 2014) and auditory cortex (Bao et al., 2001) and dopamine signals may be sufficient
for learning to occur (Steinberg et al., 2013). There is some evidence supporting that
dopamine signals make it to V1 (Febvret et al., 1991; Müller and Huston, 2007), but
the techniques these studies employed to detect dopamine or dopamine fibers may
have been very unspecific. Besides doubts that there is substantial dopamine release
in V1, its role as reinforcement signal in general is strongly competed by the view that
dopamine release signals unexpected events, novelty and/or a behavioral switching
signal (Pennartz, 1995; Redgrave et al., 1999).

Cholinergic modulation is another potential candidate and it has been shown
that it has the ability to modulate and facilitate experience dependent plasticity in
the visual cortex (Bear and Singer, 1986; Kilgard and Merzenich, 1998). More recent
studies strongly implicate acetylcholine in driving reward related activity patterns
of primary visual cortex cells in the rat (Shuler and Bear, 2006; Gavornik et al., 2009;
Chubykin et al., 2013). But in general, the effects of acetylcholine have been linked
to attentional modulation and state dependent changes in cortical function rather
than reward or reinforcement feedback (e.g. Hagan and Morris, 1988; Muir et al.,
1994; Pennartz, 1995; Deco and Thiele, 2011; Polack et al., 2013; Pinto et al., 2013;
Han et al., 2014). Selective plasticity in stimulus specific assemblies, however, does
not necessarily have to be driven by reward selective circuits, but may have been
mediated by effects of attentional modulation (Stănişor et al., 2013). Moreover, a very
recent study strongly suggests a patchy distribution of cholinergic modulation in
layer I of the visual cortex (Ji et al., 2015), which may explain the non-uniform spatial
organization of cells preferring the rewarded conditioned stimulus in the experiments
of chapter 2.

A final set of candidate circuits for mediating reward effects in V1 is the direct
glutamatergic feedback projections from higher cortical and limbic areas of the brain
(Pennartz, 1997). Anatomically, the existence of such projections to V1 from e.g. me-
dial prefrontal cortex (in monkey and mouse; Freese and Amaral, 2005; Nguyen et
al., 2015) and amygdala (in cat; Chen et al., 2009) has been verified using retrograde
tracing. Providing glutamatergic feedback inputs directly onto dendrites of V1 pyra-
midal cells may strengthen or weaken specific synaptic connectivity through inducing
NMDA receptor mediated currents, modulating intracellular calcium concentrations
(Pennartz, 1997; Lamme and Roelfsema, 2000; Self et al., 2012). But these excitatory
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projections may alternatively activate local interneuron circuits to bias V1 activity
patterns (Fu et al., 2014; Petro et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014). The glutamatergic
modulation of local V1 interneuron circuits has spatially restricted properties and can
also provide an explanation for non-uniformly distributed reward effects observed in
chapter 2 (Adesnik et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015), although direct
glutamatergic feedback may be non-uniformly organized as well.

Future experiments studying the origin of learning related feedback in V1 could
commence with directly blocking local involvement of neuromodulators or gluta-
matergic feedback connections during learning using local and selective inhibition of
axonal projections or neuromodulator action through either disconnection lesions,
optogenetic inhibition, pharmacology or a combinations of these (e.g. Zhang et al.,
2014; Makino and Komiyama, 2015). A second, interesting lead is the non-uniform
distribution of cells expressing cholinergic receptors in V1 (Ji et al., 2015), which
offers the option to spatially match learning effects to the potential local presence of
cholinergic modulation (although this has to be verified). Last, layer specificity of
plasticity and learning in V1 has not been studied very extensively (but see e.g. Kreile
et al., 2011). Connectivity of layer 2/3 is, however, more focused on local and distal
corticocortical connections, such as those targeting higher visual areas, while layer
5 cells rather project to subcortical (like striatum and colliculus) and transcallosal
targets. Stimulus tuning of visual cortex cells reflects the preferential tuning in the
neighboring cortical regions where they project to (Glickfeld et al., 2013). The extent
to which V1 cells show learning related plasticity may depend as well on the layer in
which the cells reside and the brain areas they project to.

Although the experiments in this thesis do not directly single out any of the
possible candidates providing feedback information to the visual cortex, the results
agree best with the proposal that either acetylcholine or glutamatergic feedback
projections mediate changes in local V1 connectivity. It needs to be stated, however,
that the learning related differences in the experiments of chapter 2 and 3, were
measured under anesthesia. The observed changes in neuronal response properties
therefore likely reflect changes in the backbone of synaptic connectivity rather than
acute effects of neuromodulation (Poort et al., 2015).

5.1.4 Memory

While studying the effects of stimulus-reward learning on cells in the primary visual
cortex, one is inevitably confronted with the question to which extent V1 partakes
in the neural representation of the association. Much of our everyday declarative
memory is dependent on plasticity in the hippocampus, although the memory trace
may subsequently transfer to cortical regions like entorhinal and perirhinal cortex
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(Marr, 1971; Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1991; Dash et al., 2004; Tse et al., 2007). During
sleep, the hippocampus can also reactivate earlier experienced patterns in the visual
cortex, which can be an indication of transfer of a memory trace or a strengthening of
earlier learned patterns (Ji and Wilson, 2007). But even if plasticity is observed in a
primary sensory brain area, it does not necessarily mean that this learning-related
change in function of a V1 cell reflects its relevance for the memory of, for instance, a
stimulus-reward association.

In his book ‘The organization of behavior’, Hebb (1949) proposed that cells spe-
cialized in a certain function or behavior would form strong recurrent connections
through mechanisms now known as synaptic plasticity. These interconnected groups
of cells, termed assemblies, can extend across brain areas and function as paved
paths for sensory information to translate to behavior. In the decades before and
around Hebb’s publication, Karl Lashey’s work focused on localizing cortically stored
stimulus-reward associations, of which the cumulated results were discussed in the
paper ‘In search of the engram’ (Lashley, 1950). Combining results of a wealth of
experiments, Lashley found that lesions or fiber disconnections in selective cortical
association areas had very little effect on learned associations; only widespread le-
sions of these areas or lesions of primary sensory cortical regions resulted in strong
deficits. Lashley reached the conclusion that the memory trace is likely stored in
a distributed fashion across primary sensory and multiple association areas of the
neocortex. According to both Hebb’s and Lashley’s views, the inception of these
distributed memory traces or assemblies should thus lead to observable forms of
learning related plasticity, also in the primary sensory cortex.

The modern view on memory localization in the brain acknowledges these initial
findings, but proposes that the reason why these memories are stored in a distributed
fashion across multiple systems is that each contribute a specific aspect to the memory
(O’keefe and Nadel, 1978). Since Lashley (1950), experimental studies have found
links between several aspects of memories like emotional significance, motivation,
contextual setting, and ability to generalize; and brain regions including amygdala,
striatum, and entorhinal, retrosplenial, perirhinal, cingulate and (medial) prefrontal
cortex, but also indicate a critical link with the hippocampus and highlight a role for
sleep in memory-consolidation (see e.g. McDonald and White, 1993; Muller et al.,
1997; Sakai and Miyashita, 1991; Miyashita et al., 1998; Bast et al., 2001; Tronel and
Sara, 2003; Maviel et al., 2004; Lansink et al., 2009; Sterpenich et al., 2014; Tanaka et al.,
2014). The degree to which primary visual cortex is involved in the consolidation and
storage of (part of) the memory trace has, however, remained relatively unexplored
(but see e.g. Nieuwenhuis et al., 2008; van de Ven et al., 2012).

Causally testing whether plasticity in the primary sensory cortices reflects the cre-
ation of a new memory trace is notoriously difficult because one has to differentially
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target the function of the primary sensory area in e.g. visual processing, from local
plasticity leading to long-term changes. Pharmacological or optogenetic inactivation
of the primary visual cortex will block visual processing (Newsome et al., 1985) as
well as the expression of a learned visual association (Glickfeld et al., 2013). NMDA
receptor antagonists have been used in attempts to block plasticity without interfering
with visually driven responses (Cooke and Bear, 2010). Inhibition of NMDA channel
function, however, can disrupt feed-back inputs to V1 and therefore alter visual
processing (Self et al., 2012). A promising tool is ZIP, an inhibitor of protein kinase
M zeta, which is required for long-term potentiation. Local infusion of ZIP in the
hippocampus erases memories and in V1 it reverses effects of plasticity and learned
familiarity, but its temporal specificity is poor, affecting memories acquired over
many days (Shema et al., 2007; Cooke et al., 2015). Another approach to revert a local
network to its original state is to chemically or optically remove newly formed synap-
tic connections (Patricio Opazo, Personal communication; Hübener and Bonhoeffer,
2010) or return potentiated synaptic spines to their original strength (Hayashi-Takagi
et al., 2015). The latter approach has recently been shown to revert learned motor
skills when applied to motor cortex. Benefiting from these novel techniques that
selectively and locally revert plasticity and improved techniques for tracing inputs to
specific cells (Wertz et al., 2015), in combination with the recently developed rapid and
reliable behavioral essays for rodent (visual) learning (Bussey et al., 2001; Bartko et al.,
2011; Horner et al., 2013), discovery of the full distributed network of an associative
memory is within reach.

5.2 Does anesthesia reduce the complexity of stimulus
representations in the brain?

Does the function of circuits in the brain change when the studied organism is under
anesthesia? The answer may seem obviously ‘yes’, because anesthesia results in the
loss of consciousness and a complete suppression of behavioral responses to incoming
stimuli other than some reflexive responses (Mashour, 2010). When one looks under
the hood of the brain, however, this question becomes more difficult to answer.
Neurons in, for instance, the primary visual cortex still respond to stimuli, albeit with
a lower response amplitude, suggesting that anesthesia primarily reduces the gain of
external inputs to the brain (e.g. Ikeda and Wright, 1974). Moreover, experiments in
anesthetized animals report neurons to respond in a similar, although not identical,
fashion to visual stimuli as different neurons do in these primary sensory regions in
awake animals (e.g. Hubel and Wiesel, 1968; De Valois et al., 1982; Andermann et
al., 2011; Marshel et al., 2011). A straightforward comparison of how the exact same
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Figure 5.2: Two models for (cortical) generation of direction selectivity. A The asymmetric inhibition
model. Upper panels: Two example receptive fields. The red-brown circle (+) indicates the orientation
selective excitatory receptive field subregion, while the blue patch (–) represents the spatially asymmetric
inhibitory receptive field. Lower panels: Time course of inhibitory (blue) and excitatory (red) inputs to the
cell (above) when a bar, having the preferred orientation, passes smoothly over the receptive field. The
black line indicates the response amplitude (spike output) of the cell. Left: Events in case of movement in
the preferred direction. Right: Idem, but for the Null direction. B The delayed excitation model. Upper
charts: The response amplitude of four cells in response to a moving oriented bar entering their receptive
field at time=0. Note that some cells respond more slowly and/or delayed compared to others. Middle
schema: Each of the four cells provides an input to a gray-black postsynaptic cell. An oriented bar can now
be moved leftwards or rightwards over the receptive fields of the four cells. The receptive field locations,
in combination with the intrinsically and differentially delayed responses, lead to simultaneously arriving
excitatory inputs (left panel, bar moving right) or inputs arriving more spread-out in time (right panel, bar
moving left). Together with a threshold for action potential firing this leads to direction-selective output of
the post-synaptic cell.

visual cortex cells function in awake animals and in the animal under anesthesia
was missing so far and subtle changes in, for instance, orientation tuning under light
anesthesia could easily have been overlooked.

5.2.1 Direction selectivity

In chapter 4, we lift a tip of the veil by reporting that light anesthesia reduces direction
selectivity of orientation tuned neurons. Besides it being a cautionary message for
colleagues studying brain function under anesthesia, this specific result may provide
some insight into the mechanisms that underlie direction selectivity of cortical layer
2/3 cells. There are two overall models for the generation of direction selectivity
in the cortex. The first theory proposes asymmetric inhibition (Fig. 5.2A), which
may be spatially targeted to inhibit one side of an orientation selective receptive field
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stronger than the other side. A stimulus moving over the receptive field, starting at
the inhibitory side, will induce strong inhibition of the response of the cell. Moreover,
because of the intrinsically longer time-constant of inhibitory currents, the inhibition
will reduce the response of the cell when the stimulus proceeds and drives the other
side of the receptive field. Moving a bar in the opposite direction, activates excitation
before inhibition and thereby generates a larger response, resulting in direction
selectivity (Barlow and Levick, 1965; Torre and Poggio, 1978).

Isoflurane anesthesia acts through multiple mechanisms, but has a strong potenti-
ating effect on the function of GABAA neurotransmission (Rudolph and Antkowiak,
2004; Franks, 2008). According to the asymmetric inhibition model, potentiated inhibi-
tion will likely suppress the null response even more, and direction selectivity would
therefore be expected to be even stronger under anesthesia. Effects of anesthesia in
the brain, however, are not very predictable. For instance, Haider et al. (2012) found
that surround suppression, which is thought to be mediated by SOM+ interneurons
(Adesnik et al., 2012), is reduced under isoflurane anesthesia, while isoflurane medi-
ated potentiation of inhibition would predict stronger surround suppression. One
explanation could be that these effects depend on the specific way inhibitory neurons
inhibit other inhibitory neurons (Kameda et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014), but a more
detailed model of inhibitory interneuron circuitry is needed to fully address such a
mechanism.

The second model explains direction selectivity using the principle of delayed
excitation. Orientation-tuned V1 neurons can have varying response onsets to visual
stimulation of their receptive field. Direction selectivity can be achieved by connecting
neurons with different delays to a postsynaptic cell, such that e.g. the inputs with the
longest delays respond to the left part of the visual field, while cells with the shortest
delays respond to the right visual field. The input cells would, as a consequence of the
intrinsic delayed response in some of them, simultaneously drive the postsynaptic cell
if a bar moves from left to right (preferred direction) across the input-cells’ receptive
fields. Moving the bar in the opposite (null) direction, will lead to a spread of synaptic
inputs and drive the cell to a lesser extent (Fig. 2B; see Adelson and Bergen, 1983;
Reid et al., 1987). Under anesthesia, the delayed excitation model might fail because
of the slower timing of cortical responses (Pisauro et al., 2013), but see also (Luczak
et al., 2007). If action potential responses of individual cortical neurons are indeed
sufficiently delayed and slackened, their inputs may overlap more in time, also for
a bar moving in the direction that normally does not drive the cell, and therefore
increase the response to the null direction as was observed in chapter 4.

The direction selectivity in mouse visual cortex, however, is becoming a bit of a
special case and there may be multiple simultaneous mechanisms acting in parallel.
Other than in higher mammals (Wiesel and Hubel, 1966; Cleland and Levick, 1974),
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direction selectivity in mouse visual cortex may be to some extent inherited from
direction selectivity initially computed in the retina. In early development, direction
selective neurons in mouse V1 have a bias for responding to the cardinal directions,
which are preferred by retinal ganglion cells (Rochefort et al., 2011). Indeed, relay
cells in the dorsal LGN show direction selectivity (Marshel et al., 2012; Piscopo et al.,
2013) and project these activity patterns to cortical layer 1, while they generally project
less to layer 4 (Cruz-Martín et al., 2014). Still, direction selective neurons in layer 4
do receive excitatory inputs with a direction bias, although their origin is unknown.
Direction selectivity in these cells is additionally sharpened by suppression of the
null direction with delayed but un-tuned inhibition, arguing against the asymmetric
inhibition model (Li et al., 2015). To what extent direction selectivity in layer 2/3 is
dependent on retino-thalamic-cortical direction selective inputs remains unclear, but
because inhibitory and excitatory receptive fields of mouse V1 layer 2/3 cells also
generally overlap in space, the delayed excitation and/or retinal inheritance models
have the strongest case at the moment (Liu et al., 2009).

Besides a difference in direction selectivity, the data in Chapter 4 showed a ten-
dency of orientation selectivity to be increased under anesthesia (in tuning curves and
population decoding analysis). The mean orientation selectivity index (OSI) was, how-
ever, not significantly different between states (Fig. 4.3). OSI (and also DSI, direction
selectivity index) are tuning curve quantifications that are sensitive to noise (Mazurek
et al., 2014). To address this potential methodological issue, we implemented an
analysis to estimate the extent to which noise on top of the tuning curves contributed
to the observed awake-anesthesia differences. This analysis showed that the DSI
difference between awake and anesthetized recordings remained stable with varying
signal-to-noise levels, while the OSI difference was strongly influenced by higher
signal-to-noise responses of cells under anesthesia (Fig. 4.8). Decoding performance
can also depend on the signal-to-noise ratio of the to be decoded activity patterns,
which could explain the improved population coding for orthogonal orientations
under anesthesia (Fig. 4.9). Together, these results indicate that orientation tuning
under anesthesia may sharpen as a result of increased signal-to-noise ratio, while the
effect of anesthesia on direction selectivity was observed independent of the noisiness
of tuning curves.

Effects of anesthesia are fundamentally difficult to interpret because anesthetics
have multiple molecular targets and affect many neural circuits simultaneously
(Alkire et al., 2008). I, for one, do not feel comfortable excluding any of the possible
models/circuits purely based on the findings of chapter 4. Future experiments,
interfering with direction selectivity either at the level of the retina or the cortex,
will likely demonstrate to which extent cortically observed direction selectivity is
dependent on the retina (Daniel Hillier, personal communication; Yoshida et al., 2001).
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Clever optical control of single cell activation patterns in the cortex (Packer et al., 2014)
can subsequently be used to play exact patterns of excitatory and inhibitory neuron
activations and distill from those the patterns that drive direction selective cells the
best, in order to identify mechanisms that underlie their computation (Allesandro
LaChioma and Mark Huebener, personal communication). Rabies virus mediated
tracing, however, may provide an alternative way of identifying presynaptic circuits
and in combination with targeted in vivo electrophysiology could reveal the exact
spatio-temporal input structure to a postsynaptic direction selective cell (Wertz et al.,
2015).

5.2.2 Correlations

The observation of reduced direction selectivity is an example of how anesthesia
changes the complexity and dimensionality of a single-cell tuning curve. Effects
of anesthesia, however, extend far beyond just changes in stimulus selectivity and
are thought to disrupt dynamic properties of cortical networks by interfering with
local and long-range functional connectivity (Collins et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2009b,a;
Schröter et al., 2012; Untergehrer et al., 2014). A number of neuroscientific theories
of consciousness include a role for such widespread recurrent cortical activity in
supporting awareness by promoting availability and binding of information (Tononi
and Edelman, 1998; Baars, 2002; Lamme, 2003; Dehaene et al., 2006). Although activity
in the primary visual cortex has been dismissed to strongly correlate with conscious
perception (Crick and Koch, 1998), studying how anesthesia disrupts activity patterns
in V1 may reveal changes in network dynamics that can be generalized to other brain
regions.

In a series of papers, Giulio Tononi proposed the information integration theory
of consciousness, which defines consciousness to reflect the capacity of a brain (or
other system) to integrate information (Tononi and Edelman, 1998; Tononi, 2001, 2004;
Tononi and Koch, 2008; Oizumi et al., 2014). The concept of integrated information
refers to the principle that numerous different (conscious) brain states can be assumed
by the same network of neurons, reflecting unique experiences without a possibility
of dividing the network into two or more sub networks that can each assume part
of the repertoire of states (or experiences) in an unaltered fashion. Although there
is a serious lack of evidence supporting the information integration theory of con-
sciousness (Cerullo, 2015), it outlines an interesting framework of how brain function
could relate to conscious experience. Other (earlier developed) theories rely on sim-
ilarly and simultaneously recruited (recurrent) activity patterns across many brain
areas, like parietal cingulate and frontal regions, which may support information
to be available for longer durations and promote integrative processing (Crick and
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Koch, 1998; Dehaene and Naccache, 2001; Baars, 2002; Lamme, 2003; Dehaene et al.,
2006; Dehaene and Changeux, 2011). Nearly all proposed theories have in common
that they acknowledge a purpose for consciousness in the ability of being able to
have a single coherent representation of the outside world ‘in mind’, potentially to
reduce ambiguity in subsequent action selection (Ramachandran and Hirstein, 1997;
Crick and Koch, 1998). One way of binding our sensory inputs into such integrated
experiences and holding them available for longer durations could be through the
action of brain-wide continuous-attractor states, shaped by short and long-range
recurrent projections between neuronal networks, and dynamically propagating as
our conscious experiences proceed (Pennartz, 2009).

Based on this principle, one can make the prediction that loss of consciousness dur-
ing anesthesia and sleep could be reflected in the way activity patterns of populations
of cells entrain to stereotyped patterns of slow wave activity in these states (Steriade
et al., 1993; Fellin et al., 2009; Fucke et al., 2011; Ruiz-Mejias et al., 2011; Chauvette
et al., 2011). In chapter 4, we were able to confirm the emergence of low frequency
fluctuations in visual cortex input signals in anesthetized mice using two-photon
calcium imaging. In addition, we found that activity patterns of neurons in the pri-
mary visual cortex were more strongly entrained by these low frequency fluctuations,
as those of the same neurons when the animal was awake. This modulation was
visible as an increase in pairwise correlations between the activity patterns of neurons
(see also Greenberg et al., 2008; Golshani et al., 2009) and their increased coherence
was again restricted to slow wave frequencies. This pattern of altered functional
interactions within local groups of cells may reflect the merging of dynamic attractor
states into an indiscriminate, non-differentiated pattern of coherence, and possibly
reduced integration of information.

Slow wave oscillations, however, are not specific to the anesthetized state and have
also been observed in the awake mouse brain (Mohajerani et al., 2010). Indeed, the
data in chapter 4 showed no strong increase in strength of slow wave components of
individual activity patterns of V1 cells under anesthesia. A possible explanation could
be that anesthesia changed the way neurons entrained their activity in concert with
neighboring cells and common inputs, rather than changing the total amount of intrin-
sic rhythmic activity in their activity patterns. Although the assumed mechanism of
complexity in information processing relating to phenomenal experience is appealing,
there is still a large conceptual gap between dividing the altered correlation structure
of neuronal activity patterns and the reduced capacity for information integration and
consciousness. Future experiments may test theories of consciousness and awareness
by interfering with selective long-range recurrent circuits, explore whether conscious-
ness emerges as a gradient or all-or-none phenomenon in the brain and may also
benefit from the continued development of biologically plausible artificial intelligence
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models.

5.3 Imaging into the future
The introduction of this PhD thesis outlined some basics in two-photon imaging,
but new developments in imaging and optogenetic techniques have arrived in rapid
succession. For instance, techniques for imaging of neuronal activity patterns in
living, behaving and learning mice have significantly improved (see e.g. Dombeck et
al., 2007; Andermann et al., 2010; Dombeck et al., 2010; Margolis et al., 2012; Lütcke et
al., 2010; Heys et al., 2014; Montijn et al., 2015). Using the most recently developed
genetically encoded calcium indicators (Chen et al., 2013), the obvious next step is to
now follow the same groups of neurons over periods of weeks or months and study
how their function in the circuit changes during development or with learning (Poort
et al., 2015; Makino and Komiyama, 2015). Using such an approach of time-lapse
imaging during a learning paradigm, one can subsequently pursue simultaneous
monitoring of multiple brain regions (Lecoq et al., 2014) in order to study how the
flow of activity between subsequent cortical areas changes with learning, or as a result
of anesthesia.

Continued development of various genetically encoded indicators or fluorescently
labeled neuromodulators will make it possible to perform long term imaging of spa-
tial aspects of neuromodulator release together with activity patterns of large groups
of neurons. Such indicators could be employed to unravel the role of different neuro-
modulators and their interactions in plasticity, learning, attention and reinforcement
signaling (Inagaki et al., 2012). In addition, the incorporation of genetic techniques for
achieving cell-type identification and selective labeling of projection pathways (Chen
et al., 2015) can help single out specific functions of cells and pathways. For this, it
will be crucial to have indicators and optogenetic tools with the same specifications,
but operating at different wavelengths, so that optical selectivity can be achieved
and multiple spatially intermingled pathways can be monitored and manipulated
independently.

By now, it is possible to optogenetically manipulate specific (online selected)
groups of cells, while simultaneously recording the activity patterns of those cells and
all other neurons in the nearby surrounding tissue in living and behaving animals
(Packer et al., 2014). This approach can be combined or improved with holographic
photoactivation (Anselmi et al., 2011) and ultrafast random access laser scanning
techniques (Duemani Reddy et al., 2008; Grewe et al., 2010), and potentially be
performed in freely moving animals (Helmchen et al., 2001; Ghosh et al., 2011; Szabo
et al., 2014). By activating or disrupting specific patterns of cortical activity during
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learning one could try to extract the code by which information is communicated,
or learn how receptive fields of post-synaptic neurons are constructed from specific
patterns of presynaptic inputs.

A second promising technique is tracing of neuronal circuits using modified rabies
viruses (Ghanem and Conzelmann, 2015). Glycoprotein depleted rabies viruses can
be targeted to a population or single cells expressing a specific receptor that allows
the virus to infect the cell and subsequently its monosynaptic inputs (Wickersham
et al., 2007). The rabies virus can express a genetically encoded fluorescent protein,
photoactivatable ionchannel, calcium indicator or other protein in the starter-cell and
also in its presynaptic partners. Using this approach one can trace largely complete
input populations of cells that have specific tuning properties (Cruz-Martín et al.,
2014) and a specific anatomical/genetic identity or location in the cortex (Vélez-Fort
et al., 2014; Wertz et al., 2015), or explore the input to neurons that have changed
their response properties as a consequence of learning. These techniques may be
combined to be able to identify subnetworks in the brain that are relevant for, for
instance, learning and to manipulate them as described above. My outlook is that
optical techniques will continue to revolutionize neuroscience for many years.
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5.4 Conclusion
As has been described in the introduction, and demonstrated in the experimental
chapters, neurons in the visual cortex can be acutely modulated by internal state but
can also incorporate long-term changes as a result of learning. It is fair to assume
that the ability to adapt the function of the neural circuits of vision has the aim
of improving the representation of visual stimuli in such a way that it benefits the
organism. The changes observed in chapter 2 and 3 suggest that learning of a stimulus
reward association can lead to changes in the visual cortex that may improve detection,
salience, generalization, pattern completion and/or discrimination of these stimuli.
Visual cortex activity between awake and anesthetized animals differs with respect
to the amount of visual detail that the response patterns represent, and suggests
that awake visual processing incorporates more complex network interactions as
compared to anesthesia. If one needs to remember one single message from reading
this thesis, it would have to be that the functioning of the primary visual cortex in the
mouse is dynamic, depending on the state of the animal, and adapts, if needed, to
optimally process the specific environment that is being experienced.
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Zicht op de visuele cortex van de muis
Effecten van associatief leren en algehele veranderingen in de alertheids-status van de neocortex
op initiële visuele verwerking in het brein

Wanneer we naar iets kijken, valt visuele informatie in de vorm van lichtdeeltjes (of
lichtgolven; fotonen) op de retina in het oog. Via de oogzenuw en de visuele thalamus
(Laterale geniculate nucleus; LGN) wordt deze informatie in gecomprimeerde vorm
doorgegeven aan de cerebrale hersenschors (neocortex) waar het in meer detail
verwerkt wordt. Het neocorticale hersengebied waar zulke informatie binnenkomt
heet de primaire visuele cortex. In dit gebied hebben de eerste bewerkingen van
visuele informatie plaats door hersencellen (neuronen). Deze neuronen kunnen
door middel van synaptische plasticiteit, het aanpassen van de sterkte van hun
onderlinge connectiviteit, veranderen in de manier waarop ze de visuele informatie
coderen. Hoewel de cellen in deze ‘initiële’ gebieden van de neocortex niet per sé
het eindstadium van visuele verwerking zijn, kunnen ze, juist omdat ze bij de eerste
verwerkingsstadia betrokken zijn, een grote invloed uitoefenen op de uiteindelijke
perceptie. Het centrale doel van dit proefschrift is om bij te dragen aan een beter
begrip van hoe de dagelijkse routines van ‘zien’, ‘ervaren’ en ‘leren’ van invloed
zijn op de hersencircuits die het sensorische deel van deze taken in eerste instantie
uitvoeren.

In de inleiding van dit proefschrift wordt een algemene beschrijving gegeven
van hoe beelden uit de wereld om ons heen gerepresenteerd worden door neuronale
activiteit van de cellen in de visuele cortex. Hierbij wordt bijvoorbeeld ook aandacht
gegeven aan de mogelijkheid dat neuronen in de visuele cortex gemoduleerd kunnen
worden door aandacht en/of alertheid, en dat er ook op lange termijn veranderingen
in informatie verwerking kunnen optreden als iets nieuws geleerd wordt. Omdat de
studies in dit proefschrift met muizen zijn uitgevoerd is er in de inleiding specifiek
aandacht gegeven aan de verschillen en overeenkomsten tussen de visuele systemen
van muis en mens. In de experimenten die in dit proefschrift worden beschreven
wordt veel gebruik gemaakt van de techniek ‘twee-fotonen microscopie’ dat een
plaatje of film van de biologische situatie binnenin de neocortex kan construeren,
en daarmee ook de activiteit en locatie van grote groepen hersencellen kan meten.
Deze techniek en de bijbehorende mogelijkheden worden in het laatste deel van de
inleiding behandeld.

Het experimentele werk in dit proefschrift is gericht om antwoord te geven op
de vraag hoe leerervaringen en onze interne staat invloed kunnen uitoefenen op
de manier waarop de hersenen sensorische informatie representeren. In het eerste
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experimentele hoofdstuk (2) onderzoeken we hoe verwerking van visuele informatie
in de neurale circuits van de visuele cortex verandert als een visuele stimulus geasso-
cieerd is met een positieve ervaring, zoals het krijgen van een beloning. Om dit te
bewerkstelligen hebben we eerst een conditioneringskamer voor muizen gebouwd.
In deze ruimte was, achter een bakje waar automatisch een stukje voedsel in kon
vallen, een videoscherm zo geplaatst dat de muis deze goed kon zien. Een visuele
stimulus werd vervolgens met het verkrijgen van een beloning geassocieerd, door na
de presentatie van een bepaald visueel lijnen patroon (met bijvoorbeeld een horizon-
tale oriëntatie) altijd een voedsel stukje te geven. Na de presentatie van een ander
controle patroon (met bijvoorbeeld een verticale oriëntatie) werd echter nooit iets
gegeven. Deze procedure werd dagelijks herhaald totdat de muizen de associatie
tussen de oriëntatie van het lijnen patroon en de beloning geleerd hadden.

Vervolgens werd door middel van twee-fotonen microscopie onder anesthesie
onderzocht hoe de cellen in de primaire visuele cortex op deze lijnen patronen regeer-
den. Cellen in dit hersengebied hebben over het algemeen één oriëntatie waar ze het
beste op reageren, de voorkeursoriëntatie. Tot onze verassing bleek er geen groot
verschil in het aantal cellen dat de geconditioneerde oriëntatie als voorkeursoriëntatie
had en de aantallen cellen die andere oriëntaties prefereerden. Wat wel veranderd
was, was dat de cellen die een voorkeursoriëntatie hadden die niet exact gelijk was
aan de geconditioneerde oriëntatie, maar ook niet al te verschillend hiervan, over het
algemeen op sterker op de geconditioneerde, beloonde oriëntatie reageerden. Verder
bleken deze cellen met een voorkeursoriëntatie die grofweg hetzelfde was als de met
beloning geassocieerde oriëntatie, vaker in paren (groepjes van twee) voor te komen
in de visuele cortex. De voornaamste conclusie van deze studie was dat het leren van
een associatie tussen een visuele stimulus en het verkrijgen van een beloning, een
specifiek effect heeft op de cellen die de geassocieerde stimulus verwerken, zelfs al
op het niveau van initiële informatieverwerking in de primaire visuele cortex.

In het tweede experimentele hoofdstuk (3) wordt dieper in gegaan op twee vragen:
1. Is de neuronale representatie van geconditioneerde visuele stimuli in primaire
sensorische netwerken kwalitatief anders vergeleken met de representatie van niet
geassocieerde stimuli? 2. Leidt het associëren van verschillende locaties in het visuele
zichtveld tot een verschuiving van de algehele ruimtelijke organisatie in de visuele
cortex? Hiertoe werden muizen getraind om de locatie, maar niet de oriëntatie,
van een visueel lijnen patroon te associëren met beloning. Als het patroon, met
bijvoorbeeld een horizontale oriëntatie, in één specifieke locatie werd getoond, werd
dit altijd door een kleine hoeveelheid vanille vla gevolgd, terwijl wanneer hetzelfde
horizontaal georiënteerde lijnen patroon in een nabijgelegen deel van het visuele
zichtveld werd getoond, er nooit een beloning volgde.

Intrinsieke optische signalen in het brein kunnen een indicatie geven van middel-
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grote activatie regionen in een hersengebied. Door deze signalen met een camera in
beeld te brengen kan worden vastgelegd in hoeverre er overlap is tussen bijvoorbeeld
het gebied dat de met-beloning-geassocieerde stimulus verwerkt en het gebied dat
de niet-met-beloning-geassocieerde stimulus verwerkt. Door deze overlap op ver-
schillende tijdspunten te meten, namelijk voor aanvang van de conditionering, na 6
dagen van conditionering en na 12-17 dagen van conditionering, konden we aantonen
dat de activatie patronen van geconditioneerde visuele stimuli in de beloonde en
niet beloonde stimulus locaties minder overlap vertoonden in de visuele cortex. De
hersenen leken dus op deze middelgrote schaal beter onderscheid te maken tussen
de geconditioneerde stimuli.

Na de laatste conditioneringssessie werd middels twee-fotonen microscopie onder
anesthesie gekeken in hoeverre kleine groepjes van individuele hersencellen, door
met elkaar samen te werken, de locatie van de geconditioneerde lijnen patronen beter
konden onderscheiden. Dit werd vergeleken met hoe dezelfde neuronen onderscheid
maakten tussen lijnen patronen in dezelfde locaties, maar die een oriëntatie hadden
die de muis nog niet eerder had gezien. Het bleek dat, in de muizen die in de
conditioneringssessies het meest duidelijk lieten zien dat ze de geconditioneerde
associatie begrepen hadden, de neuronen ook beter waren in het onderscheiden
van de locatie van de geconditioneerde lijnpatronen, vergeleken met neuronen in
slechter presterende muizen. Individuele hersencellen verschilden van elkaar in hoe
ze op de geconditioneerde visuele stimuli reageerden, maar in het algemeen bleek
dat neuronen sterker reageerden op de stimulus oriëntaties die belangrijk waren
tijdens conditionering. Door in meer detail te analyseren hoe de cellen met elkaar
samenwerkten tijdens het verwerken van de gepresenteerde visuele stimuli vonden
we indicaties dat de cellen inderdaad beter met elkaar samenwerkten wanneer het
ging om de geconditioneerde visuele stimulus oriëntaties. De conclusie van deze
studie was dat het leren van de relatie tussen een visuele stimulus en het verkrijgen
van een beloning, het onderscheid tussen de met-beloning-geassocieerde stimulus en
andere niet relevante stimuli verbetert. Deze effecten werden gevonden op zowel het
niveau van individuele cellen, het niveau van kleine groepjes cellen en op het niveau
van globale activatie patronen.

In het laatste experimentele hoofdstuk (4) wordt de vraag gesteld wat voor een
invloed een verandering in algehele hersenstatus, bijvoorbeeld het verschil tussen
wakker zijn of onder anesthesie zijn, heeft op de activatie patronen van individuele
cellen en kleine groepen van samenwerkende cellen in de visuele cortex. In dit exper-
iment werd, middels twee-fotonen microscopie, de activiteit van groepen cellen in de
visuele cortex gemeten, zowel tijdens het presenteren van bewegende georiënteerde
lijnpatronen, als tijdens een periode voorafgaand hieraan waarin geen visuele stimuli
getoond werden. Dit experiment werd één keer uitgevoerd onder anesthesie, en één
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keer wanneer de muis wakker was en op een miniatuur loopbandje stond. De volgo-
rde van de experimenten was willekeurig bepaald in verschillende dieren. Omdat
twee-fotonen microscopie de cellen direct in beeld brengt konden we twee keer exact
dezelfde cellen vinden en meten in de hersenen; iets dat veel lastiger is met andere
technieken.

In dit experiment vonden we dat, in absentie van visuele stimuli, activiteitspatro-
nen van neuronen gemeten onder anesthesie veel sterker met elkaar samen hingen
dan dat ze in wakkere muizen deden. Dit was vooral zichtbaar als een sterke samen-
hang van activiteit in een lage frequentie band (0.5 – 1 Hz), alsof de activiteit van
cellen gesynchroniseerd was met één dominant ritme. De manier waarop cellen de
oriëntatie van visuele stimuli codeerden was niet beïnvoed, maar de selectiviteit
van individuele cellen voor de specifieke richting van beweging (van lijnenpatronen
die de voorkeursoriëntatie van de onderzochte cellen hadden) was wel verminderd.
Tot onze verassing was de vermindering van selectiviteit niet het gevolg van een
lagere respons sterkte van cellen onder anesthesie, maar juist het omgekeerde. Cellen
reageerden sterker op de niet dominante bewegingsrichting, maakten daarom in
hun activiteit minder onderscheid tussen de dominante en niet dominante beweg-
ingsrichting en hadden dus een lagere richtinsselectiviteit. Er bleek verder geen
relatie tussen, aan de ene kant de versterkte activiteitssamenhang van neuronen, en
aan de andere kant de reductie in bewegingsrichting selectiviteit. Dit kwam mede
doordat de samenhang van neuronale activiteit tijdens het presenteren van visuele
stimuli onder anesthesie nauwelijks verschilde van de samenhang gemeten in de
wakkere toestand. De algemene conclusie van dit experiment was dat de activiteitspa-
tronen in de primaire visuele cortex worden beïnvloed door processen die kunnen
verschillen als gevolg van de algehele staat van het brein (bijvoorbeeld alertheid of
onder anesthesie) en dat activiteit in de visuele cortex dus niet exclusief verklaard
kan worden door een eenvoudige directe representatie van visuele patronen die op
de retina vallen.

In het laatste hoofdstuk (5) van dit proefschrift, de discussie, worden de resultaten
van de experimentele hoofdstukken in een bredere context geplaatst, om zo een com-
pleter beeld te kunnen geven van hoe leerervaringen en de algehele staat van de cortex
van invloed zijn op de verschillende functies waarin het visuele systeem voorziet.
Zoals aangetoond in de experimentele hoofdstukken, kunnen activiteitspatronen van
cellen in de visuele cortex inderdaad acuut worden gemoduleerd door de interne
toestand van het brein, en vervolgens ook veranderen op lange termijn als gevolg van
leren. Men kan redelijkerwijs aannemen dat het aanpassingsvermogen van de visuele
cortex het doel heeft om een organisme beter te laten zien. In die context kunnen de
resultaten van hoofdstuk 2 en 3 suggereren dat het leren van een associatie tussen een
visuele stimulus en het verkrijgen van een beloning kan leiden tot verbeterde detectie,
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generalisatie en discriminatie van de belonings-voorspellende stimuli. De resultaten
van hoofdstuk 4 voegen toe dat de visuele cortex zeer waarschijnlijk mechanismen
bevat die wakkere/alerte visuele informatieverwerking complexer en selectiever
maken. Als ik de resultaten van dit proefschrift in maar één enkele zin zou moeten
samenvatten, zou dat zijn dat de primaire visuele cortex van de muis een dynamisch
systeem is, waarin informatieverwerking afhankelijk is van de algehele staat van de
hersenen en zich zo nodig aanpast, om de visuele omgeving van de muis optimaal te
representeren.
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